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correspond to classical equivalences of field theories. A few experts may be
familiar with parts of our discussion, however, the material is presented from
the perspective of a very general notion of a gauge theory. We also make a
number of new observations and present some new results. Most importantly,
we discuss in great detail higher (categorified) Chern–Simons theories and give
some useful shortcuts in usually rather involved computations.
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1. Introduction
Categorified or higher mathematical structures appear very naturally within string theory.
In particular, the Kalb–Ramond B-field is part of the connective structure on a gerbe,
which is the categorification of the notion of a connection on a circle bundle. Moreover,
string field theory [1] is fundamentally based on homotopy Maurer–Cartan theory, the
vastly generalised analogue of Chern–Simons theory to strong homotopy Lie algebras or
L8-algebras, which are 8-categorifications of the notion of a Lie algebra.
If one believes in the fundamental nature of string theory, it is then not too surprising
that remnants of these categorified structures are also found in ordinary classical field
theories. In particular, the Batalin–Vilkovisky (BV) formalism [2–6] associates to each
classical field theory an L8-algebra and for interacting field theories, this L8-algebra is
not merely a differential graded Lie algebra. This fact is well-known to experts on BV
quantisation, see for example [7,8], in particular [9], which is based on the earlier work [10],
or the later works [11–18], but it seems to be much less known in general. The recent
paper [19] revived interest in the L8-algebras of classical field theories, but only a very
partial picture of the categorified structures and their origin was given.
The purpose of this paper is threefold. First of all, we wish to present an accessible, self-
contained review1 of the complete picture, providing links to the standard mathematical
terminology and collecting relevant references for further reading. Explicitly, we explain
how L8-algebras necessarily arise from the classical master equation of the BV formalism
and why quasi-isomorphisms constitute the correct and very useful notion of equivalence
which corresponds to the classical equivalence of field theories.
Secondly, this paper is meant to be a starting point of a much deeper investigation of
higher structures in both classical and quantum field theories which we plan to conduct in
the near future. Here, we shall lay the ground work by fixing our notation and conventions
and by reviewing the necessary basics of the BV formalism for future reference.
Thirdly, we would like to present some new results and observations we made. Most
importantly, our perspective is adapted to an application towards higher gauge theory2
from the outset. Nevertheless, we stress again that most of our language should be readily
accessible to any theoretical physicist.
To be reasonably self-contained, we start with a detailed review on L8-algebras also
known as strong homotopy Lie algebras. These arise as a particular categorification of
1We do not claim that our review is historically accurate or complete regarding references.
2We note that higher form fields have been treated in the BV formalism before, see e.g. [20, 21] and,
more recently, [22,23], but not in the generality we discuss here. A rather general account from a somewhat
different perspective than ours is found in [24].
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the notion of a Lie algebra that is described in terms of graded vector spaces and higher
brackets. Much more directly, they arise by generalising the equivalent definition of a Lie
algebra via its differential graded algebra (dga) known as the Chevalley–Eilenberg algebra.
Both, the higher bracket description as well as the dga-picture, have their individual ad-
vantages in computations, and it is occasionally very useful to switch3 between those. This
justifies our discussion of the technical details involved in this switch. They mostly boil
down to carefully keeping track of signs arising from grade-shifting and permuting graded
operators as well as working with the somewhat less familiar concept of a coalgebra.
Moreover, the classical BV complex provides precisely such a differential graded algebra
corresponding to the classical L8-algebra L “ÀkPZ Lk of a field theory. This L8-algebra
governs the field content, the (higher) gauge structure, the equations of motion and the
(higher) Noether identities of a field theory and they have an underlying complex of the
form
gauge
symmetrieslooooooomooooooon
..., L´1, L0
ÝÑ
classical
fieldslooooooomooooooon
L1
ÝÑ
equations
of motionlooooooomooooooon
L2
ÝÑ
Noether
identitieslooooooomooooooon
L3, L4, ...
(1.1)
It is important to stress that the BV procedure does not only apply to gauge field theories
and gauge symmetries. The usual discussion of the BV formalism involves two operations:
the Chevalley–Eilenberg resolution of the gauge algebra, leading to the Becchi–Rouet–
Stora–Tyutin (BRST) complex, as well as the Koszul–Tate resolution of the classical equa-
tions of motion, which introduces antifields. The first operation can also be applied to
global symmetries of a field theory, even though the usual motivation for the BRST form-
alism, namely gauge fixing for subsequent quantisation, does not apply here. The second
operation can be applied to any classical field theory. We shall discuss scalar field theory
as an explicit example.
Besides the obvious isomorphisms, L8-algebras come with a more general notion of
isomorphism, called quasi-isomorphism. From a mathematical,8-categorical point of view,
quasi-isomorphisms are the most appropriate ones to consider in most cases.4 From a
physical point of view, they will allow us to identify equivalent field theories with non-
isomorphic field spaces (e.g. field theories equivalent after integrating out fields, etc.). As
an explicit example, we shall demonstrate that the L8-algebras of the first order and
second order formulations of classical Yang–Mills theory are quasi-isomorphic. We shall
3When performing this switch, one essentially converts a vector into a grade-shifted coordinate function.
This transition is the reason for the fermionic character of the ghosts corresponding to gauge parameters
and it can lead to confusion. We shall therefore be always very explicit regarding this point.
4For example, all definitions of the gerbes governing the higher form fields work up to quasi-isomorphisms.
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also review their descriptions in both the higher bracket and the dga-picture.
These quasi-isomorphisms allow us to reduce the L8-algebra, and, correspondingly, the
field space, to the so-called minimal model in which the non-triviality of the action is fully
absorbed in the higher products. For example, quasi-isomorphisms allow us to reduce the
field space of Chern–Simons theory on a three-dimensional compact oriented manifold M
with gauge connection restricted to a trivial principal fibre bundle to the first de Rham
cohomology H1dRpMq of M , which is to be seen as the dual to (topological) Wilson loops.
In this paper, we merely make the observation that this quasi-isomorphism exists. We plan
to study various aspects of this reduction to minimal models in future work.
The most relevant or natural example of a field theory for the BV formalism is the
above-mentioned homotopy Maurer–Cartan theory defined for any L8-algebra with an
inner product of degree ´3, which is induced by a particular symplectic form of degree ´1.
In the special case of an L8-algebra arising from tensoring a Lie algebra with the differential
forms Ω‚pMq on a 3-dimensional compact oriented manifold M , we recover ordinary Chern–
Simons theory. Generally, we construct higher Chern–Simons theory for a Lie n-algebra or
n-term L8-algebra in dimension 2` n.
One remarkable point about homotopy Maurer–Cartan theory for an arbitrary L8-
algebra L is that the BV complex of fields, ghost, and their antifields is just the L8-
algebra L itself. Moreover, the differential encoding L in the differential graded algebra
picture originates from a vector field with Hamiltonian, the latter of which is essentially
the homotopy Maurer–Cartan action. Finally, this homotopy Maurer–Cartan action, at
least formally, satisfies the quantum master equation of the BV formalism, which can
simplify the computation of the quantum master equation. We have not found these and
other observations we make in connection with the BV formalism in the literature.
A useful property we observe for the first time is the fact that homotopy Maurer–
Cartan theory always allows for a supersymmetric extension by auxiliary fields, just as
ordinary Chern–Simons theory. This is important if one wishes to compute path integrals
via supersymmetric localisation techniques.
As stated above, this paper is also intended as the ground work for future research
on higher structures in the context of classical and quantum BV formulations of field
theories. A particularly interesting topic here is the relation between quasi-isomorphism
and renormalisation group flow5, which has been established in some special cases, cf. [28].
5For some recent work on the renormalisation in the BV context, see [25,26] and in particular [27].
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2. Mathematical tools
Motivation. The local description of gauge theories is based on Lie algebra-valued
differential k-forms. Let M be a manifold and g a Lie algebra, then a correspond-
ing gauge theory has a gauge potential A P Ω1pM, gq :“ Ω1pMq b g and a curvature
F :“ dA ` 12 rA,As P Ω2pM, gq. Gauge parameters, Bianchi identities, Noether currents,
and equations of motion also involve elements of Ω‚pM, gq.
To obtain a natural (i.e. category theoretical) description of gauge theory, we should
therefore bring together differential forms and Lie algebras in a common framework. This
framework is provided by differential graded algebras, and the differential graded algebras
in which we are interested arise as functions on particular graded manifolds. On these
manifolds we have a vector field Q that induces a differential on the algebra of functions.
Henceforth, they are referred to as Q-manifolds, cf. [29].
Formulating gauge theories using differential graded algebras arising from Q-manifolds
has several advantages. Firstly, one can define vast generalisations of ordinary gauge the-
ory [30] which appear naturally in string and M-theory in various contexts. Secondly,
because of its mathematical naturality, it is not surprising that a powerful framework such
as the Batalin–Vilkovisky (BV) formalism is best formulated in this language [31]. Thirdly,
this is how they appear directly in the Alexandrov–Kontsevich–Schwarz–Zaboronsky
(AKSZ) construction [29].
In this section, we therefore review differential graded algebras with a focus on those
arising as function algebras on Q-manifolds.
2.1. Differential graded algebras
We shall assume that the reader is familiar with Z-graded vector spaces. For more details
on this topic, see e.g. [32, 33].
Z-graded vector spaces and shifts. For a Z-graded vector space V “ ÀkPZ Vk, we
introduce the following notation for a degree shift by l:
Vrls “ à
kPZ
pVrlsqk with pVrlsqk :“ Vk`l for l P Z . (2.1)
This convention (which is one of two commonly used ones) indicates the shift of the co-
ordinate functions and the opposite direction of the shift of the vectors themselves. For
example, given an ordinary vector space V , the degree-shifted vector space V r1s consists
of vectors v of degree ´1, since only V r1s´1 “ V is non-trivial. Note that the signs of
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the shifts are flipped when taking the dual vector space: the dual V˚ of a Z-graded vector
space V has the homogeneous subspaces pV˚qk “ pV´kq˚ for all k P Z.
Let us already now stress an important point for our whole discussion. With respect to
a basis τα of degree ´1 of the above example V r1s of a grade-shifted ordinary vector space
V , the coordinate functions ξα are of degree 1,
ξα : V r1s Ñ R with ξαpvq “ ξαpvβτβq :“ vβ ξαpτβqloomoon
“: δαβ
“ vα . (2.2)
There is now much room for confusion between the coordinates vα and the coordinate
functions ξα; Nick Woodhouse [34] coined the term first fundamental confusion of calculus
for this phenomenon. While in the ungraded case, this confusion is usually reasonably
controlled, it can get out of hands in the graded case, since the degree of the object and
the coordinate functions acting on it will be inverse to each other.
In the context of both the Becchi–Rouet–Stora–Tyutin (BRST) and the BV formalisms,
this problem with degrees is exacerbated by the fact that there is an additional, implicit
shift in degree by ´1. For example, consider a gauge parameter c P Ω0pM, gq and a gauge
potential A P Ω1pM, gq, where, as before, M is a manifold and g a Lie algebra. These fields
belong to the graded vector space
V “ V0 ‘ V1 :“ Ω0pM, gq ‘ Ω1pM, gq . (2.3)
The corresponding BRST complex, however, is that of Vr1s “ Vr1s´1‘Vr1s0. Consequently,
we obtain coordinate functions of degrees 1 and 0,
cαpxq : Ω0pM, gqr1s Ñ R and Aαµpxq : Ω1pM, gqr1s Ñ R , (2.4)
with τα and dx
µ are bases6 of g and Ω1pMq, respectively. For convenience, we shall often
contract the coordinate functions with the basis of V to arrive at the contracted coordinate
functions, which we denote by the same letters c and A as customary in the discussion
of BRST/BV quantisation. These contracted coordinate functions are always of total
degree 1. Whether we mean vectors or their coordinate functions should always be clear
from the context, and we hope that no confusion will arise. The degree of the vectors c
and A in V will be called the L8-degree, while the degree of the (uncontracted) coordinate
functions capxq and Aαµpxq will be called the ghost degree. The latter agrees with the general
nomenclature.
6Note that dxµ is a basis of Ω1pMq regarded as a module over C8pMq. More appropriately, we should
be using the infinite-dimensional basis of Ω1pMq regarded as a vector space over R. To avoid the related,
potentially distracting technicalities, we are slightly sloppy here.
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Commutative dg-algebras. A differential graded commutative7 algebra (or a dg(c)-
algebra for short) is an associative unital commutative algebra A which is simultaneously
a Z-graded algebra and a differential algebra in a way that all structures are compatible.
Specifically, the Z-grading means that we have the decomposition A “ÀkPZ Ak and non-
zero elements of Ak will be called homogeneous and of degree k P Z. In addition, the
product Aˆ AÑ A is graded commutative,
a1a2 “ p´1q|a1||a2|a2a1 (2.5)
for a1,2 P A of homogeneous degrees |a1,2| P Z. The graded commutative algebra A becomes
a differential algebra if it is equipped with differential derivations dk : Ak Ñ Ak`1 of
homogeneous degree 1, which we collectively denote by d. Specifically, d satisfies d2 “
d ˝ d “ 0 ô dk`1 ˝ dk “ 0 and obeys the graded Leibniz rule
dpa1a2q “ pda1qa2 ` p´1q|a1|a1pda2q (2.6)
for a1,2 P A and a1 of homogeneous degree |a1| P Z. We shall write pA, dq in the following
to indicate a dg-algebra.
Examples. The prime example in view of applications to gauge theory is the differential
graded algebra given by the de Rham complex on a d-dimensional manifold M ,
Ω0pMq dÝÝÑ Ω1pMq dÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ dÝÝÑ ΩdpMq . (2.7)
Another important example is that of the Chevalley–Eilenberg algebra described in Sec-
tion 2.3.
Cochain complexes. Notice that d gives A the structure of a cochain complex,
¨ ¨ ¨ dÝÝÑ A´1 dÝÝÑ A0 dÝÝÑ A1 dÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ , (2.8)
and its cohomology H‚pA, dq is a graded algebra. For convenience, we shall use the cochain
convention and use the terms cochain and cohomology versus the slightly more common
chain and homology, see the remark at the beginning of Appendix B. More abstractly,
we can define a dg-algebra also as a monoid object in the monoidal category of (co)chain
complexes.
7We shall only be concerned with commutative algebras and hence drop the adjective ‘commutative’ in
the following.
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Morphisms of dg-algebras. A morphism f : pA,dq Ñ pA1, d1q between two dg-algebras
pA, dq and pA1,d1q is a collection f of maps fk : Ak Ñ A1k for all k P Z of degree 0 which
respects the differential in the sense that f˝d “ d1˝f ô fk`1˝dk “ d1k˝fk. An isomorphism
of dg-algebras is an invertible morphism. This notion of isomorphism will turn out to be
too strict for our purposes, mainly due to our interpretation of dg-algebras as categorified
Lie algebras. More appropriately, we should use quasi-isomorphisms of dg-algebras. We
shall return to this point and explain it in detail in Section 2.4.
Tensor algebras and shift isomorphism. Recall that the (real) tensor algebra of V,
Â‚V :“ R‘ V ‘ pV b Vq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ à
kě0
ÂkV , (2.9a)
has two totally graded symmetric and graded antisymmetric subalgebras,Ä‚V :“ R‘ V ‘ pV d Vq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ à
kě0
ÄkV ,
Ź‚V :“ R‘ V ‘ pV ^ Vq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ à
kě0
ŹkV , (2.9b)
and their reduced counterparts8Ä‚
0V :“ V ‘ pV d Vq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ “
à
kě1
ÄkV ,
Ź‚
0V :“ V ‘ pV ^ Vq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ “
à
kě1
ŹkV . (2.9c)
The shift isomorphism s : VÑ Vr1s induces an isomorphism of graded algebras,
s‚ :
Ź‚V Ñ Ä‚Vr1s ,
sbi : v1 ^ . . .^ vi ÞÑ p´1q
ři´1
j“1pi´jq|vj |sv1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d svi
(2.10)
for v1, . . . , vi P V. The sign arises from the usual Koszul sign rule,
psb sqpv1 b v2q :“ p´1q|v1|sv1 b sv2 (2.11)
for v1, v2 P V. The inverse map is given by
psbiq´1 “ p´1q 12 ipi´1qps´1qbi . (2.12)
This shift isomorphism will be crucial in treating Lie and higher Lie algebras as differential
graded algebras.
8Other common notations are
Ä¯‚
V and
Ź¯‚
V.
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2.2. Q-manifolds
Motivation. It is known that the differential forms Ω‚pMq on a manifold M can be
regarded as the smooth functions C8pT r1sMq on the degree-shifted tangent bundle T r1sM .
Indeed, using local coordinates xµ, µ “ 1, . . . ,dimpMq, on M and local coordinates ξµ on
the fibres of T r1sM , functions on T r1sM are simply polynomials in ξµ, that is, they are
of the form fpx, ξq “ f˝pxq ` ξµfµpxq ` 12ξµξνfµνpxq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ P C8pT r1sMq. Identifying ξµ
with dxµ amounts to the identification C8pT r1sMq – Ω‚pMq. In addition, the de Rham
differential d becomes the vector field Q “ ξµ BBxµ under this identification with Q2 “ 0. The
manifold T r1sM , together with Q, forms an important example of a Q-manifold [31,35,29].
These Q-manifolds also provide a very efficient way of encoding a categorified Lie algebra
in the form of an L8-algebra or a categorified Lie algebroid in the form of an L8-algebroid,
as we shall see later. Let us therefore recall some basic notions.
Z-graded manifolds with body Rd. Consider Rd as a manifold. Furthermore, let
V be a Z-graded vector space. We may enlarge the ring of smooth functions C8pRdq on
Rd by considering the tensor product
Ä‚ V˚ b C8pRdq, where Ä‚ denotes the graded
symmetric tensor algebra (2.9b). We call the result the algebra of functions
C8pMq :“ Ä‚V˚ b C8pRdq (2.13)
on the Z-graded manifold M and the underlying ordinary manifoldRd is called the body M˝
of M . By coordinates on the Z-graded manifold M , we mean a set of ordinary coordinates
on M˝ together with a set of generators of
Ä‚ V ˚, say ξα with α P I for some index set I.
Elements of C8pMq are clearly polynomials in the generators ξα whose coefficients are
functions on M˝,
fpx, ξq “ f˝pxq ` ξαfαpxq ` 12!ξαξβfαβpxq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ (2.14)
with f˝, fα, fαβ, . . . P C8pM˝q. We shall make extensive use of the natural decomposition
C8pMq – à
kPZ
C8k pMq , (2.15)
where C8k pMq are the homogeneous functions of degree k. These are spanned by the
monomials of Z-degree k, i.e. monomials ξα1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ξαnfα1¨¨¨αnpxq, where fα1¨¨¨αnpxq P C8pM˝q
and |ξα1 | ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |ξαn | “ k.
For most of our purposes, the above local picture (2.13) of the ring of functions is
sufficient. For some aspects, as e.g. the correct definition of morphisms between Z-graded
9
manifolds, however, the full mathematical definition9 can be helpful. We therefore recall
it in the following.
General Z-graded manifolds. A ringed space M is a pair p|M |,SM q where |M | is a
topological space and SM a sheaf of rings on |M | called the structure sheaf of M . A locally
ringed space is a ringed space p|M |,SM q such that all stalks of SM are local rings, that
is, they have unique maximal ideals.
We then define a morphism of p|M |,SM q Ñ p|M 1|,SM 1q of locally ringed spaces to be
a pair pf, f 7q where f : |M | Ñ |M 1| is a morphism of topological spaces and f 7 : SM 1 Ñ
f˚SM a comorphism of local rings, that is, a map that respects the maximal ideals. Here,
f˚SM is the zeroth direct image of SM under f , that is, for any open subset U 1 of |M 1|
there is a comorphism f 7U 1 : SM 1 |U 1 Ñ SM |f´1pU 1q. If the structure sheaves carry extra
structure such as a Z-grading, then we require the morphism to respect this structure.
A Z-graded manifold is then defined to be a locally ringed space M “ p|M |,SM q for
|M | a topological manifold such that for each x P |M | there is an open neighbourhood
U Q x and an isomorphism of locally ringed spaces,
pU,SM |U q – pU 1,Ä‚VU˚ 1 b C8U 1q , (2.16)
where U 1 Ď Rd open, C8U 1 the sheaf of smooth functions on U 1, and VU 1 a locally free
Z-graded sheaf of C8U 1 -modules on U 1. Hence, we require the sheaf of functions to look
locally like (2.13). We shall call the locally ringed space p|M |,C8M q, where C8M is the sheaf
of smooth functions10 on |M | (which is a subsheaf of SM ), the body of M “ p|M |,SM q
and denote it by M˝. We shall also write C8pMq :“ Γp|M |,SM q for the global functions
on M .
Examples. A convenient way of obtaining Z-graded manifolds is by degree shifting the
fibres of a vector bundle. We already mentioned the simplest example of the degree-
shifted tangent bundle T r1sM . We can also consider more general vector bundles E ÑM˝
over a manifold M˝ and shift the degrees of their fibre coordinates such that each fibre
9This definition also resolves naive paradoxes concerning super and graded manifolds.
10Recall that any smooth manifold can be defined as a locally ringed space p|M |,SM q for a topological
manifold |M | such that for each x P |M | there is an open neighbourhood U Q x and an isomorphism of
locally ringed spaces pU,SM |U q – pU 1,C8U 1q where C8U 1 is the sheaf of smooth functions on the open set
U 1 Ď Rd. The stalk of SM at a point x P |M | is the set of all germs of smooth functions at x P |M |, and
the maximal ideal of the stalk are the functions vanishing at x P |M |. Furthermore, if f : |M | Ñ |M 1| is a
continuous function between two topological manifolds |M | and |M 1| for two smooth manifolds p|M |,SM q
and p|M 1|,SM 1q and if there is a comorphism F : SM 1 Ñ f˚SM of local rings, then f must also be smooth
and F “ f 7.
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becomes a Z-graded vector space. The result is a split Z-graded manifold. Just as all real
supermanifolds are diffeomorphic to split ones [36], also all real Z-graded manifolds are
diffeomorphic to split ones [37]. Note, however, that complex Z-graded manifolds are not
split in general which is basically due to the non-existence of a holomorphic partition of
unity.
Vector fields and differential forms on Z-graded manifolds. A vector field V on
a Z-graded manifold M is a graded derivation V : C8pMq Ñ C8pMq. That is, for
homogeneous V of degree |V | P Z and homogeneous f, g P C8pMq, we have
V pfgq “ V pfqg ` p´1q|V | |f |f V pgq . (2.17)
As in the ordinary case, we define the tangent bundle TM of a Z-graded manifold M to be
the disjoint union of the tangent spaces which in turn are the vector space of derivations
at particular points of M .
A particular example of a vector field is the Euler vector field Υ which is defined by its
action Υf :“ |f |f on any homogeneous f P C8pMq of degree |f | P Z. The Euler vector
field itself is homogeneous and of degree 0.
Note that the definition of differential forms on an ordinary manifold M as functions on
the degree-shifted tangent bundle, Ω‚pMq – C8pT r1sMq, as discussed above, generalises
straightforwardly to Z-graded manifolds. That is, we may define
Ω‚pMq :“ C8pT r1sMq (2.18)
also for M a Z-graded manifold. The shift in the degree-shifted tangent bundle may now be
regarded as an additional grading, extending that of the Z-graded manifold to a bi-grading.
Since we are not interested in any further generalisation of this grading, we simply use the
ordinary notation for differential forms on manifolds to Z-graded manifolds and write again
d and V for de Rham differential and interior product on a Z-graded manifold,
d ðñ ξµ BBxµ and V
µ B
Bxµ
 ðñ V µ BBξµ , (2.19)
where the xµ are now local Z-graded coordinates on M and ξµ local Z-graded fibre co-
ordinates on T r1sM .
In the following, we shall also make use of the Lie derivative which is now defined by
the graded version of Cartan’s formula
LV ω :“ V  dω ` p´1q|V | dpV  ωq (2.20)
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for ω P Ω‚pMq and V a homogeneous vector field of degree |V | P Z. Note that rLV ,ds “ 0,
which implies LΥdf “ dLΥf “ |f | df . Consequently, LΥ extracts the Z-degree of a
differential form while ignoring its form degree. We say that ω P Ω‚pMq is of degree k P Z
if and only if LΥω “ kω.
Z-graded vector bundles. The tangent bundle of a Z-graded manifold as introduced
above is an example of a Z-graded vector bundle. Generally, a Z-graded vector bundle over
a Z-graded manifold M “ p|M |,SM q is defined to be a locally free sheaf EM of Z-graded
SM -modules over M . In addition, for a morphism pf, f 7q : p|M |,SM q Ñ p|M 1|,SM 1q of
locally ringed spaces, the pull-back of a Z-graded vector bundle EM 1 over M
1 to M is the
locally free sheaf f˚EM 1 :“ SM bf´1SM 1 f´1EM 1 over M .11
Q-manifolds. A Q-manifold is a Z-graded manifold M endowed with a homological
vector field Q, that is, a homogeneous vector field Q of degree 1 which satisfies Q2 “ 0.
Note that the homological vector field induces a differential on the algebra of functions
and the pair pC8pMq, Qq is a dg-algebra. If the Z-grading reduces to a non-negative or
N-grading, then we also speak of an NQ-manifold.
The simplest example of a Q-manifold is any ordinary manifold M together with Q “ 0.
Another simple but more interesting example is the degree-shifted tangent bundle T r1sM
with the canonical vector field turning into the de Rham differential on the algebra of
functions given in the motivational paragraph. We shall encounter many more examples
in Section 2.3.
Symplectic Q-manifolds. A graded symplectic structure of degree k on a Z-graded
manifold M is a closed non-degenerate differential two-form ω P Ω2pMq of degree k. The
non-degeneracy means that V  ω “ 0 is equivalent to V “ 0 for vector fields V .
A symplectic Q-manifold of degree k is a Q-manifold pM,Qq equipped with a graded
symplectic structure ω of degree k for which Q is symplectic, that is, LQω “ 0. It is rather
straightforward to see that ω must be exact for k ‰ 0 and Q Hamiltonian for k ‰ ´1,
respectively [38]. Indeed,
kω “ LΥω “ Υ dω ` dpΥ ωq “ dpΥ ωq ùñ ω “ dp 1kΥ ωq . (2.21)
Likewise, to verify that Q is Hamiltonian, we first note that dpQ  ωq “ 0 since Q is
11Here, f´1SM 1 denotes the topological inverse of SM 1 (and likewise for EM 1) defined by the pre-sheaf
U ÞÑ ΓpfpUq,SM 1q for U Ď |M | open.
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symplectic. Then,12
´Q ω “ rQ,Υs  ω “ Q dpΥ ωq ´ dpQ Υ ωq
“ kQ ω ` dpΥ Q ωq ,
(2.22a)
where in the second step we have used (2.21). Consequently,
Q ω “ dS with S :“ 1k`1Q Υ ω . (2.22b)
Poisson structure. As on ordinary manifolds, a symplectic structure on a Q-manifold
induces a Poisson structure. Concretely, let pM,Q,ωq be a smooth symplectic degree k
manifold. For any f P C8pMq let Vf be the corresponding Hamilton vector field given by
Vf
 ω “ df . (2.23)
For homogeneous f P C8pMq of degree |f | P Z, this equation implies |Vf | “ |f |´k because
|Vf  ω| “ |Vf | ` |ω| and |df | “ |f |. We then define the graded Poisson structure
tf, gu :“ Vf  Vg  ω “ Vfg . (2.24)
For homogeneous f, g P C8pMq of degrees |f |, |g| P Z, we have that |tf, gu| “ |f | `
|g| ´ k. Using Cartan’s formula (2.20), we immediately find the standard result Vtf,gu “
p´1q|f |´krVf , Vgs. Furthermore, the Poisson structure is graded antisymmetric,
tf, gu “ ´p´1qp|f |´kqp|g|´kqtg, fu , (2.25a)
satisfies a graded Jacobi identity,
tf, tg, huu ` p´1qp|f |´kqp|g|`|h|q`|f |´ktg, th, fuu`
` p´1qp|h|´kqp|f |`|g|q`|h|´kth, tf, guu “ 0 ,
(2.25b)
as well as a graded Leibniz rule,
tf, ghu “ tf, guh` p´1qp|f |´kq|g|gtf, hu . (2.25c)
Using (2.22b) and the fact that |S| “ k ` 1, we find
Q “ tS,´u . (2.26)
12Cartan’s formula (2.20) together with the fact that the Lie derivative is a graded derivation that
commutes with the contraction, LV pW  ωq “ rV,W s  ω` p´1q|V ||W |W  LV ω, imply that rV,W s  ω “
V  W  dω ` V  dpW  ωq ´ p´1q|V |p|W |`1qW  dpV  ωq ` p´1q|V |dpV  W  ωq.
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The Jacobi identity then implies that Q2 “ 12ttS, Su,´u. Consequently, tS, Su “ QS must
be locally constant for Q2 “ 0. Since |tS, Su| “ 2 ` k, we may conclude that for k ‰ ´2
the condition Q2 “ 0 is equivalent to saying that
tS, Su “ 0 . (2.27)
For S the (classical) Batalin–Vilkovisky action, this is called the classical master equation.
In this special case, the Poisson bracket is of degree 1. General Poisson algebras of degree 1
are known as Gerstenhaber algebras. We shall return to the Batalin–Vilkovisky action in
Section 3.4.
Examples. The following examples were first given in [39], see also [38] and [32] for
further details. A symplectic NQ-manifold of degree 0 is simply a symplectic manifold. A
symplectic NQ-manifold of degree 1 is a Poisson manifold. Such a manifold can be shown
to be symplectomorphic to T ˚r1sM with canonical symplectic structure. A compatible
homological vector field Q corresponds to a bi-vector field on M and the condition Q2 “ 0
amounts to this bivector being a Poisson tensor. A symplectic NQ-manifold of degree 2 is
a Courant algebroid.
2.3. L8-algebras and L8-algebroids
Motivation. The previous example of a Courant algebroid as well as the Q-manifolds
T r1sM and T ˚r1sM connect Q-manifolds to Lie algebroids. This connection can be vastly
generalised as we shall see in the following.
Firstly, let us see what happens for a Q-manifold M with body M˝ a point. In that
case, we simply have a Z-graded vector space V. Let us further simplify V such that it is
non-trivial only in degree ´1, i.e. V “ gr1s for a vector space g. Let ξα be the coordinates
on V of degree 1. Then, the homological vector field Q is necessarily of the form
Q “ ´12fαβγξαξβ
B
Bξγ (2.28)
for some constants fαβ
γ “ ´fβαγ . The identity Q2 “ 0 amounts to the Jacobi identity
fαβ
δfγδ
 ` fβγδfαδ ` fγαδfβδ “ 0 (2.29)
so that the constants fαβ
γ are, in fact, the structure constants of a Lie algebra structure
on g. A Q-manifold concentrated in degree ´1 is therefore a Lie algebra g.
The latter generalises to the following statements, which we shall explain in more detail
in the remainder of this section. A Q-manifold with body a point is an L8-algebra. If the
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only non-trivial coordinates are of degrees 1, . . . , n we shall speak of a Lie n-algebra13. A
Q-manifold with non-trivial body and coordinates of degrees 0, . . . , n is a Lie n-algebroid
and a general Q-manifold is an L8-algebroid.
Chevalley–Eilenberg complex and Q-manifolds. Let us now link the above discus-
sion to standard mathematical nomenclature, introducing the language that we shall be
using later on. This language is well-known from Lie algebra cohomology and it extends to
the case of L8-algebras. The differential graded algebra14 pŹ‚ g˚, dCEq – pC8pgr1sq, Qq
for some finite dimensional15 Lie algebra g is called the Chevalley–Eilenberg algebra CEpgq
of g and the differential dCE induced by the homological vector field Q is identified with
the Chevalley–Eilenberg differential.
The Chevalley–Eilenberg algebra is a special case of the Chevalley–Eilenberg complex
for a g-module E ,
0 ÝÝÝÝÑ HompŹ0g,E q – E dCEÝÝÝÝÑ HompŹ1g,E q dCEÝÝÝÝÑ HompŹ2g,E q dCEÝÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
(2.30)
with Chevalley–Eilenberg differential
dCE : HompŹpg,E q Ñ HompŹp`1g,E q ,
pdCEF qpX1, . . . , Xp`1q :“
:“
p`1ÿ
i“1
p´1qi`1Xi Ź F pX1, . . . , Xˆi, . . . , Xp`1q`
`
ÿ
1ďiăjďp`1
p´1qi`jF prXi, Xjs, X1, . . . , Xˆi, . . . , Xˆj , . . . , Xp`1q .
(2.31)
We now explain that in the case of the trivial g-module E “ R, we recover the
Chevalley–Eilenberg algebra and the action of dCE is essentially that of Q. First, note
that a function F P HompŹkg,Rq corresponds to an element in C8k pgr1sq according to
F pτα1 ^ . . .^ ταkq “ Fα1¨¨¨αk ðñ
1
k!
ξα1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ξαkFα1¨¨¨αk . (2.32)
Under this isomorphism, the Chevalley–Eilenberg differential is indeed mapped to Q. Con-
13Strictly speaking, they are n-term L8-algebras, but for all intents and purposes, they can be regarded
as (categorically) equivalent to Lie n-algebras. The categorical equivalence has been proven for Lie 2-
algebras and 2-term L8-algebras [40]; the extension to Lie n-algebras and n-term L8-algebras should be
very involved, but ultimately a mere technicality.
14The isomorphism is the shift isomorphism s‚ defined in (2.10).
15Special care has to be taken in the infinite-dimensional case.
15
cretely, we have that
pdCEF qpτα1 ^ . . .^ ταk`1q “
ÿ
1ďiăjďk`1
p´1qi`jF prταi , ταj s, τα1 , . . . , τˆαi , . . . , τˆαj , . . . , τk`1q
“ ´ pk ` 1q!
2pk ´ 1q!frα1α2
βFβα3...αk`1s
(2.33)
corresponds to
Q
1
k!
ξα1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ξαkFα1¨¨¨αk “ ´
1
2pk ´ 1q!ξ
α1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ξαk`1fα1α2βFβα3¨¨¨αk`1 . (2.34)
Contracted coordinate functions I. We now come to an important technicality which,
however, will greatly simplify our notation. Relying on basis dependent equations as Qξα “
´12fβγαξβξγ is both inconvenient and inelegant. We can, however, contract both sides of
the equation by the basis vector τα, obtaining the basis independent version
Qξ “ ´12 rξ, ξs with ξ :“ ξατα . (2.35)
Note that ξ is not an element of gr1s but rather an element of pgr1sq˚ b g which, in turn,
is a subset of gC :“ C8pgr1sq b g. We thus continued the Lie bracket from g to gC . Since
r´,´s does not carry any degree, this extension by linearity is unique. This is similar to the
extension of the Lie bracket from g to Ω‚pM, gq, the set of Lie algebra valued differential
forms, which is often used in gauge theories. In the general case of L8-algebras, however,
we will have to be more careful.
L8-algebras. As stated above, the differential graded algebra pC8pVq, Qq for a Z-graded
vector space V “ ÀkPZ Vk corresponds to an L8-algebra. It is, in fact, the Chevalley–
Eilenberg algebra CEpLq of an L8-algebra or strong homotopy Lie algebra L “ Vr´1s. The
homological vector field Q dualises to the codifferential D of homogeneous degree 1 onÄ‚
0 V –
Ź‚
0 L, where the isomorphism is the shift isomorphism s
‚ defined in (2.10). The
details of the translation between differential graded algebra and coalgebra are found in
Appendix A. Here, we merely note that the codifferential decomposes into a sum
D “
ÿ
iPN
D˜i , (2.36)
which, when considering the restriction Di :“ D˜i|Äi
0 V
:
Äi
0 V Ñ V, defines a set of higher
products
µi :“ p´1q 12 ipi´1q`1s´1 ˝Di ˝ sbi , (2.37)
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where sbi is again the shift isomorphism (2.10). These higher products are graded totally
anti-symmetric multilinear maps16
µi : Lˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Llooooomooooon
i copies
Ñ L , (2.38a)
of degree 2´ i, which satisfy the higher or homotopy Jacobi identities,ÿ
j`k“i
ÿ
σPShpj;iq
χpσ; `1, . . . , `iqp´1qkµk`1pµjp`σp1q, . . . , `σpjqq, `σpj`1q, . . . , `σpiqq “ 0 (2.38b)
for all i P N and `1, . . . , `i P L. Here, the sum is taken over all pj; iq shuffles σ which
consist of permutations σ of t1, . . . , iu such that the first j and the last i ´ j images of σ
are ordered: σp1q ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă σpjq and σpj ` 1q ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă σpiq. Moreover, χpσ; `1, . . . , `iq is the
graded Koszul sign defined via the equation
`1 ^ . . .^ `i “ χpσ; `1, . . . , `iq `σp1q ^ . . .^ `σpiq (2.38c)
in the free graded algebra for homogeneous elements. The homotopy Jacobi identit-
ies (2.38b) for i “ 1 and i “ 2 state that µ1 is a differential which is compatible with
the product µ2. The corresponding relation for i “ 3 describes the controlled violation of
the graded Jacobi identity. Note that the homotopy Jacobi identities follow from Q2 “ 0
ô D2 “ 0. The full details of this point are found in Appendix A, where we also derive
the following, alternative form of the homotopy Jacobi identityÿ
j`k“i
p´1qkµk`1 ˝ pµj b idbkq ˝
ÿ
σPShpj;iq
χpσ,´qσp´q “ 0 . (2.39)
Here, σp´q is the application of the pj; iq-shuffle.
Many interesting Lie algebras are obtained by antisymmetrising the product on an
associative (e.g. matrix) algebra to the commutator. The higher analogue of an associative
algebra is an A8-algebra as introduced in [41,42]. Such an A8-algebra comes with higher
homotopy associative products and antisymmetrising these yields L8-algebra products µi
on the underlying graded vector space.
Special cases. We call the L8-algebra
L “ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ ˚ ÝÑ ˚ ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ , (2.40)
where ˚ denotes the 0-dimensional vector space consisting of a point, the trivial L8-algebra.
An L8-algebra is called minimal whenever µ1 “ 0. For example, Lie algebras form minimal
16Please note that our notation differs from another commonly used one, where higher products are
denoted by li or `i. For us, the latter are often elements of the L8-algebras.
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L8-algebras, while differential Lie algebras are not minimal in general. Furthermore, an
L8-algebra is called linearly contractible whenever µi “ 0 for i ě 2 and the cohomology
of the differential µ1 is trivial. For example, the L8-algebra V r1s idÝÝÑ V with µ1 “ id
and all higher products trivial is linearly contractible. Also the trivial pairs introduced
later for gauge fixing in the BV formalism are linearly contractible. Finally, L8-algebras
concentrated in degrees ´n ` 1, . . . , 0 are called n-term L8-algebras or Lie n-algebras, as
already mentioned above.
Cyclic L8-algebras. The appropriate notion of an an inner product on an L8-algebra
L is a graded symmetric non-degenerate bilinear pairing
x´,´yL : Lˆ L Ñ R (2.41a)
which is cyclic in the sense of
x`1, µip`2, . . . , `i`1qyL “ p´1qi`ip|`1|L`|`i`1|Lq`|`i`1|L
ři
j“1 |`j |Lx`i`1, µip`1, . . . , `iqyL (2.41b)
for all i P N for homogeneous `1, . . . , `i`1 P L with |`i|L the L8-degree of `i P L, cf. [43,44]
for the original introduction of cyclic structures.
Whenever an L8-algebra is equipped with such an inner product, we shall call it a cyclic
L8-algebra. When a cyclic L8-algebra is Hilbert (i.e. complete), the non-degeneracy of
the inner product induces the isomorphisms L – pLrksq˚ – L˚r´ks where k :“ |x´,´yL|L.
In the Q-manifold setting, a cyclic inner product corresponds to a symplectic form. Let
us illustrate this using the example of a Lie algebra g. Let ξα be coordinates on gr1s with
respect to a basis τα of g. As we have seen above, the homological vector field is then given
by Q “ ´12fαβγξαξβ BBξγ . A symplectic structure on Lr1s is necessarily of degree 2 and thus
takes the form ω “ 12ωαβdξα ^ dξβ with ωαβ “ ωβα P R. The fact that Q is symplectic
implies LQω “ ´dpQ ωq “ 0 which, together with Q dξα “ Qξα leads to
1
2ωαβ
´
dpQξαq ^ dξβ ´ dξα ^ dpQξβq
¯
“ 0 ðñ ωδpαfβqγδ “ 0 . (2.42)
This is precisely the cyclicity condition for the symmetric inner product xτα, τβyg “ ωαβ
on the Lie algebra g,
xτα, rτβ, τγsyg “ xτγ , rτα, τβsyg . (2.43)
Finally, note that the Hamiltonian (2.22b) for Q is given by S “ 13!ξαξβξγωδrαfβγsδ. It
is not difficult to see that this treatment generalises to Lr1s with L “ÀkPZ Lk. That is, a
smooth symplectic Q-manifold of the form pLr1s, Q, ωq encodes a cyclic L8-algebra L.
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L8-algebras from tensor products. An important observation which we shall heavily
rely upon is that the graded vector space obtained from the tensor product of an L8-algebra
and a differential graded commutative algebra carries a natural L8-algebra structure, see
e.g. [45].
Let pA, dq be a differential graded commutative algebra and pL, µiq be an L8-algebra.
Then we have a new L8-algebra LA with underlying graded vector space
LA :“
à
kPZ
pAb Lqk with pAb Lqk :“
à
i`j“k
Ai b Lj (2.44a)
so that the homogeneous degree in LA is given by |a b `|LA “ |a|A ` |`|L for homogeneous
a P A and ` P L. The higher products µˆi on LA read as
µˆi :“
#
db id` idb µ1 i “ 1 ,
mi b µi else ,
(2.44b)
where mipa1, . . . , aiq :“ a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ai is the commutative, associative product on A.
Applied to pa1 b `1, . . . , ai b `iq with homogeneous a1, . . . , ai P A and `1, . . . , `i P L, we
obtain
µˆ1pa1 b `1q :“ da1 b `1 ` p´1q|a1|Aa1 b µ1p`1q ,
µˆipa1 b `1, . . . , ai b `iq :“ p´1qi
ři
j“1 |aj |A`
ři
j“2 |aj |A
řj´1
k“1 |`k|L ˆ
ˆ pa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aiq b µip`1, . . . , `iq
(2.45a)
for i ě 2, and they extend to general elements by linearity. It is shown in Appendix C that
these products satisfy the homotopy Jacobi identities (2.38b).
In addition, if both A and L come with inner products x´,´yA and x´,´yL, then LA
admits a natural inner product defined by
xa1 b `1, a2 b `2yLA :“ p´1q|a2|A|`1|Lxa1, a2yAx`1, `2yL (2.45b)
for homogeneous a1, a2 P A and `1, `2 P L. Clearly, this inner product is graded symmet-
ric and its cyclicity is shown in Appendix C. We shall come back to such extensions in
Sections 4.3 and 5.2.
L8-algebra structures on graded modules. Let us remark that our previous dis-
cussion of L8-algebra structures on graded vector spaces translates to the case of graded
modules. This is particularly important for the application to field theory, as here the field
of real numbers is essentially always replaced by a ring of functions or, more generally, by
a ring of sections of some vector bundle. In the following, a (cyclic) L8-algebra will have
an underlying graded module. The most important example for our purposes is discussed
in the next paragraph.
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Example: Ω‚pM, Lq. The L8-algebra Ω‚pM, Lq “ LΩ‚pMq is the tensor product of some
L8-algebra L and pΩ‚pMq, dq, the de Rham complex on some smooth manifold M of
dimension d. The tensor product yields the graded vector space
Ω‚pM, Lq :“ à
kPZ
Ω‚kpM, Lq (2.46a)
with
Ω‚kpM, Lq :“ Ω0pMq b Lk ‘ Ω1pMq b Lk´1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ΩdpMq b Lk´d
“ à
i`j“k
0ďiďd
jPZ
ΩipMq b Lj , (2.46b)
and the total degree is the sum of the individual degrees, |α b `|Ω‚pM,Lq “ |α|Ω‚pMq ` |`|L
for homogeneous α P Ω‚pMq and ` P L. This graded vector space carries an L8-algebra
structure which is the linear extension of the higher products
µˆ1pα1 b `1q :“ dα1 b `1 ` p´1q|α1|Ω‚pMqα1 b µ1p`1q ,
µˆipα1 b `1, . . . , αi b `iq :“ p´1qi
ři
j“1 |αj |Ω‚pMq`
ři´2
j“0 |αi´j |Ω‚pMq
ři´j´1
k“1 |`k|L ˆ
ˆ pα1 ^ . . .^ αiq b µip`1, . . . , `iq
(2.46c)
for i ě 2, α1, . . . , αi P Ω‚pMq and `1, . . . , `i P L.
If L is cyclic and M is compact, oriented, and without boundary, then we have a natural
cyclic inner product on Ω‚pM, Lq,
xα1 b `1, α2 b `2yΩ‚pM,Lq :“ p´1q|α2|Ω‚pMq|`1|L
ż
M
α1 ^ α2 x`1, `2yL , (2.47)
where α1,2 P Ω‚pMq and `1,2 P L.
Contracted coordinate functions II. Recall that to use the simplifying notation in
Equation (2.35), we introduced the contracted coordinate functions ξ :“ ταξα, extending
the Lie algebra g to the tensor product gC :“ C8pgr1sq b g.
In the case of an L8-algebra, the analogue extension is
LC :“ C8pLr1sq b L , (2.48a)
where we regard C8pLr1sq as a differential graded algebra with trivial differential. This
leads to higher products obtained by linearly extending
µˆ1pζ1 b `1q :“ p´1q|ζ1|ghζ1 b µ1p`1q ,
µˆipζ1 b `1, . . . , ζi b `iq :“ p´1qi
ři
j“1 |ζi|gh`
ři
j“2 |ζj |gh
řj´1
k“1 |`k|Lpζ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ζiq b µip`1, . . . , `iq
(2.48b)
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for homogeneous ζj P C8pLr1sq, of degree |ζj |gh P Z, and `j P L. For L a cyclic L8-algebra
with cyclic inner product of degree k, we also define a non-degenerate graded symmetric
pairing LC ˆ LC Ñ C8pLr1sq given by
xζ1 b `1, ζ2 b `2yLC :“ p´1qkp|ζ1|gh`|ζ2|ghq`|`1|L|ζ2|ghpζ1ζ2qx`1, `2yL (2.48c)
for homogeneous ζ1,2 P C8pLr1sq and `1,2 P L.
This tensor product L8-algebra now allows us to write the action of Q in a very compact
form, extending formula (2.35). We introduce again the contracted coordinate functions
ξ “ ξα b τα P LC with |ξ| “ 1, where τα is a basis for L. As shown in (A.23), we then have
Qξ “ ´
ÿ
iě1
1
i!
µˆipξ, . . . , ξq . (2.49)
This formula should be interpreted as acting on elements of
Ä‚ Lr1s. The µipξ, . . . , ξq act
non-trivially only on elements of
Äi Lr1s and when moving ξ past elements in Lr1s, one
should insert Koszul signs accordingly.
L8-algebroids. It remains to discuss the case of a Q-manifold pM,Qq with non-trivial
body M˝. As stated above, these correspond to L8-algebroids. We call the dg-algebra
pC8pMq, Qq the Chevalley–Eilenberg algebra of an L8-algebroid.
The Q-manifolds underlying ordinary Lie algebroids are simply degree-shifted vector
bundles. Let E Ñ M˝ be a vector bundle over an ordinary manifold M˝. On the degree-
shifted vector bundle M “ Er1s, we introduce local coordinates xµ, ξα with |xµ| “ 0 and
|ξα| “ 1, the homological vector field Q must be of the form
Q “ ρµαpxqξα BBxµ ´
1
2fαβ
γpxqξαξβ BBξγ . (2.50)
The condition Q2 “ 0 then amounts to requiring that the fαβγ encode a Lie bracket on the
space of sections of E satisfying a Leibniz rule and the ρµα encode a Lie algebra morphism
E Ñ TM˝.
Example: action Lie algebroid. An important example of a Lie algebroid is the action
Lie algebroid. To define it, let M˝ “ p|M |,C8M q be an ordinary manifold together with an
action ρ : GˆM˝ ÑM˝ of a Lie group G. We are then often interested in the orbit space
M˝{G. This space is can be badly behaved and hard to get under control. For example,
the action of G may not be free (i.e. it contains fixed points) which leads to singularities
when trying to regard M˝{G as a smooth manifold. But even if this is not the case, it may
be hard to find an explicit and useful description of the quotient space M˝{G.
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One way to circumvent this problem is to use the derived quotient instead. This is just
modern terminology for considering the action Lie groupoid. The morphisms of the latter
are the maps transforming x PM˝ by a group element g P G to g Ź x PM˝,
x
pg,xqÝÝÝÝÑ g Ź x . (2.51)
The action Lie groupoid is thus the category G˙M˝ ÑM˝. The structure maps are rather
obvious. The identity map idx : M
˝ Ñ G˙M˝ is simply x ÞÑ p1G, xq and composition of
morphisms pg2, g1 Ź xq and pg1, xq is given by pg2, g1 Ź xq ˝ pg1, xq “ ppg2g1q Ź x, xq. The
inverse of a morphism pg, xq is pg, xq´1 “ pg´1, g Ź xq.
Just as a Lie group differentiates to a Lie algebra, a Lie groupoid differentiates to a
Lie algebroid and a very general prescription for the Lie differentiation of L8-groupoids is
found in [46], see also [47] for all details.
The action Lie algebroid is now the trivial vector bundle gˆM˝ ÑM˝, where g is the
Lie algebra of G. The corresponding Q-manifold is M “ gr1s ˆM˝ with local coordinates
xµ and ξα of degrees 0 and 1, respectively, and the homological vector field reads as (2.50).
Here, ρµα is given by linearising the Lie group action ρ : G ˆM˝ Ñ M˝ and fαβγ are the
structure constants of g.
As we shall see in Section 3, the action Lie algebroid is the mathematical structure
underlying the Becchi–Rouet–Stora–Tyutin (BRST) complex. Finally, also note that this
construction generalises to actions of L8-algebras on manifolds.
Comments on generalisations. Our treatment of L8-algebras and L8-algebroids as
particular Q-manifolds extends to cases where the Z-graded vector bundles become infi-
nite-dimensional. Here, however, care needs to be taken in the dualisation from the dg-
algebra picture involving the Chevalley–Eilenberg differential Q to the coalgebra picture
with codifferential D.
Also, the cyclicity condition for L8-algebras (2.41b) can certainly be extended to bi-
linear maps on a module A over a ring R to that ring R, just as in the case of Lie algebras.
Recall that such maps are used e.g. when defining Lagrangians, where A are representa-
tion space-valued differential forms and R is the ring of functions (or even densities) on a
manifold.
2.4. Morphisms of L8-algebras and quasi-isomorphisms
The description of L8-algebras in terms of differential graded algebras induces the natural
notion of morphism of L8-algebras. In the following, we shall translate this notion to
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the multilinear maps µi and clarify the appropriate notion of isomorphism, called quasi-
isomorphism. A key references for this section is [48] where corresponding definitions and
results are found in the more general case of A8-algebras.
L8-morphisms. Morphisms of L8-algebras can be defined via their descriptions in
terms of Q-manifolds or via their interpretation as codifferential coalgebras and both lead
to the same result. The technical details of the derivation are found in Appendix A which
we summarise here as follows. A morphism between two L8-algebras pL, µiq and pL1, µ1iq is
a collection of homogeneous maps φi : Lˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ LÑ L1 of degree 1´ i for i P N which are
mutlilinear and totally graded anti-symmetric and obeyÿ
j`k“i
ÿ
σPShpj;iq
p´1qkχpσ; `1, . . . , `iqφk`1pµjp`σp1q, . . . , `σpjqq, `σpj`1q, . . . , `σpiqq
“
iÿ
j“1
1
j!
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kj“i
ÿ
σPShpk1,...,kj´1;iq
χpσ; `1, . . . , `iqζpσ; `1, . . . , `iqˆ
ˆ µ1j
´
φk1
`
`σp1q, . . . , `σpk1q
˘
, . . . , φkj
`
`σpk1`¨¨¨`kj´1`1q, . . . , `σpiq
˘¯
,
(2.52a)
where χpσ; `1, . . . , `iq is the Koszul sign and ζpσ; `1, . . . , `iq for a pk1, . . . , kj´1; iq-shuffle σ
is defined as
ζpσ; `1, . . . , `iq :“ p´1q
ř
1ďmănďj kmkn`
řj´1
m“1 kmpj´mq`
řj
m“2p1´kmq
řk1`¨¨¨`km´1
k“1 |`σpkq|L .
(2.52b)
For the sake of brevity, we shall also call morphisms of L8-algebras L8-morphisms.
An L8-morphism for which φi “ 0 for i ě 2 is called strict. Clearly, L8-morphisms
concentrated in degree 0 are of this type, and for those the relation (2.52) reduces to
φ1pµ2p`1, `2qqq “ µ12pφ1p`1q, φ1p`2qq , (2.53)
that is, the expected relation for a morphism of Lie algebras. The notion of a weak
morphism between 2-term L8-algebras was derived in [40], where also many more details
on 2-term L8-algebras can be found. Morphisms of L8-algebras are composable, and the
formulas for the composition map can be derived using the coalgebra picture in Appendix A
in which composition is evident.
L8-isomorphisms. An L8-morphism is (strictly) invertible if and only if the map φ1 is
invertible. This is already suggested by (2.52), which shows that the higher products on
either pL, µiq or pL1, µ1iq can be reconstructed from the respective others if φ´11 is known. In
this case, the map φ1 : L Ñ L1 is an isomorphism, and, correspondingly, we call such L8-
morphisms isomorphisms of L8-algebras or L8-isomorphisms. They allow us to formulate
the next theorem.
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Decomposition theorem. Any L8-algebra L is L8-isomorphic to the direct sum of a
minimal L8-algebra (that is, an L8-algebra with µ1 “ 0) and a linearly contractible L8-
algebra (that is, an L8-algebra with µi “ 0 for i ą 1 and trivial cohomology), see [48] for
the more general case of A8-algebras.
Because an L8-isomorphism is in particular a cochain map, it follows that the minimal
L8-algebra in the decomposition should have the cohomology complex pH‚µ1pLq, 0q of the
complex pL, µ1q as its differential graded vector space. Thus, we have in general
pL, µiq – pL1, µ1iq :“ H‚µ1pLq ‘ L{H‚µ1pLq , (2.54)
and L{H‚µ1pLq is the linearly contractible part.
L8-quasi-isomorphisms. Often, L8-isomorphisms do not yield the physically relev-
ant equivalence classes; see e.g. Section 4.1. Instead, one should consider the following
weaker notion of an isomorphism: a quasi-isomorphism of L8-algebras or simply a quasi-
isomorphism is an L8-morphism pL, µiq Ñ pL1, µ1iq for which φ1 induces an isomorphism
H‚µ1pLq – H‚µ11pL
1q of graded vector spaces. We will argue below that L8-quasi-isomorphy
indeed induces an equivalence on the space of L8-algebras. Since a Lie algebra is isomorphic
to its cohomology, the difference between quasi-isomorphisms and L8-isomorphisms is a
new feature of L8-algebras, which is not present in the case of Lie algebras.
We also call two differential graded algebras pC8pLr1sq, Qq and pC8pL1r1sq, Q1q quasi-
isomorphic, if they form the Chevalley–Eilenberg algebras of two quasi-isomorphic L8-
algebras L and L1.
Minimal model theorem. The decomposition theorem [48] now guarantees that there
are L8-quasi-isomorphisms
p : L
–ÝÝÑ H‚µ1pLq ‘ L{H‚µ1pLq
pi H‚µ1pLq ,
e : H‚µ1pLq ιãÑ H‚µ1pLq ‘ L{H‚µ1pLq –ÝÝÑ L ,
(2.55)
where pi : H‚µ1pLq ‘ L{H‚µ1pLq  H‚µ1pLq is the projection and ι : H‚µ1pLq ãÑ H‚µ1pLq ‘
L{H‚µ1pLq the inclusion. Both pi and ι are strict, but neither p nor e are, in general. The
existence of the second L8-quasi-isomorphism in (2.55) is known as the minimal model
theorem [49], which historically predates the decomposition theorem. The L8-structure on
H‚µ1pLq is also called a minimal model. Minimal models are unique up to L8-isomorphisms.
Roughly speaking, the restriction to cohomology L Ñ H‚µ1pLq is the restriction from the
kinematical data of a gauge theory to its physical states, and we shall come back to this
in Section 5.
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To construct a minimal model explicitly, let pL, µiq be an L8-algebra and write dk :
Lk Ñ Lk`1 for µ1. Consider the complex pL, dq and denote its cohomology complex by
pH‚dpLq, 0q. The minimal model theorem then tells us that we have cochain maps p and e
Lh
%% p // // H‚dpLq_?eoo , (2.56a)
with p ˝ e “ 1 and h is a contracting homotopy. Specifically, h is a collection of maps
hk : Lk Ñ Lk´1 such that
dk “ dk ˝ hk`1 ˝ dk . (2.56b)
It follows that we can construct the three projectors
Pk :“ ek ˝ pk , hk`1 ˝ dk , and dk´1 ˝ hk (2.57a)
with
1 “ Pk ` hk`1 ˝ dk ` dk´1 ˝ hk , (2.57b)
that is, they allow for the decomposition
L – impP q ‘ imph ˝ dq ‘ impd ˝ hq with impP q – H‚dpLq . (2.58)
This decomposition is also known as the abstract Hodge–Kodaira decomposition, see e.g. [48]
as well as Appendix B for more details.
Explicit minimal model. To write down the L8-structure on H‚dpLq, let us set L1 :“
H‚dpLq and µ11 :“ 0. Following [48], we define totally graded anti-symmetric multilinear
maps φi : L
1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ L1 Ñ L of homogeneous degree 1´ i recursively by setting
φ1p`11q :“ ep`1q ,
φ2p`11, `12q :“ ´hpµ2pep`11q, ep`12qqq ,
...
φip`11, . . . , `1iq :“ ´
iÿ
j“2
1
j!
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kj“i
ÿ
σPShpk1,...,kj´1;iq
χpσ; `11, . . . , `1iqζpσ; `11, . . . , `1iqˆ
ˆ h
!
µj
´
φk1
`
`1σp1q, . . . , `
1
σpk1q
˘
, . . . , φkj
`
`1σpk1`¨¨¨`kj´1`1q, . . . , `
1
σpiq
˘¯)
,
(2.59)
where `11, . . . , `1i P L1. Here, h and e are again the maps from (2.56), χpσ; `11, . . . , `1iq is
the Koszul sign defined in (2.38c), and ζpσ; `11, . . . , `1iq the sign factor introduced in (2.52).
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Recall that e is a cochain map and thus so is φ1. The maps φi provide an L8-quasi-
isomorphism from L1 to L provided the higher products µ1i on L1 are given by
µ11p`11q :“ 0 ,
µ12p`11, `12q :“ ppµ2pep`11q, ep`12qqq ,
...
µ1ip`11, . . . , `1iq :“
iÿ
j“2
1
j!
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kj“i
ÿ
σPShpk1,...,kj´1;iq
χpσ; `11, . . . , `1iqζpσ; `11, . . . , `1iqˆ
ˆ p
!
µj
´
φk1
`
`1σp1q, . . . , `
1
σpk1q
˘
, . . . , φkj
`
`1σpk1`¨¨¨`kj´1`1q, . . . , `
1
σpiq
˘¯)
.
(2.60)
Using the identities p˝φ1 “ p˝e “ 1, p˝µ1 “ p˝d “ 0, and µ1pep`1qq “ dpep`1qq “ 0 for all
`1 P L1 “ H‚dpLq together with the decomposition (2.57b) and the higher homotopy Jacobi
identities (2.38b) for the products µi on L, it is rather straightforward to see that (2.59)
together with (2.60) satisfy the definition (2.52) of an L8-morphism.17
Weak inverses of L8-quasi-isomorphisms. Using the decomposition theorem, any
L8-quasi-isomorphism φ : pL, µiq Ñ pL1, µ1iq can be weakly inverted by going through the
corresponding minimal models. Specifically, using the L8-quasi-isomorphisms (2.55), we
obtain an L8-isomorphism
φrd : H
‚
µ1pLq ÝÝÑ L
φÝÝÑ L1 ÝÝÑ H‚µ11pL
1q (2.61)
which can be inverted and composed to give the inverse L8-quasi-isomorphism,
φ´1 : L1 ÝÝÑ H‚µ11pL
1q φ
´1
rdÝÝÝÑ H‚µ1pLq ÝÝÑ L . (2.62)
For instance, the quasi-isomorphisms (2.55) are trivially weakly inverses of each other.
Since L8-quasi-isomorphism can be weakly inverted, L8-quasi-isomorphy induces an equi-
valence relation on the space of all L8-algebras.
Examples. Note that linearly contractible L8-algebras, such as V r1s idÝÝÑ V , have trivial
cohomology and therefore they are quasi-isomorphic to the trivial L8-algebra. The decom-
position theorem therefore implies the minimal model theorem.
It is always possible to extend an L8-algebra with underlying graded vector space
L “ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ ˚ Ñ ˚ Ñ Li µ1ÝÝÝÑ Li`1 µ1ÝÝÝÑ Li`2 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ , (2.63)
17The calculations are much simplified if one instead works with the contracting homotopy h˜ :“ h´h˝h˝µ1
in (2.59) since then h˜ ˝ h˜ ˝ µ1 “ h˜ ˝ h˜ ˝ d “ 0.
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to an L8-algebra structure on
L1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÝÑ ˚ ÝÝÑ kerpµ1q ãÑ Li µ1ÝÝÝÑ Li`1 µ1ÝÝÝÑ Li`2 ÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ . (2.64)
Note, however, that L1 is L8-quasi-isomorphic to an L8-algebra structure on
L2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÝÑ ˚ ÝÝÑ ˚ ÝÝÑ cokerpµ1q µ1ÝÝÝÑ Li`1 µ1ÝÝÝÑ Li`2 ÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ , (2.65)
effectively reducing the L8-algebra L to L2 by extending it to L1. It is therefore important
to distinguish between the L8-algebras L and L1.
Morphisms of cyclic L8-algebras. The definition of a morphism of cyclic L8-algebras
is induced from the description in terms of a differential graded algebra: it is simply
a morphism of symplectic differential graded vector spaces. However, such a morphism
Φ : pM,Q,ωq Ñ pM 1, Q1, ω1q would imply that ω “ Φ˚ω1 which, due to the non-degeneracy
of ω implies that Φ is injective. This is often too restrictive, and one usually switches to
Lagrangian correspondences, see e.g. [50]. For our purposes, however, this is not necessary.
Moreover, we shall restrict our morphisms a bit further with an eye to homotopy
Maurer–Cartan theory, which we shall discuss in Section (4). In this context, we are dealing
with constant symplectic forms, and we wish that morphisms of cyclic L8-algebras preserve
the homotopy Maurer–Cartan action. Following [48], we thus define a morphism of cyclic
L8-algebras φ : pL, µi, x´,´yLq Ñ pL1, µ1i, x´,´yL1q as an L8-morphism φ : pL, µiq Ñ pL1, µ1iq
such that in addition
xφ1p`1q, φ1p`2qyL1 “ x`1, `2yL (2.66a)
and for all i ě 3 and `1, . . . , `i P L,ÿ
j`k“i
j,kě1
xφjp`1, . . . , `jq, φkp`j`1, . . . , `j`kqqyL1 “ 0 . (2.66b)
As before, for the sake of brevity, we shall also refer to such morphisms as cyclic L8-
morphisms.
Decomposition theorem for cyclic L8-algebras. As shown in [48] for cyclic A8-
algebras, the decomposition theorem extends to cyclic L8-algebras. That is, any cyclic
L8-algebra is isomorphic to the direct sum of a minimal cyclic L8-algebra and a linearly
contractible cyclic L8-algebra.
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Quasi-isomorphisms of cyclic L8-algebras. We indicated above that quasi-isomor-
phisms allow us to describe an equivalence between data that is the same up to some gauge
symmetry. To extend this notion to action principles, we need a preservation of the cyclic
inner product on the relevant parts, which are the cohomology. We therefore define that
a quasi-isomorphism of cyclic L8-algebras is a morphism of cyclic L8-algebras φ : LÑ L1,
which descends to an isomorphism of cyclic L8-algebras between H‚µ1pLq and H‚µ1pL1q.
2.5. Representations of L8-algebras
To define (higher) supersymmetric field theories with matter content, we need to specify
what we mean by a representation of an L8-algebra. The first ingredient is a higher
analogue of a vector space carrying the representation. There is a variety of definitions in
the literature already for the simplest case of a 2-vector space. Fortunately, supersymmetry
requires us to use the same type of categorified vector space that underlies our L8-algebras.
We can thus restrict ourselves to dg-vector spaces. Note that these can be regarded as
Abelian L8-algebras with all higher brackets µi trivial for i ě 2.
L8-representations. There are now (at least) three evident ways of defining a repres-
entation of an L8-algebra pL, µiq on a dg-vector space pV, dq:
(i) Via an action of elements of L on V with compatibility relations as done in [51,
Definition 5.1], see also [52];
(ii) As an L8-morphism of L8-algebras from L to End pVq, cf. e.g. [53, Definition 4.3];
(iii) As a semidirect product of L8-algebras L˙V, which can be regarded as a short exact
sequence of L8-algebras V ãÑ L˙ VÑ L, cf. e.g. [54, Definition 11.1.1.1].
Theorem 5.4 of [51] shows that (i) and (ii) are equivalent, and we choose to work with the
latter. Recall that any dg-vector space pV, dq comes with a dg-algebra pEnd pVq,dEnd pVqq,
which is defined by
End pVq :“ à
iPZ
End ipVq with End ipVq :“
à
jPZ
HompVj ,Vj`iq (2.67a)
together with
dEnd pVqT :“ d ˝ T ´ p´1q|T |T ˝ d (2.67b)
for T P End pVq. Together with the commutator rS, T s :“ S ˝ T ´ T ˝ S for S, T P End pVq,
End pVq becomes a dg-Lie algebra.
An L8-representation of an L8-algebra pL, µiq on a differential graded vector space
pV,dq is an L8-morphism, as defined in (2.52), from pL, µiq to pEnd pVq,dEnd pVqq.
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Example. As an example, let us consider the case of a representation of a Lie 2-algebra,
that is, an L8-algebra pL, µiq “ pL´1 ‘ L0, µiq concentrated in degrees ´1 and 0 on the
differential graded vector space pV,dq “ pV´1 ‘ V0,dq. We note that
End pVq “ `HompV0,V´1q dEnd pVqÝÝÝÝÝÑ End pV0q ‘ End pV´1q dEnd pVqÝÝÝÝÝÑ `HompV´1,V0q˘
(2.68)
and therefore a representation of pL, µiq on pV, dq consists of a cochain map φ1
L´1
µ1
//
φ1

L0
0 //
φ1

˚
φ1

HompV0,V´1q
dEnd pVq
// End pV0q ‘ End pV´1q
dEnd pVq
// HompV´1,V0q
(2.69a)
together with a map
φ2 : L0 ˆ L0 Ñ HompV0,V´1q (2.69b)
such that
φ1pµ1pyqq “ dEnd pVqφ1pyq “ d ˝ φ1pyq ` φ1pyq ˝ d ,
φ1pµ2px1, x2qq “ rφ1px1q, φ1px2qs ` dEnd pVqφ2px1, x2q
“ rφ1px1q, φ1px2qs ` d ˝ φ2px1, x2q ` φ2px1, x2q ˝ d ,
φ1pµ2px, yqq “ rφ1pxq, φ1pyqs ` φ2px, µ1pyqq ,
φ1pµ3px1, x2, x3qq “ φ2pµ2px1, x2q, x3q ´ rφ1px1q, φ2px2, x3qs ` cyclic
(2.69c)
for al x1,2,3 P L0 and y P L´1, see (2.52).
As examples of concrete applications, let us specialise to the case φ2 “ 0. For pV,dq “
pL´1 ‘ L0, µ1q and φ1 : L´1 Ñ HompL0, L´1q trivial, we recover the representations under-
lying the models of [55]. For a suitable choice of L, V´1 “ ˚ and V0 the tensor fields on a
manifold, we obtain the representations relevant in generalised geometry and double field
theory, see the discussion in [56].
3. Batalin–Vilkovisky formalism
This section consists of an outline of the BV formalism as developed and explained in a
series of papers, see [2–6,57] as well as [31] and the famous [29] in the context of topological
field theories. This formalism is also known as the BV/BRST formalism, the antifield
formalism or it is included in the term BRST formalism. For more detailed reviews, we
refer the reader to Section 8 of [58] as well as the papers [59–63] and [64–66].
In this section, we shall illustrate most constructions in the context of ordinary gauge
theory. We try to highlight the conceptual origins of the BV formalism and its formulation
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in terms of the language of symplectic Q-manifolds introduced in the previous section. In a
following section we explain the much more general example of homotopy Maurer–Cartan
theory, which directly contains Chern–Simons and higher Chern–Simons theory and, via a
more indirect construction, any BV quantisable gauge theory.
3.1. Motivation and outline
The BV formalism is certainly best known as a very general approach to the quantisation of
classical field theories with complicating symmetries such as gauge theories. This was also
the historical motivation for its development. The corresponding setup of a classical field
theory for quantisation, however, exposes much of the theory’s internal structure in a way
that is mathematically very precise and useful at the same time. The underlying language
is mostly that of homological algebra, i.e. that of cochain complexes and differential graded
algebras.
Classical structure. The classical part of the BV formalism consists essentially of two
important steps. The first one is the usual starting point of BRST quantisation18 [67, 68],
which expresses the symmetries19 of a field theory as the action Lie algebroid introduced
in Section 2.3. This interpretation may seem at first unnecessarily abstract, but it clarifies
the mathematical origin of the fermionic ghosts as well as the generalisation to arbitrarily
complicated gauge theories. Concretely, this yields a complex pFBRST, QBRSTq also known
as the minimal set of fields, which can be extended to the set of fields FeBRST needed for
gauge fixing in the BRST formalism.
In many cases, the latter complex exists only on-shell, and therefore needs to be lifted
before quantisation. This is true in particular in higher gauge theories if one regards the
vanishing of fake curvatures as a dynamical instead of a kinematical condition. The off-
shell lift is provided by a Koszul–Tate resolution, cf. [64,65], which amounts to introducing
antifields and, if necessary, anti-ghosts and higher anti-ghosts. Explicitly, we extend the set
of fields FBRST further to FBV :“ T ˚r´1sFBRST, which is endowed with the differential QBV
given by a derived bracket QBV :“ tSBV,´u. Here, SBV is the classical BV action satisfying
the classical master equation tSBV, SBVu “ 0. The fact that, under some reasonable
conditions, SBV exists and is unique for a general k-th stage reducible theory (that is, k-th
level gauge invariance) was proved in [7] using homological perturbation theory.
18We shall always distinguish between the BRST formalism, which involves ghosts and where antifields
only enter when gauge fixing, and the BV formalism, which involves antifields from the outset.
19Usually, one is only concerned with the local symmetries, as these are the ones complicating the
quantisation.
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The result is then an L8-algebra20 that encodes the fields, the gauge structure, gauge
invariant observables, field equations, Noether identities and consistent deformations of
the theory; in short, everything one needs to know about a classical theory. The minimal
model of this L8-algebra yields a minimal representation of the classical dynamical data
and an equivalence of classical theories is a quasi-isomorphism of L8-algebras.
Quantisation. To quantise a classical field theory means to make sense of the path
integral
ZpSq “
ż
F
µFpΦq e i~SrΦs , (3.1)
where F is the space of fields, Φ P F, µFpΦq is a measure on this space and S is the
action functional. Path integrals of quantum field theories on spaces M with Minkowski
signature are oscillatory functional integrals. Such functional integrals can be computed
perturbatively by the stationary phase formula (see [63, Section 1.2.4] for details), but
this requires the stationary points to be isolated or, equivalently, the Hessian to be non-
degenerate at the stationary points.
This is not the case in gauge theories due to the large degeneracy arising from gauge
orbits. Let G be a Lie group inducing a group G of gauge transformations acting on the
space F. A gauge theory action S is invariant under the action of G and therefore we could
in principle restrict to gauge orbits,ż
F
µFpΦq e i~SrΦs Ñ
ż
F{G
µF{GpΦq e i~SrΦs|F{G , (3.2)
where µF{G pΦq is the measure induced on F{G by µFpΦq. There are various reasons why a
restriction to the orbit space is not feasible in practise, chief of all the fact that the orbit
space is not well-behaved in general.
The classical BV formalism, however, provides a starting point for a very convenient
gauge fixing procedure. As observed above, introducing antifields in the Koszul–Tate
resolution corresponds to extending the space of fields and ghosts FBRST to its cotangent
bundle FBV :“ T ˚r´1sFBRST. The original action functional corresponds to evaluating the
BV action for the zero section, but we can choose a different Lagrangian submanifold. This
can be done such that the resulting restricted BV action functional has isolated stationary
points and that corresponding functional integral equals21 the original functional integral.
The choice of section is encoded in a functional known as the gauge fermion. Very roughly
speaking, this procedure is analogous to the computation of a real integral by going to the
20or L8-algebroid in the most general setting
21after applying heuristics generalised from ordinary integration to functional integration
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complex plane: one doubles the number of variables and extends the original integrand to
the new variables. The final integral is still taken along a half-dimensional contour.
Clearly, expectation values should be independent of the choice of gauge fermion, which
is tantamount to the quantum master equation, a deformation of the classical master equa-
tion in Op~q. This requires, in general, to deform the classical BV action to a formal power
series in ~, the quantum BV action. The latter action is then the starting point for all
further, e.g. perturbative, computations.
3.2. Gauge Lie algebroid
As stated above, we shall focus on the example of ordinary gauge theories, but we shall
present the steps in a way that allows for a straightforward extension to higher gauge
theory. For a detailed discussion along traditional lines, see also [69] and in particular [59]
for the case of open algebras, i.e. gauge algebroids where the gauge symmetries close only
on-shell.
Action Lie algebroid. Quotient spaces as e.g. F{G appearing in (3.2) are often badly
behaved and a useful way to circumvent this issue is to consider the derived quotient22
rF{Gs, which amounts to considering the corresponding action Lie groupoid as discussed
in Section 2.3.
Let F and G be again the space of fields and the group of gauge transformations,
respectively. Then the action Lie groupoid has objects F and morphisms G˙F. A morphism
pg,Φq is of the form
Φ
pg,ΦqÝÝÝÝÑ g Ź Φ (3.3)
with the obvious concatenation and identity morphisms, cf. Section 2.3.
For many purposes, and in particular for the BV formalism over contractible manifolds
or with trivial principal (gauge) bundle, the infinitesimal picture in terms of Lie algebra
actions is sufficient. The corresponding action Lie algebroid is most readily described in
terms of Q-manifolds, as seen in Section 2.3, and looks like
FBRST :“ LiepGqr1s ˙ F , (3.4)
where LiepGqr1s is the Lie algebra LiepGq of the group of gauge transformations G, whose
underlying vector space is degree-shifted by ´1, cf. Equation (2.1). The group product
and the action of the gauge transformation are now encoded in the homological vector field
22or model for the homotopy quotient
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QBRST, whose form is determined by actions on the contracted coordinate functions on
FBRST,
23
QBRSTΦ :“ δcΦ and QBRSTc :“ ´12 rc, cs . (3.5)
Here, δcΦ denotes an infinitesimal gauge transformation of Φ parametrised by c P LiepGqr1s
and r´,´s is the Lie bracket on LiepGq. Hence, together with QBRST, the algebra of
functions on FBRST forms a dg-algebra.
Let us stress here the important distinction between elements c of LiepGq, which para-
metrise gauge transformations via
A ÞÑ A1 :“ A` δA with δA :“ dc` rA, cs (3.6)
and the corresponding coordinate functions c P C8pFBRSTq appearing in (3.5), which is of
degree 1. Nevertheless, we follow the common convention of using the same letter for a
vector and its (contracted) coordinate functions. The degree shift is due to the Q-manifold
description of the gauge algebroid FBRST in which the degree of LiepGq is shifted by ´1 and
therefore the coordinate function on LiepGqr1s has degree `1. The coordinate functions
c are known as ghosts and the degree shift is the origin of their fermionic character. In
general, we call the natural degree of functions on FBRST the ghost number.
If we are dealing with a higher action Lie algebroid encoding gauge symmetries between
gauge symmetries, as will be the case for higher gauge theory, then we also have ghosts
for ghosts, which are functions of homogeneous degree greater than one in FBRST. In this
case, Q2BRST “ 0 only on the proper kinematical data which we shall discuss later.
QBRST-cohomology. Note that the functions on FBRST form a cochain complex with
differential QBRST:
0 ÝÝÝÝÝÑ C80 pFBRSTq QBRSTÝÝÝÝÝÑ C81 pFBRSTq QBRSTÝÝÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ , (3.7)
where C8i pFBRSTq are functions of ghost degree i. Gauge invariant functionals F rΦs P
C8pFq, such as the action SrΦs, satisfy
QBRSTF rΦs “ 0 (3.8)
because QBRST encodes the action of gauge transformations on F. The analogue of re-
stricting to the isomorphism classes in the derived quotient rF{Gs therefore corresponds to
restricting to the QBRST-cohomology H
0pFBRSTq,
C8pF{Gq – H0pFBRSTq . (3.9)
23Recall our remark about the first fundamental confusion of calculus in Section 2.1.
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We shall return to this point below.
Note that the idea that cohomological considerations should play a key role in functional
integration is motivated by the following heuristics: let M be a smooth compact manifold
with volume form µ. Then the expectation value of an observable F P C8pMq is computed
as
xF yµ :“
ş
M µFş
M µ
“ rFµsrµs , (3.10)
where r´s denotes the cohomology class of a differential form and we used Stokes theorem
and the fact that dµ “ 0. Thus, the computation of the expectation value of an observable
can be reduced from an integral to a comparison of cohomology classes. The resolution (3.9)
is also a first step into this direction for the case of path integrals.
The QBRST-complex as a resolution. Let us briefly consider the above from a math-
ematical perspective. Recall that we replaced the naive quotient F{G by the derived
quotient rF{Gs, where F{G equals the isomorphism classes of objects in the action Lie
groupoid rF{Gs. At the infinitesimal level, this corresponds to considering the cohomology
of the Chevalley–Eilenberg (cochain) complex for the LiepGq-module C8pFq, which is given
in (3.7).
Recall from Section 2.3 that the p-cochains of the Chevalley–Eilenberg complex for a
Lie algebra g and a g-module E are given by HompŹp g,E q, and the differential arises from
the action of g on E as well as the Lie algebra structure on g. In our case E “ C8pFq, and
we have
HompŹpLiepGq,C8pFqq – C8p pFBRSTq , (3.11)
which indeed reproduces the complex (3.7) in the case of ordinary gauge theory. Note also
that the Chevalley–Eilenberg complex of a Lie algebra has a straightforward generalisation
for modules of L8-algebras.
This complex provides a resolution to the gauge invariant functionals, since we can
extended the Chevalley–Eilenberg complex on the left to
0 ÝÝÝÝÝÑ C8pF{Gq – H0pF{Gq ãÝÝÝÝÑ C80 pFBRSTq QBRSTÝÝÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ . (3.12)
Note that two other low cohomology groups have an interesting interpretation. Firstly,
H1pFBRSTq is the set of derivations modulo inner derivations. Here, a derivation is a map
δ : LiepGq Ñ C8pFBRSTq (3.13a)
so that
δprc, c1sq “ c Ź δpc1q ´ c1 Ź δpcq for c, c1 P LiepGq (3.13b)
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and inner derivations are derivations of the form δf pcq “ c Ź f for some f P C8pFq.
Secondly, H2pFBRSTq is isomorphic to the equivalence classes of Lie algebra extensions{LiepGq by C8pFq, i.e. short exact sequences
0 ÝÑ C8pFq ÝÑ {LiepGq ÝÑ LiepGq ÝÑ 0 . (3.14)
Further details are found, e.g., in [70].
Below, we shall encounter a second type of resolution which reduces H0pFBRSTq to the
classical observables, which are obtained after taking the quotient by the ideal of functionals
vanishing on classical solutions.
3.3. Becchi–Rouet–Stora–Tyutin quantisation
If the symmetries of a classical theory close off-shell, which amounts to Q2BRST “ 0 without
any further restriction on the fields FBRST, then the BRST formalism is sufficient for
quantisation. We briefly outline this approach in the following.
Gauge fixing and Faddeev–Popov determinant. The gauge fixing itself is encoded
in the gauge fixing function, which is a map F : FÑ LiepGq such that each point in F´1p0q
represents a different orbit of G. We can restrict to F´1p0q by inserting a factor of δpF pΦqq
into the functional integral (3.15) with δ the functional analogue of the δ-distribution. This
also requires the insertion of the Faddeev–Popov (FP) determinant detpMFPpΦqq to render
the construction invariant under deformations of F . Schematically, we obtainż
F
µFpΦq e i~SrΦs Ñ
ż
F
µFpΦq detpMFPpΦqq δpF pΦqq e i~SrΦs . (3.15)
BRST quantisation. Instead of dealing with these two insertions as they are, we can
encode them in an extended action functional on an enlarged field space. Since the action
must be of total homogeneous degree 0, this requires an extension of FBRST by fields of
negative degrees.24 It turns out that an appropriate choice is FeBRST which contains the
fields Φ and ghost c as well as the Lagrange multipliers b P LiepGqr0s and the antighosts
c¯ P LiepGqr´1s, that is,
FeBRST :“ pLiepGqr1s ‘ LiepGqr0s ‘ LiepGqr´1sq ˙ F . (3.16)
The homological vector field QBRST is extended to the homological vector field
QeBRSTΦ :“ δcΦ , QeBRSTc :“ ´12 rc, cs , QeBRSTc¯ :“ b , QeBRSTb :“ 0 . (3.17)
24More appropriately, one should speak of the graded ring of functions on the action Lie algebroid and
extending it by generators of negative degree.
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Note that the antighosts and Lagrange multipliers form the dg-subalgebra LiepGqr´1s idÝÝÑ
LiepGqr0s of FeBRST. The corresponding L8-algebra is linearly contractible, and therefore
the action algebroid FeBRST is quasi-isomorphic to FBRST. In this sense, we have not
extended the data of the theory.
Using elements of FeBRST, we now rewrite (3.15) asż
F
µFpΦq e i~SrΦs Ñ
ż
FeBRST
µeBRSTpΦ, b, c, c¯q e i~SrΦs`xb,F pΦqy`xc¯,MFPpΦqcy . (3.18)
Here µeBRSTpΦ, b, c, c¯q is a natural extension of µFpΦq to FeBRST and x´,´y is an appro-
priate pairing between Lie algebra valued fields, including the integral over spacetime. We
thus achieved our goal of replacing a functional integral with degenerate Hessian at sta-
tionary points by a technically equivalent, non-degenerate functional integral over a larger
function space.
Moreover, there is a function25 Ψ P C8pFeBRSTq of homogeneous degree ´1, called the
gauge fixing fermion, such thatż
FeBRST
µeBRSTpΦ, b, c, c¯q e i~SrΦs`xb,F pΦqy`xc¯,MFPpΦqcy “
“
ż
FBRST
µBRSTpΦ, b, c, c¯q e i~ pSrΦs`QeBRSTΨq ,
(3.19)
and the measure µeBRSTpΦ, b, c, c¯q is compatible with QeBRST in the sense thatż
FeBRST
µeBRSTpΦ, b, c, c¯q QeBRSTf “ 0 (3.20)
for all reasonable test functions f P C8pFeBRSTq.
Just as before gauge fixing, we have again a cochain complex pC8pFeBRSTq, QeBRSTq. Its
cohomology encodes potential observables: because of (3.20) and QeBRSTS “ 0, QeBRST-
exact terms vanish under the functional integral. Also, only the expectation values of
QeBRST-closed functions are independent of the gauge fixing. Thus, equation (3.19) shows
that the BRST approach to quantisation renders gauge invariance manifest.
3.4. Batalin–Vilkovisky complex and classical master equation
The BRST formalism is not suitable for the general treatment of gauge theories. In the
case of open symmetries, which are symmetries that are only satisfied on-shell, the BRST
complex is only a complex up to equations of motion. For many purposes including quant-
isation, however, we require an off-shell description. This can be obtained by a further
25We shall describe this function in more detail in Section 3.5.
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extension of the BRST complex, and this extension is known as the BV formalism. The
idea is to double the field content and to construct the Q-manifold
FBV :“ T ˚r´1sFBRST (3.21)
which allows for a homological vector field QBV for which Q
2
BV “ 0 off-shell. The functional
integral is then performed over a Lagrangian submanifold of FBV which extends FBRST.
Symplectic structure. Since FBV is a cotangent bundle, we have a natural symplectic
structure ωBV of degree ´1. Let ΦA be local coordinates on FBRST (i.e. the fields) and let
Φ`A (i.e. the antifields) be fibre coordinates on FBV Ñ FBRST, where A,B, . . . are multi-
indices constituting Lorentz indices, gauge algebra indices, etc. In terms of these Darboux
coordinates, the canonical symplectic form reads as
ωBV :“ p´1q|ΦA|δΦA ^ δΦ`A , (3.22)
where δ is the exterior differential on FBV. We shall denote the induced Poisson structure
by t´,´uBV, and we have |tF,GuBV| “ |F | ` |G| ` 1 for homogeneous F,G P C8pFBVq.
As seen in Section 2.2, t´,´uBV is graded antisymmetric and obeys a graded Leibniz rule
and a graded Jacobi identity. This Poisson bracket is also known as the antibracket. It is
of degree 1 and therefore C8pFBVq forms a Gerstenhaber algebra.
Batalin–Vilkovisky complex. We now wish to extend the homological vector field
QBRST to a homological vector field QBV such that
QBV|FBRST “ QBRST (3.23a)
and QBV is Hamiltonian with respect to the symplectic structure ωBV, that is,
QBV
 ωBV “ δSBV with SBV P C8pFBVq (3.23b)
or, equivalently,
QBV “ tSBV,´uBV . (3.23c)
This makes pFBV, QBV, ωBVq a symplectic Q-manifold of degree ´1. Recall from Section 2.2
that the Hamiltonian condition is equivalent to requiring that QBV is a symplectomorphism
on symplectic Q-manifolds of degree k except for k “ ´1, which is the case at hand.
Equation (3.23c), together with the Jacobi identity of the Poisson bracket, provides the
equivalence between Q2BV “ 0 and the classical master equation, 
SBV, SBV
(
BV
“ 0 . (3.24)
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Solutions to the classical master equation. We have some freedom in choosing a
solution SBV to equation (3.24), and we use this to impose a boundary condition bey-
ond (3.23a). We require that
SBV|FBRST “ S , (3.25)
where S P C8pFq is the original action of our field theory. Thus, SBV encodes simultan-
eously our action and the gauge structure of the fields. One important consequence of the
choice (3.25) is that the classical equations of motion are now encoded in QBV via
tSBV,Φ`Au
ˇˇ
FBRST
“ δΦAS . (3.26)
A solution SBV also defines a Lagrangian subspace LSBV of FBV through its stationary
points. It is called proper provided the rank of the Hessian of SBV on LSBV equals the
number of fields ΦA. For such a proper solution, one finds that SBV has precisely the
gauge invariance required to eliminate all auxiliary fields. It can be shown that a proper
solution always exists, see [60] and references therein for details.
A proper solution can be written as a power series in the antifields,
SBV “ S ` Φ`A RAB ΦB `OppΦ`Aq2q , (3.27)
where the coefficients RAB vanish unless the ghost number of Φ
A is one less than that of ΦB
so that the total ghost number of SBV indeed vanishes. From the power series expansion,
we can iteratively determine the relevant proper solution for a given action S and gauge
symmetries QBRST.
Koszul–Tate resolution. Let us briefly look at the BV complex induced by QBV on
C8pFBVq from a more mathematical perspective. Given a field theory with a set of classical
fields F, the classical states are given by the subset that solves the equations of motion of
the theory. The functionals which vanish on solutions to the equations of motion form an
ideal I of C8pFq, and the classical observables are given by C8pFq{I. Just as we replaced
the gauge quotient F{G by its Chevalley–Eilenberg resolution, we should also replace this
quotient by a resolution encoded in a suitable differential graded algebra. This is precisely
what the BV formalism does.
Consider first the case of a general field theory with action S, ignoring potential gauge
symmetries. Let C8pFq be the functionals on the fields F and I the ideal induced by the
critical locus of S. We then have the cochain complex of functions on T ˚r´1sF,
¨ ¨ ¨ QBVÝÝÝÝÑ C 8´1pT ˚r´1sFq QBVÝÝÝÝÑ C80 pT ˚r´1sFq – C8pFq ÝÝÝÝÑ 0 , (3.28)
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where QBV “ tSBV,´u with a BV action SBV satisfying (3.25). Because C 8´1pT ˚r´1sFq
consists of functionals linear in the antifields, equation (3.26) implies that the ideal I is
simply the image of QBV
QBVpC 8´1pT ˚r´1sFqq “ I . (3.29)
Thus, the cohomology group H0pT ˚r´1sFq consists of the desired quotient C8pFq{I. We
can extend the above cochain complex by the projection onto the latter, which leads to the
resolution
¨ ¨ ¨ QBVÝÝÝÝÑ C 8´1pT ˚r´1sFq QBVÝÝÝÝÑ C80 pT ˚r´1sFq εÝÝÑ H0pT ˚r´1sFq ÝÝÝÝÑ 0 , (3.30)
and this is the Koszul–Tate resolution of C8pFq{I.
To incorporate gauge symmetry, we replace F by FBRST and construct a new homolo-
gical vector field QBV satisfying the boundary condition (3.23a). The result is the complex
¨ ¨ ¨ QBVÝÝÝÝÑ C 8´1pFBVq QBVÝÝÝÝÑ C80 pFBVq QBVÝÝÝÝÑ C81 pFBVq QBVÝÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ . (3.31)
The image of QBV in C
8
0 pFBVq are now the functionals vanishing on the equations of
motions (for fields, ghosts, etc.) and the kernel of QBV in C
8
0 pFBVq are the gauge invariant
functionals. The cohomology therefore contains in particular the classical observables:
classical states which are gauge invariant. Moreover, the cohomology groups in negative
degree encode Noether and higher Noether identities, and we shall come back to this point
in Section 5.1.
Classical L8-algebra structure. We note already here that QBV induces an L8-
algebra structure on the graded vector space FBVr´1s. This structure captures the essence
of a classical (gauge) field theory and we shall return to a detailed discussion in Section 5.
3.5. Quantum master equation
Gauge fixing. Having constructed the BV action, we now need to implement gauge
fixing in the BV formalism before we can quantise the theory. To this end, we return to
the gauge fixing fermion Ψ P C8pFBVq, a field of ghost number ´1 which we have already
encountered in Section 3.3. The idea is then to eliminate all antifields by imposing the
equation [5]
Φ` “ δ
δΦ
Ψ , (3.32)
which defines a Lagrangian submanifold LΨ in FBV. The gauge fixed action is then SBV|LΨ .
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In a functional integral, gauge fixing would be implemented by a delta functional, and
we would define expectation values of an observable F P C8pFBVq as
xF yΨ :“
ż
FBV
µBVpΦ,Φ`q δ
ˆ
Φ` ´ δ
δΦ
Ψ
˙
F rΦ,Φ`s e i~S~BVrΦ,Φ`s . (3.33)
Here, S~BV is the quantum generalisation of SBV with the boundary condition
S~BV|~“0 “ SBV . (3.34)
Moreover, µBVpΦ,Φ`q is the functional measure on FBV compatible with the symplectic
structure ωBV, i.e. coordinate transformations between Darboux charts are measure pre-
serving.
Quantum master equation. Clearly, for physically meaningful statements, we would
want xF yΨ to be independent of the gauge fixing fermion Ψ. One may check that the
expectation value xF yΨ is invariant under deformations of Ψ if and only if
∆BV
´
F rΦ,Φ`s e i~S~BVrΦ,Φ`s
¯
“ 0 , (3.35a)
where
∆BV :“ p´1q|ΦA|`1
Ð
δ
δΦA
Ð
δ
δΦ`A
. (3.35b)
is the Batalin–Vilkovisky Laplacian; see e.g. [60] for details. The BV Laplacian satisfies
∆2BV “ 0 , ∆BVpFGq “ F∆BVG` p´1q|G|p∆BVF qG` p´1q|G|
 
F,G
(
BV
,
∆BV
 
F,G
(
BV
“  F,∆BVG(BV ´ p´1q|G| ∆BVF,G(BV (3.36)
for F,G P C8pFBVq.
For F “ 1, the condition (3.35a) reduces to
∆BVe
i
~S
~
BVrΦ,Φ`s “ 0 ðñ tS~BV, S~BVuBV ´ 2i~∆BVS~BV “ 0 (3.37)
which is known as the quantum master equation. Using this equation and the bound-
ary condition (3.34), one can compute constraints on the coefficients of the power series
expansion of S~BV in ~. A solution to the quantum master equation can then be found
iteratively.
In many cases, and in particular in Chern–Simons theory, it turns out that a solu-
tion SBV of the classical master equation satisfies ∆BVSBV “ 0 (at least formally, before
regularisation) and therefore also solves the quantum master equation.
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Quantum L8-algebra structure. It is now an interesting question to ask what sur-
vives of the classical L8-algebra structure noticed in Section 3.4 and discussed further in
Section 5. We may define the nilquadratic differential operator
dBV “ ´i~∆BV ` tSBV,´uBV with d2BV “ 0 . (3.38)
Just as the homological vector field QBV “ tSBV,´uBV induces a classical L8-algebra
structure on FBV, so dBV induces a quantum L8-algebra or loop homotopy Lie algebra
on the same graded vector space. For more details, see [1] and [71, 72]. In particular,
the decomposition theorem can be proved and the minimal model constructed explicitly,
e.g. by a direct application of the homological perturbation lemma. This approach also
leads directly to a homotopy between a quantum L8-algebra and its minimal model.
Gauge fixing and trivial pairs. Since the gauge fixing fermion Ψ is a function of
degree ´1 and because we wish to use it to eliminate the antifields via (3.32), we have
to introduce additional fields of negative degree to construct such a Ψ, and these fields
must be trivial in a certain sense. For this to be consistent, these fields have to have an
interpretation as coordinate functions on a symplectic Q-manifold of degree ´1.
We note that one can always add trivial pairs c¯ P V rls and b P V rl ` 1s for V some
vector space and l P Z and consider the Q-manifold V rls ‘ V rl ` 1s with Qc¯ “ b. For
example, V “ LiepGq and l “ ´1 are used in BRST quantization, cf. Section 3.3. The
corresponding L8-algebra has trivial cohomology and it is therefore quasi-isomorphic to
the trivial L8-algebra, cf. Section 2.4. Adding trivial pairs therefore does not affect the
data of the classical theory.
To use a trivial pair in the BV formalism, we have to minimally extend it to a symplectic
Q-manifold of degree ´1. This is simply done by adding corresponding antifields c¯` and
b`, which yields
Ftp :“ T ˚r´1s
`
LiepGqrls ‘ LiepGqrl ` 1s˘ (3.39)
with symplectic structure
ωtp :“ p´1qlxδc¯, δc¯`y ` p´1ql`1xδb, δb`y (3.40)
of degree ´1 and Hamiltonian
Stp :“ ´xb, c¯`y (3.41)
of homogeneous degree 0. The resulting homological vector field Qtp “ tStp,´utp is still a
shift isomorphism,
Qtpc¯ “ b , Qtpc¯` “ 0 , Qtpb “ 0 , Qtpb` “ p´1qlc¯` . (3.42)
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Consequently, the resulting cyclic L8-algebra is still trivial by quasi-isomorphism.
It is now rather straightforward to see that all structures add up properly when adding
trivial pairs to the outcome of the BV formalism. We define ωeBV :“ ωBV`ωtb, t´,´uBV :“
t´,´uBV ` t´,´utp and ∆eBV :“ ∆BV ` p´1ql`1
@Ð
δ
δc¯ ,
Ð
δ
δc¯`
D ` p´1ql@Ðδδb , Ðδδb`D. If an action
functional S~BV satisfies the quantum master equation for t´,´uBV and then S~eBV :“
S~BV ` Stp satisfies the quantum master equation for t´,´ueBV and ∆eBV.
4. Homotopy Maurer–Cartan theory
Next, let us introduce homotopy Maurer–Cartan theory and show how the BV formalism
applies to it. Homotopy Maurer–Cartan theory was first developed in the context of string
field theory in [1], where also L8-algebras were defined for the first time, taking inspiration
from the definition of A8-algebras [41, 42]. This theory is a vast generalisation of Chern–
Simons theory, which contains higher Chern–Simons theories as special cases. As we shall
show in Section 5, essentially any BV quantisable theory can be rewritten as a homotopy
Maurer–Cartan theory.
In the following, let L be an L8-algebra with higher products µi and define |`|L P Z as
the L-degree of a homogeneous element ` P L.
4.1. Homotopy Maurer–Cartan equation
Gauge potentials and curvatures. We call an element a P L1 a gauge potential, and
we define its curvature f P L2 as
f :“ µ1paq ` 12µ2pa, aq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ “
ÿ
iě1
1
i!
µipa, . . . , aq . (4.1)
This terminology originates from particular choices of L in which a and f indeed reduce to
the gauge potential and the curvature of (higher) gauge theory.
A gauge potential a P L1 is called a Maurer–Cartan (MC) element provided it satisfies
the homotopy Maurer–Cartan equation
f “ µ1paq ` 12µ2pa, aq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ “ 0 . (4.2)
Due to the higher homotopy Jacobi identities (2.38b), the curvature satisfies the Bianchi
identity ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
µi`1pf, a, . . . , aq “ 0 . (4.3)
The proof of the Bianchi identity is found in Appendix C, where we collect computational
proofs like this one to avoid them cluttering our discussion. We give, in fact, two proofs:
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one by direct but tedious computation and another, shorter one using the evaluation map
ξ and formula (2.49). The existence of such shortcuts from using ξ and/or the coalgebra
picture is a recurring theme in proofs involving L8-algebras.
Examples. LetM be a manifold and L a Lie n-algebra. For the L8-algebra pΩ‚pM, Lq, µˆiq
as defined in (2.46), one obtains the potentials and curvatures of higher gauge theory on
topologically trivial26 higher principal bundles, cf. also [45]. We shall use this case to
illustrate our constructions throughout the remainder of this section.
As a concrete example, let L be an ordinary Lie algebra g. Here, a gauge potential is a
g-valued one-form a “ A P Ω1pM, gq and its curvature is simply
f “ F with F :“ dA` 12 µˆ2pA,Aq “ dA` 12 rA,As . (4.4)
The Bianchi identity reads as ∇F “ 0 and the homotopy MC equation reduces to the
ordinary MC equation dA` 12 rA,As “ 0.
As a second concrete example, let L be a Lie 2-algebra L “ L´1 ‘ L0. The gauge
potential a decomposes as
a “ A`B with A P Ω1pM, L0q and B P Ω2pM, L´1q , (4.5a)
and the generalisation to Lie n-algebras is obvious. The curvatures read as
f “ µˆ1paq ` 12 µˆ2pa, aq ` 13! µˆ3pa, a, aq
“ dA` 12µ2pA,Aq ` µ1pBqlooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
“:F PΩ2pM,L0q
`dB ` µ2pA,Bq ´ 13!µ3pA,A,Aqlooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooon
“:H PΩ3pM,L´1q
, (4.5b)
where the higher products µi only see the gauge algebra, not the degree of the differential
forms in the arguments, yielding sign factors e.g. µˆ3pa, a, aq “ µˆ3pA,A,Aq “ ´µ3pA,A,Aq.
All components of f except for the form of highest degree are usually called fake curvatures.
In the case of a Lie 2-algebra, there is only one fake curvature, F . The MC equation is
simply total flatness, F “ 0 and H “ 0.
Gauge transformations. Elements of L´k for k ě 0 are the gauge parameters of infin-
itesimal gauge transformations (also called level 0 gauge transformations for k “ 0) and
infinitesimal higher gauge transformations (also called level k gauge transformations for
k ě 1). In particular, level 0 gauge transformations between two gauge potentials, the
standard gauge transformations, are encoded in partially flat homotopies between them.
26For topologically non-trivial higher principal bundles, one would have to consider local gauge potentials
on patches of the manifold and provide gluing prescriptions on overlaps of the patches.
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These homotopies are captured by gauge potentials for the tensor product L8-algebra
Ω‚pI, Lq :“ Ω‚pIq b L with I :“ r0, 1s Ď R, where the tensor product is as defined in
Section 2.3. We can decompose Ω‚1pI, Lq – C8pI, L1q‘Ω1pI, L0q and a P Ω‚1pI, Lq takes the
form
aptq “ aptq ` dtb cptq (4.6)
with t P I, aptq P C8pI, L1q and cptq P C8pI, L0q. Since Ω‚2pI, Lq – C8pI, L2q ‘ Ω1pI, L1q,
the curvature f P Ω‚2pI, Lq reads as
fptq “
ÿ
iě1
1
i!
µˆipaptq, . . . , aptq, aptqq
“ fptq ` dtb
#
B
Btaptq ´
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µi`1paptq, . . . , aptq, cptqq
+
,
(4.7)
where the higher products µi are agnostic about the form degree of their arguments. Partial
flatness BBt  f “ 0 or, equivalently, f P C8pI, L2q, leads to the differential equation
B
Btaptq ´
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µi`1paptq, . . . , aptq, cptqq “ 0 , (4.8)
which describes the changes of aptq. At t “ 0, we can read off the gauge transformation
a ÞÑ a ` δc0a of the gauge potential a :“ ap0q parametrised by the gauge parameter
c0 :“ cp0q P L0,
δc0a :“ BBt
ˇˇˇˇ
t“0
aptq “
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µi`1pa, . . . , a, c0q . (4.9)
As demonstrated in Appendix C, the commutator of two successive gauge transforma-
tions with gauge parameters c0, c
1
0 P L0 is given by
rδc0 , δc10sa “ δc20a`
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
p´1qiµi`3pf, a, . . . , a, c0, c10q (4.10a)
with
c20 :“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µi`2pa, . . . , a, c0, c10q , (4.10b)
which shows that for general L8-algebras, gauge transformations only close up to terms
proportional to the curvature f .
Furthermore, the curvature transforms under gauge transformations as
δc0f :“ BBt
ˇˇˇˇ
t“0
fptq “
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
µi`2pf, a, . . . , a, c0q , (4.11)
the proof of this equation is found in Appendix C.
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In the special case Ω‚pM, gq with g a Lie algebra, the formulas for the gauge transform-
ations (4.9) and (4.11) reproduce the familiar transformations,
A ÞÑ A` δc0A “ A` dc0 ` rA, c0s ,
F ÞÑ F ` δc0F “ F ` rF, c0s .
(4.12)
Since µ3 “ 0, the gauge algebra closes also for F ‰ 0. The same is true in the case of
higher gauge theories corresponding to Ω‚pM, Lq for L an L8-algebra with µi “ 0 for i ě 3.
Higher gauge transformations. Higher gauge transformations are described by homo-
topies between homotopies. In particular, consider a level 1 gauge transformation between
two level 0 gauge transformations. These are captured by gauge potentials on the tensor
product Ω‚pI2, Lq with I2 :“ I ˆ I and I :“ r0, 1s Ď R. This time, we have the decompos-
ition Ω‚1pI2, Lq – C8pI2, L1q ‘ Ω1pI2, L0q ‘ Ω2pI2, L´1q and hence, a P Ω‚1pI2, Lq takes the
form
apt, sq “ apt, sq ` dtb cp1qpt, sq ` dsb cp2qpt, sqds` pdt^ dsq b σpt, sq , (4.13a)
where pt, sq P I2, apt, sq P C8pI2, L1q, cp1,2qpt, sq P C8pI2, L0q, and σpt, sq P C8pI2, L´1q.
The fact that a is a homotopy between homotopies is reflected in the boundary conditions
ap0, sq “ a and cp1qpt, 0q “ cptq . (4.13b)
The geometric shape underlying this homotopy between homotopies is not a square but
a bigon with a coordinate degeneracy in s at t “ 0 and t “ 1. Therefore, we have to
supplement the above boundary conditions by
cp2qp0, sq “ cp2qp1, sq “ 0 . (4.13c)
Moreover, Ω‚2pI2, Lq decomposes as Ω‚2pI2, Lq – C8pI2, L2q ‘ Ω1pI2, L1q ‘ Ω2pI2, L0q, and
upon imposing the partial flatness condition f P C8pI2, L2q, we obtain the level 0 gauge
transformation (4.9) with the gauge parameter c0 :“ cp1qp0, 0q P L0 together with the level 1
gauge transformation
δc´1c0 :“ BBs
ˇˇˇˇ
t“s“0
cp1qpt, sq “
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µi`1pa, . . . , a, c´1q , (4.14)
where c´1 :“ σp0, 0q P L´1.
The derivation of level k gauge transformations from certain components of a partially
flat curvature on Ik`1 makes it clear that this can be iterated further by considering
Ω‚pIk`1, Lq for k ě 0. Ultimately, we obtain the level k ` 1 gauge transformation,
δc´k´1c´k “
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µi`1pa, . . . , a, c´k´1q , (4.15)
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for c´k P L´k.
It is important to stress that as for the commutator of two successive gauge transform-
ations (4.10), also gauge-of-gauge transformations close only up to terms proportional to
f . Indeed, we have
δc´1pδc0aq :“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µi`1pa, . . . , a, δc´1c0q
“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µi`2pf, a, . . . , a, c´1q ,
δc´k´2pδc´k´1c´kq :“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µi`1pa, . . . , a, δc´k´2c´k´1q
“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µi`2pf, a, . . . , a, c´k´2q
(4.16)
for all k ě 0 as is demonstrated in Appendix C. Hence, for MC elements (4.2), this vanishes
identically and gauge transformations of level k gauge parameters leave the outcome of
level k gauge transformations unchanged (as expected).27
Vanishing curvature and kinematical data. The observation that general gauge
transformations only close for f “ 0 can now be interpreted in two possible ways. Firstly,
we can regard f “ 0 as a dynamical equation and see the gauge structure as an open
algebra, which only closes on-shell. As discussed before, this requires then using the BV
formalism in the quantisation of the theory. Secondly, we can regard f “ 0 as a constraint
on the kinematical data of the higher gauge theory and therefore as an equation that is
also imposed off-shell.
We should note that the approach to the kinematical data of higher gauge theory
presented above fits the interpretation of higher connections as a way of capturing a
higher-dimensional parallel transport. From this perspective, the second interpretation
is favoured and the fake curvature should indeed be part of the kinematical data. Beyond
equations (4.10) and (4.16), there are a number of crucial points observed in the literature.
Firstly, a consistent, reparametrisation-invariant parallel transport for a Lie 2-algebra re-
quires the fake curvature F defined in (4.5b) to vanish [73]. Secondly, we observed in our
previous work [45] that for semistrict Lie 2-algebras with non-trivial µ3, infinitesimal gauge
transformations can only be concatenated if the fake curvature vanishes. This is simply a
special case of equation (4.10). Thirdly, equation (4.11) shows that the curvature appears
27Strictly speaking, it is only in this case that the geometric shape underlying the homotopy between
homotopies becomes a bigon.
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itself in gauge transformations of the curvature, which makes it essentially impossible to
write down covariant equations of motions beyond f “ 0 in the general setting.
Let us stress, however, that there is an alternative approach to defining higher poten-
tials, curvatures and their gauge transformations that has been worked out for the special
case of (twisted) string structures in [30,74]. In this approach, things become significantly
simpler, and the resulting structures have been applied in the context of self-dual strings
and six-dimensional superconformal field theories e.g. in [75, 76]. The precise relation
between both approaches has not been fully worked out yet.
Covariant derivative. Consider ϕ P L and require that ϕ transforms under gauge trans-
formations adjointly, that is,
δc0ϕ :“ ´
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µi`2pa, . . . , a, c0, ϕq (4.17)
for c0 P L0. We define the covariant derivative ∇ϕ of ϕ by
∇ϕ :“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µi`1pa, . . . , a, ϕq . (4.18)
Note that ∇ : Lk Ñ Lk`1. Under the gauge transformations (4.9) and (4.17), ∇ϕ behaves
as
δc0p∇ϕq “ ´
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µi`2pa, . . . , a, c0,∇ϕq `
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
µi`3pf, a, . . . , a, c0, ϕq (4.19)
as is demonstrated in Appendix C. Hence, ∇ϕ transforms adjointly up to terms propor-
tional to the curvature f . Furthermore, as is shown in Appendix C as well, we have the
standard result
∇2ϕ “
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
µi`2pf, a, . . . , a, ϕq . (4.20)
For the special case Ω‚pM, gq with g a Lie algebra, the covariant derivative is the usual
one. In the case of a Lie 2-algebra L “ L´1 ‘ L0, we have
∇ϕ “ dϕ` µ1pϕq ` µ2pA,ϕq ` µ2pB,ϕq ` 12µ3pA,A,ϕq (4.21)
for ϕ P Ω‚pM, Lq.
Maurer–Cartan elements and L8-morphisms Let us now come to the interplay
between Maurer–Cartan elements and gauge transformations with an L8-morphism φ :
LÑ L1 as introduced in (2.52). The details of the computations we present in this paragraph
are found in Appendix C.28
28See also [77] for a similar discussion in the case of A8-algebras.
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Naively, one may be led to assume that φ should act on a gauge potential a as a1 “ φ1paq.
This, however, does not give the desired compatibility with the L8-algebra structures.
Instead, one should either regard the shifted exponential29 esa0 :“ sa ` 12sa d sa ` 13!sa d
sa d sa ` ¨ ¨ ¨ in the coalgebra picture as the natural invariant object, or, equivalently in
the L8-picture, evaluate (2.52) at `1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ `i “ a P L1. Both approaches eventually lead
to
a ÞÑ a1 :“
ÿ
iě1
1
i!
φipa, . . . , aq (4.22a)
and
f ÞÑ f 1 “
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
φi`1pf, a, . . . , aq (4.22b)
for the curvatures
f “
ÿ
iě1
1
i!
µipa, . . . , aq and f 1 “
ÿ
iě1
1
i!
µ1ipa1, . . . , a1q . (4.22c)
Hence, we may conclude MC elements are mapped to MC elements.
At the level of gauge transformations a ÞÑ a ` δc0a and a1 ÞÑ a1 ` δc10a1 for two MC
elements a and a1 related by (4.22a), we obtain
c0 ÞÑ c10 :“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
φi`1pa, . . . , a, c0q (4.23)
so that the gauge orbits of MC elements a are mapped to the gauge orbits of MC elements
of a1 under L8-morphisms.
It also follows that in the case of quasi-isomorphic L8-algebras L and L1, we have an
isomorphism
ML – ML1 (4.24)
between the moduli spaces of MC elements (i.e. the spaces of MC elements modulo gauge
transformations) in L and L1.
4.2. Homotopy Maurer–Cartan action
Let L now be a cyclic L8-algebra with an inner product x´,´yL of degree ´3. Then the
MC equation (4.2) is variational.
29This expression is used in proofs in Appendix C.
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Action. The MC equation (4.2) describes the stationary locus of the action functional
SMCras :“
ÿ
iě1
1
pi` 1q!xa, µipa, . . . , aqyL . (4.25)
Using the cyclicity (2.41b), it is a straightforward exercise to show that the extrema of
SMC are given by solutions to the MC equation (4.2). We shall refer to the action (4.25)
as the homotopy Maurer–Cartan action.
The homotopy MC action (4.25) is invariant under the gauge transformations (4.9).
Indeed, we have
δc0SMCras “ xf, δc0ayL “ ´
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
xc0, µi`1pf, a, . . . , aqyL “ 0 , (4.26)
where we have used graded symmetry and the cyclicity (2.41b) of the inner product as well
as the Bianchi identity (4.3).
Note that the homotopy MC action is a vast generalisation of the Chern–Simons action
functional. Indeed, if L “ Ω‚pM, gq with g a metric Lie algebra, M a compact oriented
three-dimensional manifold, and L endowed with the obvious cyclic structure given in
Section 2.3, then a “ A P Ω1pM, gq and
SMCras “
ż
M
!
1
2xA,dAyg ` 13!xA, rA,Asyg
)
. (4.27)
We shall return to higher Chern–Simons theory, for which g is replaced by a general Lie
n-algebra L, in Section 5.
Further bosonic symmetries. Whilst gauge transformations themselves do not close
off-shell in general, their action on the action functional (4.25) does. This is due to an
additional invariance of SMCras under transformations of the form
δ`1,...,`ia :“
ÿ
jě0
γj
j!
µi`j`1pf, a, . . . , a, `1, . . . , `iq (4.28)
for `1, . . . , `i P L with řij“1 |`j |L “ i´ 2 and γj P R. The invariance follows directly from
cyclicity of the inner product (2.41b) and the fact that µi`2pf, f, . . .q “ 0 for i ě 0. Since
these symmetries vanish on-shell and therefore do not affect classical observables, they are
referred to as trivial symmetries. They are of no physical significance. In particular, they
neither lead to conserved quantities nor do they prevent perturbation theory.
Supersymmetric extension. A useful property of Chern–Simons theory in three di-
mensions is that it is trivially N “ 2 supersymmetric, cf. [78]. That is, it can be extended
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to an N “ 2 supersymmetric action such that all superpartners of the gauge potential
are auxiliary fields. The latter come with algebraic equations that can be integrated out
and one is left with the usual Chern–Simons action. The supersymmetries can be linearly
combined into the odd symmetry required for computing path integrals of Chern–Simons
theory using localisation, see e.g. [79].
We now show that a similar supersymmetric extension exists in general homotopy MC
theory. To avoid introducing the spinors involved in a true supersymmetric extension, we
consider here an example of, roughly, an analogue of a topological twist with only one real
supercharge (which would be sufficient for localisation).
We introduce superpartners pϕk, ϑkq P Lk ‘ ΠLk for k “ 0, . . . , 3, where Π is the
Graßmann-parity changing functor, which transform under gauge transformations (4.17).
These fields are thus a generalisation of matter fields transforming in the adjoint repres-
entation of some gauge Lie algebra. A gauge invariant action functional is then
SSMCra, ϕ, ϑs :“ SMCras ` xϑ0, ϑ3yL ` xϑ1, ϑ2yL ` xϕ0, ϕ3yL ` xϕ1, ϕ2yL (4.29)
with SMC the homotopy MC action (4.25). Note that gauge invariance follows directly from
the cyclicity (2.41b) and the graded symmetry of the inner product x´,´yL. Since the extra
fields ϕk and ϑk appear only algebraically and do not mix with the gauge potential, the two
actions SSMC and SMC are clearly equivalent. We stress that the new fields are auxiliary,
but physical. They are not to be regarded as ghosts or antifields for any value of k.
The action SSMC is also invariant under the following fermionic transformations:
Qa :“ ϑ1 ,
Qϕ1 :“ ϑ1 ,
Qϕ2 :“ ´12∇ϑ1 ` 12
ÿ
iě0
1´ 2γi0
i!
µi`2pa, . . . , alooomooon
i copies
, ϑ1, ϕ1q`
`
ÿ
i,jě0
γi`1j ` γij`1
i!pj ` 2q! µi`j`3pa, . . . , alooomooon
i copies
, ϑ1, ϕ1, . . . , ϕ1loooomoooon
j`2 copies
q ,
Qϑ2 :“ f ` ϕ2 ´ 12∇ϕ1 ` 12
ÿ
iě0
γi0
i!
µi`2pa, . . . , alooomooon
i copies
, ϕ1, ϕ1q`
`
ÿ
i,jě0
γij`1
i!pj ` 3q!µi`j`3pa, . . . , alooomooon
i copies
, ϕ1, . . . , ϕ1loooomoooon
j`3 copies
q
(4.30a)
and
Qϕ0 :“ Qϕ3 :“ Qϑ0 :“ Qϑ1 :“ Qϑ3 :“ 0 , (4.30b)
for
γi0 “ 1
3
and γi`1j ` γij`1 “ ´ 1
j ` 3 . (4.30c)
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Here, ∇ is the covariant derivative defined in (4.18), f is the curvature (4.1) and it is easy
to see that Q2 “ 0. We shall see an explicit example in Section 5.2.
4.3. Batalin–Vilkovisky complex of homotopy Maurer–Cartan theory
We now explain how the BV formalism is applied to homotopy MC theory, starting with
the BRST complex. As before, consider a cyclic L8-algebra L with inner product x´,´yL
of L-degree ´3 and ghost degree 0.
Becchi–Rouet–Stora–Tyutin complex. The action of infinitesimal gauge symmetries
on the gauge potential a and the gauge parameters c´k and their symmetry structure are
captured by the elements of the L8-algebra L of degree i ď 1 as displayed in Figure 1. The
BRST complex therefore corresponds to a truncation of L,
Ltrunc “
à
iď1
Li , (4.31)
which we endow with the higher products µi of L, but putting all µi with images outside
of Ltrunc to zero.
a c0 c´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ c´k ¨ ¨ ¨
L8-degree 1 0 ´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ´k ¨ ¨ ¨
Figure 1: Becchi–Rouet–Stora–Tyutin fields
In the case where L is concentrated in degrees 0 and 1 (e.g. in the case corresponding
to ordinary Chern–Simons theory), as well as in many other special cases of L8-algebras,
the truncated higher products still satisfy the homotopy Jacobi identity (2.38b). The
truncated L8-algebra Ltrunc forms then an action L8-algebroid and the BRST complex is
the Chevalley–Eilenberg algebra of this L8-algebroid as discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
In general, however Ltrunc is not an L8-algebra, as we shall explain now.
We still can switch to a graded manifold description underlying Ltrunc, performing the
usual shift by 1 to obtain
FBRST :“ Ltruncr1s “
à
iď1
Lir1s , (4.32)
where the higher brackets µi yield a degree 1 vector field QBRST. The fact that Ltrunc
is no longer an L8-algebra amounts then to QBRST being no longer homological, that is,
Q2BRST “ 0 is no longer guaranteed.
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To simplify our notation, we again combine the coordinate functions on FBRST with
the basis on Ltrunc to form the contracted coordinate functions
Ltrunc,C :“ C8pFBRSTq b Ltrunc (4.33)
with higher products µˆi as defined in (2.48b). Objects in Ltrunc,C now have a bi-degree,
and we refer to the one from Ltrunc as the L8-degree and the one from C8pFBRSTq as the
ghost degree. The latter indeed matches the usual nomenclature. We use here the same
letter for both the elements of Ltrunc and their contracted coordinate functions, hoping to
avoid the first fundamental confusion of calculus.
a c0 c´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ c´k ¨ ¨ ¨
L8-degree 1 0 ´1 . . . ´k ¨ ¨ ¨
ghost degree 0 1 2 ¨ ¨ ¨ k ` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨
field type b f b ¨ ¨ ¨ f/b ¨ ¨ ¨
Figure 2: Becchi–Rouet–Stora–Tyutin fields; a ‘b’ stands for boson and an ‘f’ for fermion.
We see that the field type is determined by the parity of the ghost degree, i.e. by the
field regarded as a contracted coordinate function, as expected.
The action of the BRST operator QBRST on elements of FBRST is then described using
formula (2.49), combining all contracted coordinate functions into a single object,
a :“ a`
ÿ
kě0
c´k . (4.34)
We then have
QBRSTa “ ´
ÿ
iě1
1
i!
µˆipa, . . . , aq . (4.35)
Let us briefly look at the individual components of a. First of all, we have
QBRSTa :“ ´
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µˆi`1pa, . . . , a, c0q “
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µi`1pa, . . . , a, c0q , (4.36a)
where the µi only respect the L8-degree of the arguments and they are agnostic about the
ghost degree. This explains the additional sign in going from µˆi`1 to µi`1: we need to
move the coordinate function in c0, which is of degree 1, past the degree 1 basis vectors of
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the i arguments a and the bracket µˆi`1. Similarly, we have
QBRSTc´k :“
:“
ÿ
i,ně0
i`ně1
1
i!
ÿ
pin
1
n0! ¨ ¨ ¨nk`1! µˆi`npa, . . . , alooomooon
i
, c0, . . . , c0loooomoooon
n0
, c´1, . . . , c´1loooooomoooooon
n1
, . . . , c´k´1, . . . , c´k´1looooooooomooooooooon
nk`1
q
“
ÿ
i,ně0
i`ně1
1
i!
ÿ
pin
χppinq
n0! ¨ ¨ ¨nk`1!µi`npa, . . . , alooomooon
i
, c0, . . . , c0loooomoooon
n0
, c´1, . . . , c´1loooooomoooooon
n1
, . . . , c´k´1, . . . , c´k´1looooooooomooooooooon
nk`1
q ,
(4.36b)
with the sum over pin running over all weighted partition pin of n with n “ n0` ¨ ¨ ¨`nk`1.
The sign
χppinq “
k`1ÿ
j“0
nk`1ÿ
m“1
pj ` 1q
¨˝
nj ´m`
k`1ÿ
l“j`1
nl‚˛ (4.36c)
arises again by moving all coordinate functions past the basis vectors and the higher product
µˆi`n.
We note that QBRST governs the gauge transformations of fields and ghosts,
QBRSTa :“ δc0a and QBRSTc´k :“ δc´k´1c´k ` ¨ ¨ ¨ , (4.37)
and it also incorporates the symmetry structure of the ghosts themselves.
As shown in Appendix C, we have
Q2BRSTa “
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
”
´ µi`2pf, a, . . . , a, c´1q ` 1
2!
µi`3pf, a, . . . , a, c0, c0q
ı
(4.38)
and similar equations for c´k. This reflects the fact that the truncation from L to Ltrunc
breaks the homotopy Jacobi relation on the truncated higher products. We see that for
ordinary Lie algebras and, consequently, ordinary gauge theory, we have neither µi for
i ą 2 nor the higher ghosts c´k with k ą 0 and so, Q2BRST “ 0. Therefore, the BRST
formalism is sufficient for ordinary gauge theory. In the general case, however, we would
have to impose f “ 0 to close the gauge algebra, which is usually phrased as the gauge
algebra only closes on-shell.
To obtain an off-shell formulation, e.g. for a quantisation of the field theory, we need
to extend the BRST formalism. In the case of homotopy MC theory it is very obvious
what this extension should be. Instead of truncating the original L8-algebra L to Ltrunc
yielding the BRST complex, we should have simply kept all of L and put FBV “ Lr1s. This
is indeed what the BV formalism does.
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Batalin–Vilkovisky fields. As discussed in Section 3.4, we need an antifield for every
field and ghost, so that
FBV :“ T ˚r´1sFBRST . (4.39)
Note that in the case of homotopy MC theory, an inner product xτα, τβyL “ ωαβ of de-
gree ´3 with respect to some basis τα of L induces a symplectic form ω “ 12ωαβdξα ^ dξβ
on Lr1s of degree ´|τα| ` 1´ |τβ| ` 1 “ ´3` 2 “ ´1. Non-degeneracy of x´,´yL therefore
implies that T ˚r´1sFBRST – Lr1s as claimed above.
For clarity, let us summarise the L8-degrees and ghost degrees again in Figure 3.
¨ ¨ ¨ c`´k ¨ ¨ ¨ c`´1 c`0 a` a c0 c´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ c´k ¨ ¨ ¨
L8-degree ¨ ¨ ¨ 3` k ¨ ¨ ¨ 4 3 2 1 0 ´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ´k . . .
ghost degree ¨ ¨ ¨ ´k ´ 2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ´3 ´2 ´1 0 1 2 ¨ ¨ ¨ k ` 1 . . .
field type ¨ ¨ ¨ f/b ¨ ¨ ¨ f b f b f b ¨ ¨ ¨ f/b ¨ ¨ ¨
Figure 3: Batalin–Vilkovisky fields; a ‘b’ stands for boson and an ‘f’ for fermion.
Note that the above does not yet include the additional trivial pairs needed for full
gauge fixing; we shall come to these later.
Since FBV “ T ˚r´1sFBRST, it comes with the canonical symplectic structure (3.22)
ωBV “ xda,da`yL `
ÿ
kě0
p´1qk`1xdc´k, dc`´kyL . (4.40)
Note that ωBV is of degree ´1 precisely when x´,´yL is of degree ´3 after exchanging
coordinate functions for the actual fields. We can conveniently combine all fields, ghosts
and all their antifields into the contracted coordinate function
a :“ a` a` `
ÿ
kě0
pc´k ` c`´kq , (4.41)
in terms of which the symplectic form simply reads as
ωBV :“ ´12xda,dayLC . (4.42)
In terms of a, this symplectic form induces the Poisson structure
tF,GuBV “ F
CÐ
δ
δa
,
Ñ
δ
δa
G
L˚C
G (4.43a)
for F,G P C8pFBVq and
F
Ð
δ
δa
“ p´1q|F |LC`1
Ñ
δ
δa
F . (4.43b)
It remains to construct the BV action SBV satisfying the classical master equation
tSBV, SBVuBV “ 0 and which induces the homological vector field QBV :“ tSBV,´u on
FBV.
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Batalin–Vilkovisky action. We could follow the construction of SBV discussed in Sec-
tion 3.4, but for homotopy MC theory, there exists a significant shortcut. Recall that we
require SBV to agree with SMC after all ghosts and antifields are put to zero. Also, we
require
tSBV,´uBV|FBRST “ QBRST , (4.44)
where QBRST has the action (4.35). An obvious ansatz is therefore
SBVras :“
ÿ
iě1
1
pi` 1q!xa, µˆipa, . . . , aqyLC (4.45)
with a defined in (4.41). Note that SBVras is still a function on FBV and we compute
 
SBV, SBV
(
BV
“ ´xf, fyLC , (4.46a)
where f is the curvature of a,
f “
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µˆipa, . . . , aq . (4.46b)
By virtue of the identity (C.59) proved in Appendix C, the expression xf, fyLC vanishes
identically. Consequently, SBV satisfies the classical master equation
 
SBV, SBV
(
BV
“ 0 . (4.47)
Together with the homological vector field
QBV :“
 
SBV,´
(
BV
(4.48)
pFBV, QBV, ωBVq becomes a symplectic Q-manifold of degree ´1. We note that
QBVa “ ´f and QBVf “ 0 . (4.49)
From (4.49), we can derive the action of QBV on the individual contracted coordinate
functions on FBV.
Example. As an explicit example, consider the case L “ L´1‘ L0‘ L1‘ L2 and the only
non-trivial higher brackets being µ1,2,3. We then have a “ a` a` ` c0 ` c`0 ` c´1 ` c`´1
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with
SBVras “
ÿ
iě1
1
pi` 1q!xa, µˆipa, . . . , aqyLC
“ SMCras ´ xc0, µ1pa`qyL ` xc´1, µ1pc`0 qyL`
` xa, µ2pc´1, c`0 qyL ` xa, µ2pa`, c0qyL ` 12xa`, µ2pa`, c´1qyL`
` 12xc`0 , µ2pc0, c0qyL ´ xc`´1, µ2pc´1, c0qyL`
` 12xa, µ3pa, a`, c0qyL ` 12xa, µ3pa, c`0 , c´1qyL ` 12xa, µ3pa`, a`, c´1qyL`
` 12xa, µ3pc0, c0, c`0 qyL ´ xa, µ3pc0, c´1, c`´1qyL ` 12¨2xa`, µ3pa`, c0, c0qyL`
` xa`, µ3pc0, c`0 , c´1qyL ` 12xa`, µ3pc´1, c´1, c`´1qyL`
` 13!xc0, µ3pc0, c0, c`´1qyL ` 12¨2xc`0 , µ3pc`0 , c´1, c´1qyL ,
(4.50a)
where the higher products µi are agnostic about the ghost degree of the enclosed fields,
and the signs arise again from moving coordinate functions past graded basis vectors and
the µˆi. Moreover, SMC is the homotopy MC action for L,
SMCras “ 12xa, µ1paqyL ` 13!xa, µ2pa, aqyL ` 14!xa, µ3pa, a, aqyL . (4.50b)
The homological vector field induced by SBV acts as follows on the individual contracted
coordinate functions on L:
QBVa “ µ1pc0q ` µ2pa, c0q ` 12µ3pa, a, c0q ` µ2pc´1, a`q´
´ µ3pa, a`, c´1q ´ µ3pc´1, c0, c`0 q ` 12µ3pc0, c0, a`q ` 12µ3pc´1, c´1, c`´1q ,
QBVc0 “ ´µ1pc´1q ´ µ2pa, c´1q ´ 12µ3pa, a, c´1q ´ 12µ2pc0, c0q´
´ 12µ3pa, c0, c0q ` µ3pc0, c´1, a`q ´ 12µ3pc´1, c´1, c`0 q ,
QBVc´1 “ µ2pc´1, c0q ` µ3pa, c´1, c0q ` 13!µ3pc0, c0, c0q ` 12µ3pc´1, c´1, a`q ,
QBVa
` “ ´µ1paq ´ 12µ2pa, aq ´ 13!µ3pa, a, aq ´ µ2pc0, a`q ´ µ2pc´1, c`0 q`
` µ3pa, c0, a`q ´ µ3pa, c´1, c`0 q ´ 12µ3pc´1, a`, a`q´
´ 12µ3pc0, c0, c`0 q ´ µ3pc´1, c0, c`´1q ,
QBVc
`
0 “ µ1pa`q ` µ2pa, a`q ` 12µ3pa, a, a`q ´ µ2pc0, c`0 q ` µ2pc´1, c`´1q´
´ µ3pa, c0, c`0 q ` µ3pa, c´1, c`´1q ` µ3pa, c´1, c`´1q`
` 12µ3pa`, a`, c0q ´ µ3pc´1, a`, c`0 q ` 12pc0, c0, c`´1q ,
QBVc
`
´1 “ ´µ1pc`0 q ´ 12µ2pa, c`0 q ´ 12µ3pa, a, c`0 q ´ 12µ2pa`, a`q ´ µ2pc0, c`´1q´
´ 12µ3pa, a`, a`q ´ µ3pa`, c0, c`0 q ` µ3pa`, c´1, c`´1q´
´ 12µ3pc´1, c`0 , c`0 q ´ µ3pa, c0, c`´1q .
(4.51)
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Quantum master equation. Following (3.35b), we introduce the BV Laplacian by its
action on an F P C8pFBVq,
∆BVF :“ ´1
2
F
CÐ
δ
δa
,
Ð
δ
δa
G
L˚C
. (4.52)
Since the inner product x´,´yLC is graded symmetric and since the higher products µˆi
for i ě 2 are graded anti-symmetric, it follows immediately from the cyclicity of the inner
product that
∆BV xa, µˆipa, . . . , aqyLC “ 0 (4.53a)
for i ě 2. We also have
∆BV xa, µˆ1paqyLC “ 0 (4.53b)
since both the L-degree and the ghost degree of xa, µˆ1paqyLC are zero so that a field and its
antifield cannot pair up in xa, µˆ1paqyLC . Hence, the BV action (4.45) obeys
∆BVSBV “ 0 . (4.54)
Altogether, we conclude that SBV satisfies the quantum master equation 
SBV, SBV
(
BV
´ 2i~∆BVSBV “ 0 ðñ ∆BVe i~SBV “ 0 . (4.55)
It is important to stress, however, that this is only true formally since the BV Laplacian
is singular and regularisation needs to be taken into account in general. Furthermore,
the above observation, namely that the two terms in the quantum master equation vanish
separately, was made earlier in the context of BF -theory [80].
4.4. Gauge fixing
While gauge fixing is mostly relevant to the quantisation of our theory which is beyond
the scope of this paper, let us briefly summarise the classical part and add an outlook on
the quantum master equation.
Additional fields. To gauge-fix the BV action (4.45), we will need to introduce trivial
pairs, that is, antighosts c¯i,j and Lagrange multipliers bi,j together with their antifields,
the antifield antighost c¯`i,j and the antifield Lagrange multiplier b
`
i,j as done in Sections 3.3
and 3.5.
In the L8-algebra picture, the necessary extension is given in Figure 5. In general, we
have additional quadruples of fields for all i ď 0 and i ´ 1 ď j ď ´i ´ 1 as displayed in
Figure 4.
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c¯i,j bi,j c¯
`
i,j b
`
i,j
takes values in a copy of Li Li L3´i L3´i
which is added to L in ghost degree j j ` 1 ´j ´ 1 ´j ´ 2
or, equivalently, in L8-degree 1´ j ´j 2` j j ` 3
Figure 4: L8-degrees and ghost degrees of the trivial pairs and their antifields.
Put differently, we extend L to
Le :“ L‘
à
iď0
i´1ďjď´i´1
`
Lirj ´ 1s ‘ Lirjs ‘ L3´ir´j ´ 2s ‘ L3´ir´j ´ 3s
˘
(4.56)
and the BV complex FBV correspondingly reads as
FeBV :“ Ler1s
– T ˚r´1s
¨˚
˝FBRST à
iď0
i´1ďjď´i´1
`
Lirjs ‘ Lirj ` 1s
˘‹˛‚
– FBV
à
iď0
i´1ďjď´i´1
`
Lirjs ‘ Lirj ` 1s ‘ L3´ir´j ´ 1s ‘ L3´ir´j ´ 2s
˘
.
(4.57)
A diagram of the additional fields is found in Figure 5.
The reason for introducing families of antighosts and Lagrange multipliers for each
level k can be understood as follows: the lowest level antighosts and Lagrange multipliers
are needed to fix the gauge symmetries of the fields and ghosts, the next-to-lowest level
antighosts and Lagrange multipliers are needed to fix the gauge symmetries of the lowest
level antighosts, and so on [2]. Reducing to merely the antighost of each quadruple of new
fields, one obtains the so-called Batalin–Vilkovisky triangle displayed in Figure 6.
Symplectic Q-manifold structure. The graded vector space FeBV comes with the
canonical symplectic structure
ωeBV “ xda,da`yL `
ÿ
iď0
p´1qi`1xdci,dc`i yL`
`
ÿ
iď0
´i´1ÿ
j“i´1
”
p´1qjxdc¯i,j ,dc¯`i,jyL ` p´1qj`1xdbi,j , db`i,jyL
ı
.
(4.58)
Also, the extension of the BV action to a solution of the classical master equation is given
by
SeBVra, ci, . . . , c¯i,j , . . . s “ SBVra, ci, . . . s ´
ÿ
iď0
´i´1ÿ
j“i´1
xbi,j , c¯`i,jyL , (4.59)
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Figure 5: L8-algebra picture of the Batalin–Vilkovisky fields including trivial pairs
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ac¯0 a
|| !!
c¯´1 c¯0,´1
|| !!
c0
~~   
c¯´2 c¯´1,´2
|| ""
c¯´1,0
}}   
c´1
~~ ¨ ¨ ¨ c¯´2,´3
}} ##
c¯´2,´1
{{ ""
c¯´2,1
}} !!
c´2
~~ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
Figure 6: Batalin–Vilkovisky triangle.
as discussed in Section 3.5. We set again QeBV :“ tSeBV,´ueBV and its action on all the
fields is (4.49) together with
QeBVc¯i,j “ bi,j , QeBVbi,j “ 0 , QeBVc¯`i,j “ 0 , QeBVb`i,j “ p´1qj c¯`i,j . (4.60)
Note that the new fields c¯i,j , etc., denote contracted coordinate functions here.
As before, it is convenient to combine the additional fields arising from trivial pairs
into superfields c¯i and bi such that
QeBVc¯i “ bi and QeBVbi “ 0 . (4.61)
We can put
c¯i :“
$&%
ř
jě0p´1qj c¯i´j,i`j´1 for i ď 0ř
jě0pjqb`1´i´j,j´i for i ą 1
(4.62a)
and
bi :“
$&%
ř
jě0p´1qjbi´j,i`j´1 for i ď 0ř
jě0p´1qj´ic¯`1´i´j,j´i for i ą 1
(4.62b)
To obtain the component fields, as before, one simply projects onto the corresponding
ghost degree.
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The symplectic form (4.58) and the extended BV action (4.59) then read as
ωeBV :“ ´12xda,dayLC `
ÿ
i`j“1
xdbi, dc¯jyLeC ,
SeBVra, bs :“ SBVras ´
ÿ
i`j“1
iďj
p´1qi`1xbi, bjyLeC .
(4.63)
Quantum master equation. The fact that the BV action satisfies the quantum master
equation is preserved after the extension by trivial pairs. In particular, the BV Laplacian
∆eBV on Le annihilates SeBV and we have altogether
tSeBV, SeBVueBV “ 0 and ∆eBVSeBV “ 0 (4.64)
so that  
SeBV, SeBV
(
eBV
´ 2i~∆eBVSeBV “ 0 ðñ ∆eBVe i~SeBV “ 0 . (4.65)
As before, this is only true formally as regularisation needs to be taken into account.
Gauge fixing. To gauge-fix the extended BV action (4.59), we introduce a gauge fixing
fermion
Ψ :“
ÿ
iď0
xc¯i,Gipa, c¯0, c¯´1, . . .qyLe (4.66)
such that BBφΨ for any field φ P Le takes values in the same homogeneously graded vector
subspace of Le as its antifield, φ
`. The gauge fixed quantum BV action is then given by
SqBVra, c, c¯, bs :“ SeBVra, bs
ˇˇˇˇ
φ`“
Ñ
B
BφΨ
. (4.67)
5. Classical L8-structure of field theories
5.1. Classical field theories and L8-algebras
Outline. The BV formalism maps classical fields F and a classical action S to a set of BV
fields FBV together with a BV action SBV. As explained in Section 2.3, via the BV bracket,
the BV action defines a homological vector field QBV, which in turn encodes an L8-algebra
structure on the graded vector space FBV. This L8-algebra encodes all relevant classical
information on the field theory. It captures the field content and its gauge symmetry
structure, the equations of motion, as well as the Noether identities. At the classical level,
Lagrangian field theories30 are thus equivalently described by cyclic L8-algebras.
30This relation should extend to non-Lagrangian field theories, and we plan to study these in future work.
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Equivalent field theories should have L8-algebras which are isomorphic in some sense.
The only plausible candidates for such an isomorphism are isomorphisms and quasi-iso-
morphisms of L8-algebras. Since classical field theories can be extended to equivalent field
theories by adding auxiliary fields with algebraic equations of motions, we are left with
the quasi-isomorphisms of L8-algebras. Below, it will become clear that this is indeed
the correct choice and that quasi-isomorphic L8-algebras belong to field theories with the
same observables.
Before discussing explicit examples, let us make a few more observations about the
L8-algebra structure which we expect.
L8-algebra structure. The vector space FBV is graded in particular with respect to the
ghost degree, FBV :“ÀiPZ FiBV. The usual correspondence between Q-manifolds and L8-
algebras suggests that we need to shift the degree by one and invert it, for an L8-algebra
with higher products µi of degree 2´ i. We thus arrive at the L8-algebra
¨ ¨ ¨ µ1ÝÝÝÑ F´1BVlomon
“: L0
µ1ÝÝÝÑ F0BVlomon
“: L1
µ1ÝÝÝÑ F1BVlomon
“: L2
µ1ÝÝÝÑ F2BVlomon
“: L3
µ1ÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ (5.1)
That is, L0 is given by the ghosts, L1 by the fields, L2 by the antifields and L3 by the
antighosts. This extends in an obvious manner to cases with ghosts-for-ghosts and trivial
pairs.
The map µ1 is encoded in the linear part of the action QBV :“ tSBV,´uBV on the
field corresponding to the image of µ1. Explicitly, µ1 : L0 Ñ L1 is encoded in the lin-
ear part of the explicit expression for QBVA and therefore encodes the linearised gauge
transformations. The map µ1 : L1 Ñ L2 is obtained by linearising QBVA`, which yields
the linearised variation of the classical action with respect to the field and therefore the
linearised classical equations of motion. The map µ1 : L2 Ñ L3 is the linearised part of the
action of QBV on c
` and these encode precisely the Noether identities as we shall explain
below. This is all the structure necessary to describe a classical (gauge) field theory; for
higher gauge theories, one obtains an extension beyond the homogeneously graded vector
subspaces Lj with 0 ď j ď 3.
The higher brackets then fulfil the task of making the linearised expressions covariant
and to allow for higher interaction terms. In general, an interaction term of nth order in
the fields will be encoded in a higher product µi with i “ n´ 1.
From our discussion in Section 4, it is also clear that the homotopy Maurer–Cartan
action for L reproduces the original action S and the homotopy Maurer–Cartan action for
LC reproduces the BV action SBV.
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¨ ¨ ¨ L´1 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ gauge-of-gauge gauge physical equations of Noether higher ¨ ¨ ¨
transf. transf. fields motion identities Noether
Figure 7: Summary of the structure of the L8-algebra of a classical field theory. While
the labels under Li for i ď 1 describe the spaces, the meaning of the labels changes for
i ě 2: L2, for instance, is not the space of the equations of motion, but the element ` of L
that is forced to zero by the equations of motion ` “ 0 takes values in L2.
Noether identities. Next, let us discuss the Noether identities in somewhat more detail.
Here, we are concerned with Noether’s second theorem, generalising the more familiar first
one. In this picture, also gauge symmetries give rise to Noether symmetries.
Our motivation for considering Noether identities is twofold. First of all, they are at the
heart of the BV formalism: they correspond precisely to the degeneracies of the Hessian
which make the application of the stationary phase formula in the interpretation of the
path integral impossible. Secondly, they are an important part of the classical structure of
a field theory and also contained in its L8-algebra.
Let M be a manifold with local coordinates xµ. Consider an infinitesimal group action
on a set of fields ΦA on M parametrised by infinitesimal parameters ε “ pεIq as
δΦApxq :“ RAI pΦqεIpxq , (5.2)
where RAI pΦq are field-dependent differential operators, possibly containing terms of or-
der 0. Alternatively, we can write
δΦApxq “
ż
M
µpyqRAI px, y,ΦqεIpyq , (5.3)
where µ is a suitable measure on M . If this action is a symmetry of an action SrΦs, then
we have the Noether identity ż
M
µpxq δSrΦs
δΦApxq
δΦApxq
δεIpyq “ 0 (5.4)
or ż
M
µpxq δSrΦs
δΦApxqR
A
I px, y,Φq “ 0 . (5.5)
If we vary this equation with respect to δΦBpzq and restrict Φ to the stationary surface,
we have
δ2SrΦs
δΦBpzqδΦApxqR
A
I px, y,Φq “ 0 , (5.6)
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which implies that the RAI encode degeneracies of the Hessian, that is, they are the eigen-
vectors of the Hessian with eigenvalue zero.
The Noether identities also imply that the vector fields QBV decompose as
QBV “ QKT ` ¨ ¨ ¨ , (5.7)
where QKT is the part purely responsible for the Koszul–Tate resolution acting non-trivially
only on the antifields of fields and ghosts, with Q2KT “ 0. In the BV picture, the symmetry
transformation (5.2) is encoded in QBVΦ
A, which contains the operators RAI . Since QBVΦ
A
is related to the variation of SBV with respect to Φ
`
A, we have a term in the BV action of
the form xΦ`A, RAI cIy, where the inner product is usually given by an integral over some
spacetime. This implies that the adjoint of RAI appears in the QBVc
`
I “ ˘pR:qAI Φ`A, which
is the variation of SBV with respect to c
I . Here, R: denotes the adjoint of R with respect
to x´,´y. The Noether identity then implies that Q2KT “ 0, at least when acting on the
antifields of ghosts:
Q2KTc
`
I “ ˘QKTΦ`ApR:qAI “ ˘
δSrΦs
δΦA
pR:qAI “ 0 . (5.8)
For more details on Noether identities, see e.g. [60, 65,81,58].
Example: scalar field theory. To stress the point that the BV formalism also makes
sense for theories without gauge symmetries, let us consider scalar field theory on Minkow-
ski space R1,d as a simple example. Further examples will follow below. As another
unusual point, let us include global symmetries into the BRST formalism. This is clearly
not necessary for the quantisation of the path integral, and it is usually not even desirable,
as it reduces the space of solutions to globally symmetric ones. It will, however, allow us
to obtain the usual Noether identities in the L8-algebra picture.
Let ϕ P C8pR1,dq be a real scalar field with action functional
S :“
ż
R1,d
dd`1x
!
1
2pBµϕq2 ´ 12m2ϕ2 ´ λ4!ϕ4
)
. (5.9)
We extend the field space F “ C8pR1,dq to the action groupoid for the Poincare´ group,
pSOp1, dq ˙R1,dq ˙ C8pR1,dq Ñ C8pR1,dq , (5.10)
which differentiates to the action algebroid
FBRST “ psop1, dq ˙R1,dq ˙ C8pR1,dq . (5.11)
In addition to ϕ, we have also ghosts c “ cI “ cµν ` cµ P sop1, dq ˙R1,d. Those are not
fields but rather constants on Minkowski space R1,d. The actions of the BRST operator
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QBRST on c and ϕ capture the Poincare´ Lie algebra as well as its action on the field ϕ and
read as
QBRSTpcµν ` cµq :“ cµκcκν ` cµκcκ ,
QBRSTϕ :“ c Ź ϕ :“ cµBµϕ` cµνxνBµϕ .
(5.12)
We now perform the Koszul–Tate resolution by including antifields ϕ` and c`. The
BV bracket is induced by the canonical symplectic form,
ωBV :“ ´dcI ^ dc`I `
ż
R1,d
dd`1x
 
δϕpxq ^ δϕ`pxq( (5.13)
and the BV action functional reads as
SBV :“ c`I rc, csI `
ż
R1,d
dd`1x
!
1
2pBµϕq2 ´ 12m2ϕ2 ´ λ4!ϕ4 ` ϕ`pc Ź ϕq
)
, (5.14)
from which the action of QBV is read off as QBV “ tSBV,´uBV.
The differential graded vector space underlying the L8-algebra is
sop1, dq ˙R1,dloooooooomoooooooon
“: L0
0ÝÝÑ C8pR1,dqloooomoooon
“: L1
´BµBµ´m2ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C8pR1,dqloooomoooon
“: L2
0ÝÝÑ psop1, dq ˙R1,dq˚loooooooooomoooooooooon
“: L3
(5.15a)
and the non-trivial higher brackets take the form
µ2pc1, c2q :“ rc1, c2s , µ2pc1, ϕ1q :“ c1 Ź ϕ1 ,
µ2pc1, ϕ`1 q :“ c1 Ź ϕ` , µ2pc1, c`1 q :“ c1 Ź c`1 ,
µ3pϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3q :“ ´λϕ1ϕ2ϕ3
(5.15b)
for c1 P L0, ϕ1,2,3 P L1, ϕ`1 P L2 and c`1 P L3.
One sees that the homotopy MC action (4.45) of this L8-algebra is indeed the BV
action (5.14). In addition, we note that the Noether identities follow. For example, we
have
Q2KTcµ` “ QKTpϕ`Bµϕ` cν` cµνq “ δSδϕBµϕ` ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Bν
ˆ BL
BpBνϕq
˙
Bµϕ` ¨ ¨ ¨ , (5.16)
where the ellipsis denote ghost terms. We thus see indeed the emergence of the usual
Noether identities.
Why quasi-isomorphisms? Finally, let us comment a bit more on the role of quasi-
isomorphisms. Besides the many mathematical reasons for using them rather than ordinary
isomorphisms, they also allow us to identify field theories that are related by integrating
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out auxiliary fields as we shall explain now using a simple example. Consider two classical
field theories with actions
S :“
ż
R1,d
dd`1x
!
1
2ϕp´BµBµ ´m2qϕ´ λ4!ϕ4
)
,
S˜ :“
ż
R1,d
dd`1x
!
1
2ϕp´BµBµ ´m2qϕ` 12X2 ` 12
b
λ
3Xϕ
2
)
,
(5.17)
where ϕ and X are real scalar fields on Minkowski space R1,d. The equations of motion
read as
S : p´BµBµ ´m2qϕ´ λ3!ϕ3 “ 0 ,
S˜ : p´BµBµ ´m2qϕ`
b
λ
3Xϕ “ 0 and X ` 12
b
λ
3ϕ
2 “ 0
(5.18)
and S clearly arises from S˜ by integrating out the auxiliary field X.
Following the BV formalism and introducing antifields (which amounts to the Koszul–
Tate resolution), leads to two L8-algebras L and L˜ given by
˚lomon
“: L0
ÝÑ C8pR1,dqloooomoooon
“: L1
ÝÑ C8pR1,dqloooomoooon
“: L2
ÝÑ ˚lomon
“: L3
,
µ1pϕ1q :“ p´BµBµ ´m2qϕ1 ,
µ3pϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3q :“ ´λϕ1ϕ2ϕ3
(5.19a)
and
˚lomon
“: L˜0
ÝÑ C8pR1,dq ‘ C8pR1,dqlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
“: L˜1
ÝÑ C8pR1,dq ‘ C8pR1,dqlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
“: L˜2
ÝÑ ˚lomon
“: L˜3
,
µ˜1pϕ1 `X1q :“ p´BµBµ ´m2qϕ1 `X1 ,
µ˜2pϕ1 `X1, ϕ2 `X2q :“
b
λ
3
´
pX1ϕ2 `X2ϕ1q ` ϕ1ϕ2
¯
.
(5.19b)
The identity map contained in µ˜1 makes it obvious that the graded vector spaces underlying
L and L˜ have the same cohomology and we define a cochain map φ1 : L˜Ñ L by setting
φ1 : L˜1 Ñ L1 with φ1pϕ`Xq :“ ϕ ,
φ1 : L˜2 Ñ L2 with φ1pζ ` Y q :“ ζ ,
(5.20)
that is, we obtain a quasi-isomorphism of cochain complexes. To extend this to a quasi-
isomorphism between L˜ and L, we note that all higher products are of the form µ˜i :
L˜1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ L˜1 Ñ L˜2 and µi : L1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ L1 Ñ L2. Thus, we are only interested in the
defining equation of L8-morphisms, (2.52), for all arguments in L˜1. Upon reducing to the
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non-trivial higher products and truncating the morphism at the level 2, we obtain
i “ 1 : µ1pφ1pϕ1 `X1qq “ φ1pµ˜1pϕ1 `X1qq ,
i “ 2 : µ1pφ2pϕ1 `X1, ϕ2 `X2qq “
“ φ1pµ˜2pϕ1 `X1, ϕ2 `X2qq´
´ φ2pµ˜1pϕ1 `X1q, ϕ2 `X2q ´ φ2pµ˜1pϕ2 `X2q, ϕ1 `X1q ,
i “ 3 : µ3pφ1pϕ1 `X1q, φ1pϕ2 `X2q, φ1pϕ3 `X3qq “
“ ´rφ2pµ˜2pϕ1 `X1, ϕ2 `X2q, ϕ3 `X3q ` cyclics .
(5.21)
These equations are fulfilled by setting
φ2 : L˜1 ˆ L˜1 Ñ L1 with φ2pϕ1 `X1, ϕ2 `X2q :“ 0 ,
φ2 : L˜1 ˆ L˜2 Ñ L2 with φ2pϕ1 `X1, ζ1 ` Y1q :“
b
λ
3ϕ1Y1 .
(5.22)
Hence, we may conclude that the L8-algebras L and L˜ corresponding to classically equi-
valent field theories are quasi-isomorphic.
This observation can be generalised: two classical field theories are classically equivalent
if their L8-algebras are quasi-isomorphic. We note that a related notion of equivalence
was discussed in [82].
5.2. Chern–Simons theory and its higher analogues
As a first detailed example, let us specialise from the general homotopy MC action (4.25)
to (higher) Chern–Simons theory.
Let M be a d-dimensional smooth compact oriented manifold with d ě 3. Let L :“À0
k“´d`3 Lk be a cyclic L8-algebra to which we shall refer as the gauge L8-algebra in the
following. The tensor product L8-algebra Ω‚pM, Lq as defined in (2.46) then has a cyclic
structure of degree ´d´p´d`3q “ ´3 and we can write down the corresponding homotopy
MC action (4.25). This action defines higher Chern–Simons theory with trivial underlying
principal 8-bundles. For instance, in the case when d “ 3, the gauge L8-algebra L is an
ordinary Lie algebra and we recover ordinary Chern–Simons theory, see (4.4) and (4.27).
In the case when d “ 4, L is a 2-term L8-algebra or, equivalently, a Lie 2-algebra, see (4.5).
To obtain the classical L8-structure, we simply enlarge the space of fields consisting of the
gauge potentials by all ghosts and higher ghosts and then once more by all corresponding
antifields.
Case d “ 3. In the case of ordinary Chern–Simons theory in three dimensions, we have
additional ghosts c P Ω0pM, gqr1s and antifields A` P Ω2pM, gqr´1s and c` P Ω3pM, gqr´2s.
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Hence, with a “ c`A`A``c`, the symplectic form ωBV on FBV defined in (4.42) becomes
ωBV “
ż
M
 xδA, δA`yg ´ xδc, δc`yg( . (5.23)
Thus, the induced the Poisson bracket (4.43) reads explicitly as
tF,GuBV “
ż ˚
M
$&%F
C Ð
δ
δA` ,
Ñ
δ
δA
G
g˚
G´ F
C Ð
δ
δA
,
Ñ
δ
δA`
G
g˚
G´
´ F
C Ð
δ
δc` ,
Ñ
δ
δc
G
g˚
G` F
CÐ
δ
δc
,
Ñ
δ
δc`
G
g˚
G
,.-
(5.24)
for F,G P C8pFBVq and
ş˚
Mx´,´yg˚ is the dual inner product induced by
ş
Mx´,´yg. The
BV action (4.45) reads as
SBV “
ż
M
!
1
2xA,dAyg ` 13!xA, rA,Asyg´
´ xc,dA`yg ´ xc, rA,A`syg ` 12xc`, rc, csyg
)
,
(5.25)
which is the Hamiltonian for the vector field QBV, which acts on an element F P C8pFBVq
according to
QBVF :“ tSBV, F uBV
“
ż ˚
M
#
´
B
δSBV
δA` ,
δF
δA
F
g˚
´
B
δSBV
δA
,
δF
δA`
F
g˚
´
´
B
δSBV
δc` ,
δF
δc
F
g˚
´
B
δSBV
δc
,
δF
δc`
F
g˚
+
.
(5.26)
For the coordinate functions, we obtain explicitly
QBVc “ ´12 rc, cs , QBVA “ dc` rA, cs ,
QBVA
` “ ´dA´ 12 rA,As ´ rc, A`s , QBVc` “ dA` ` rA,A`s ´ rc, c`s .
(5.27)
Note that we can also specialise the extended BV action (4.59), which is suitable for
gauge fixing. Here, the above field content is further extended by the trivial pair pc¯, bq P
Ω1pM, gqr´1s‘Ω1pM, gqr0s together with a trivial pair of corresponding antifields pc¯`, b`q P
Ω2pM, gqr0s ‘ Ω2pM, gqr´1s. The extended BV action (4.59) then reads as
SeBV “
ż
M
!
1
2xA,dAyg ` 13!xA, rA,Asyg´
´ xc,dA`yg ` xA, rA`, csyg ` 12xc`, rc, csyg ´ xb, c¯`yg
)
,
(5.28)
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resulting in
QeBVc “ ´12 rc, cs , QeBVA “ dc` rA, cs ,
QeBVA
` “ ´dA´ 12 rA,As ´ rc, A`s , QeBVc` “ dA` ` rA,A`s ´ rc, c`s ,
QeBVc¯ “ b , QeBVc¯` “ 0 , QeBVb` “ ´c¯` , QeBVb “ 0 .
(5.29)
Case d “ 4. Next, let us discuss the simplest higher case d “ 4 in detail. Here, the gauge
algebra is of the form L “ L´1 ‘ L0. The inner product identifies pL´1q˚ – L0 so that L´1
and L0 must be of the same dimension. We have the decomposition Ω
‚
1pM, Lq – Ω1pM, L0q‘
Ω2pM, L´1q of homogeneous degree 1 elements in Ω‚pM, Lq. Consequently, we obtain a 1-
form gauge potential A P Ω1pM, L0qr0s and a 2-form gauge potential B P Ω2pM, L´1qr0s,
respectively. The homotopy MC action (4.25) then becomes with a “ A`B
SMC “
ż
M
!
xB, dA` 12µ2pA,Aq ` 12µ1pBqyL ` 14!xµ3pA,A,Aq, AyL
)
, (5.30)
and the curvature (4.1) reduces to
F “ dA` 12µ2pA,Aq ` µ1pBq P Ω2pM, L0q ,
H “ dB ` µ2pA,Bq ´ 13!µ3pA,A,Aq P Ω3pM, L´1q ,
(5.31)
cf. (4.5b). As mentioned before, in these and the following formulas, the higher products
µi will not see the form degree of the various fields. Since any homogeneous degree 0
element of Ω‚pM, Lq decomposes into c P Ω0pM, L0qr0s and Λ P Ω1pM, L´1qr0s, the gauge
transformations (4.9) and (4.11) reduce to
δc,ΛA “ dc` µ2pA, cq ` µ1pΛq ,
δc,ΛB “ ´µ2pc,Bq ` dΛ` µ2pA,Λq ` 12µ3pc, A,Aq
(5.32a)
and
δc,ΛF “ ´µ2pc,Fq ,
δc,ΛH “ ´µ2pc,Hq ` µ2pF ,Λq ´ µ3pF , A, cq .
(5.32b)
Recall also the discussion of the meaning of the fake curvature F in Section 4.1 and in the
previous paragraph.
To write down the BV action (4.45), see also (4.50a), we first note that the fields
decompose as
a “ A`B P Ω1pM, L0qr0s ‘ Ω2pM, L´1qr0s ,
a` “ A` `B` P Ω3pM, L´1qr´1s ‘ Ω2pM, L0qr´1s
(5.33a)
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while for the ghosts we obtain
c0 “ c00 ` c10 P Ω0pM, L0qr1s ‘ Ω1pM, L´1qr1s ,
c`0 “ c0`0 ` c1`0 P Ω4pM, L´1qr´2s ‘ Ω3pM, L0qr´2s ,
c´1 P Ω0pM, L´1qr2s , c`´1 P Ω4pM, L0qr´3s .
(5.33b)
The full BV action (4.45) is then SBV “ SMC ` Sgh with SMC given by (5.30) and
Sgh :“
ż
M
!
xdA`, c00yL ` xdB`, c10yL ` xc10, µ1pA`qyL ` xc´1,dc1`0 ` µ1pc0`0 qyL´
´ xµ2pc1`0 , c´1q ` µ2pB`, c10q ` µ2pA`, c00q, AyL ` xB,µ2pB`, c00qyL´
´ 12xµ2pB`, c´1q, B`yL ` 12xc0`0 , µ2pc00, c00qyL ´ xµ2pc00, c10q, c1`0 yL´
´ xµ2pc00, c´1q, c`´1yL ` 12xµ3pA,B`, c00q, AyL ´ 12xµ3pA, c1`0 , c00q, AyL`
` 12xµ3pc00, c00, c1`0 q, AyL ` 12¨2xµ3pB`, c00, c00q, B`yL`
` 13!xµ3pc00, c00, c`´1q, c00yL
)
.
(5.34)
It induces a homological vector field QBV on FBV acting on F P C8pFBVq as
QBVF :“
ż ˚
M
"
´
B
δSBV
δA` ,
δF
δA
F
L˚
´
B
δSBV
δA
,
δF
δA`
F
L˚
´
B
δSBV
δB` ,
δF
δB
F
L˚
´
´
B
δSBV
δB
,
δF
δB`
F
L˚
´
B
δSBV
δc0`0
,
δF
δc00
F
L˚
´
B
δSBV
δc00
,
δF
δc0`0
F
L˚
´
´
B
δSBV
δc1`0
,
δF
δc10
F
L˚
´
B
δSBV
δc10
,
δF
δc1`0
F
L˚
`
C
δSBV
δc`´1
,
δF
δc´1
G
L˚
`
`
C
δSBV
δc´1
,
δF
δc`´1
G
L˚
+
.
(5.35)
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Explicitly, we have
QBVA “ dc00 ` µ2pA, c00q ´ µ1pc10q ,
QBVB “ ´µ2pc00, Bq ` dc10 ` µ2pA, c10q ` 12µ3pc00, A,Aq´
´ µ2pB`, c´1q ` 12µ3pB`, c00, c00q ,
QBVA
` “ ´dB ´ µ2pA,Bq ` 13!µ3pA,A,Aq ´ µ2pA`, c00q ´ µ2pB`, c10q`
` µ2pc´1, c1`0 q ` µ3pA,B`, c00q ` 12µ3pc00, c00, c1`0 q ,
QBVB
` “ ´dA´ 12µ2pA,Aq ´ µ1pBq ´ µ2pB`, c00q ,
QBVc
0`
0 “ ´dA` ` µ2pA,A`q ` µ2pB,B`q ´ µ2pc00, c0`0 q ` µ2pc10, c1`0 q
` µ2pc´1, c`´1q ` 12µ3pA,A,B`q ` 12µ3pB`, B`, c00q
´ µ3pA, c00, c1`0 q ` 12µ3pc00, c00, c`´1q ,
QBV c
1
0 “ ´dc´1 ´ µ2pA, c´1q ´ µ2pc00, c10q ` 12µ3pA, c00, c00q ,
QBVc
1`
0 “ ´dB` ´ µ1pA`q ` µ2pA,B`q ´ µ2pc00, c1`0 q ,
QBVc´1 “ ´µ2pc00, c´1q ` 13!µ3pc00, c00, c00q ,
QBVc
`
´1 “ ´dc1`0 ´ µ1pc0`0 q ` µ2pA, c1`0 q ´ 12µ2pB`, B`q ´ µ2pc`´1, c00q ,
(5.36)
cf. (4.51).
The extension (4.59) of SBV by trivial pairs requires the introduction of the additional
quadruples
c¯0,´1 “ c¯00,´1 ` c¯10,´1 P
`
Ω0pM, L0q ‘ Ω1pM, L´1q
˘r´1s ,
b0,´1 “ b00,´1 ` b10,´1 P
`
Ω0pM, L0q ‘ Ω1pM, L´1q
˘r0s ,
c¯`0,´1 “ c¯3`0,´1 ` c¯2`0,´1 P
`
Ω3pM, L0q ‘ Ω2pM, L´1q
˘r0s ,
b`0,´1 “ b3`0,´1 ` b2`0,´1 P
`
Ω3pM, L0q ‘ Ω2pM, L´1q
˘r´1s ,
(5.37a)
and
c¯´1,´2 P Ω0pM, L´1qr´2s , b´1,´2 P Ω0pM, L´1qr´1s ,
c¯`´1,´2 P Ω3pM, L´1qr1s , b`´1,´2 P Ω3pM, L´1qr0s ,
c¯´1,0 P Ω0pM, L´1qr0s , b´1,0 P Ω0pM, L´1qr1s ,
c¯`´1,0 P Ω3pM, L´1qr´1s , b`´1,0 P Ω3pM, L´1qr´2s ,
(5.37b)
where all ΩipM, Ljq are regarded as ungraded vector spaces with elements of degree 0. The
additional contribution to the extended BV action (4.59) is
Stp :“
ż
M
!
´ xb00,´1, c¯3`0,´1yL ´ xb10,´1, c¯2`0,´1yL ` xb´1,´2, c¯`´1,´2yL ` xb´1,0, c¯`´1,0yL
)
.
(5.38)
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Minimal model and L8-quasi-isomorphism. We now construct the minimal model
of the gauge L8-algebra Ω‚pM, Lq underlying higher Chern–Simons theory following our
discussion in Section 2.4.
We start by noting that the cochain complex underlying the L8-algebra (2.46) is the
tensor product of two cochain complexes: the de Rham complex and the complex arising
from the gauge L8-algebra L. Since the cohomologyH‚µ1pLq of L is evidently free, Ku¨nneth’s
theorem, see e.g. [83], yields the isomorphisms
H ‚ˆµ1pΩ‚pM, Lqq :“
à
kPZ
Hkµˆ1pΩ‚pM, Lqq ,
Hkµˆ1pΩ‚pM, Lqq –
à
i`j“k
0ďiďd´n`1ďjď0
H idRpMq bHjµ1pLq , (5.39)
where H idRpMq denotes the i-th de Rham cohomology group.
To construct the L8-structure on H ‚ˆµ1pΩ‚pM, Lq, we note that another consequence of
the cochain complex underlying the L8-algebra (2.46) being the tensor product of cochain
complexes of vector spaces is that it splits in the sense of (2.56); see also Appendix B.
Hence, we have
hµˆ1
!! Ω‚pM, Lq
pµˆ1 // // H ‚ˆµ1pΩ‚pM, Lqq_?eµˆ1oo , (5.40)
where pµˆ1 ˝ eµˆ1 “ id and hµˆ1 : Ω‚pM, Lq Ñ Ω‚pM, Lq with µˆ1 “ µˆ1 ˝ hµˆ1 ˝ µˆ1 a contracting
homotopy of Pµˆ1 :“ eµˆ1 ˝ pµˆ1 . To construct hµˆ1 explicitly, we assume that we have already
found31 a contracting homotopy hµ1 : LÑ L of Pµ1 :“ eµ1 ˝pµ1 and construct a contracting
homotopy hd : Ω
‚pMq Ñ Ω‚pMq of Pd :“ ed ˝ pd. In order to write down the latter, we
fix a Riemannian metric on M and let d: be the adjoint of d with respect to the standard
inner product xα1, α2y “
ş
M α1 ^ ‹α2 for α1,2 P ΩkpMq with ‹ the Hodge operator for the
chosen metric. Using the Green operator
G|impdq‘impd:q :“ ∆´1 and G|kerp∆q :“ 0 with ∆ :“ dd: ` d:d , (5.41)
we define
hd :“ d:G . (5.42)
Together with the identities
Gd “ dG , Gd: “ d:G , and ‹G “ G‹ , (5.43)
it is then easily seen that d “ d ˝ hd ˝ d. We thus obtain
1 “ Pd ` hd ˝ d` d ˝ hd “ Pd `∆G ùñ Pd “ 1´∆G (5.44)
31See Appendix B for an explicit example.
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which is the projector onto the harmonic forms Ω‚hpMq under the Hodge decomposition
ΩkpMq – ΩkhpMq ‘ dΩk´1pMq ‘ d:Ωk`1pMq , (5.45)
cf. Appendix B. Postcomposing the projector with the Hodge isomorphism Ω‚hpMq –
H‚dRpMq, we obtain a projector on de Rham cohomology. We now combine the homo-
topies hd and hµ1 as
hµˆ1 :“ 12phd b 1` 1b hµ1 ` Pd b hµ1 ` hd b Pµ1q . (5.46)
Using µˆ1 “ db 1` 1b µ1, it now follows that µˆ1 “ µˆ1 ˝ hµˆ1 ˝ µˆ1, as desired.
Using the contracting homotopy (5.46), it is now easy to adapt the formulas (2.59) for
the quasi-isomorphism between Ω‚pM, Lq and H ‚ˆµ1pΩ‚pM, Lqq. For the sake of clarity, we
shall only display the formulas in homogeneous degree 1. We obtain
φ1pa1q “ eµˆ1pa1q ,
φ2pa1, a1q “ ´hµˆ1
´
µˆ2
`
eµˆ1pa1q, eµˆ1pa1q
˘¯
,
φ3pa1, a1, a1q “ ´3hµˆ1
´
µˆ2
`
φ2pa1, a1q, eµˆ1pa1q
˘¯´ hµˆ1´µˆ3`eµˆ1pa1q, eµˆ1pa1q, eµˆ1pa1q˘¯ ,
φ14pa1, a1, a1, a1q “ ´3hµˆ1
´
µˆ2
`
φ2pa1, a1q, φ2pa1, a1q
˘¯´ 4hµˆ1´µˆ2`eµˆ1pa1q, φ3pa1, a1, a1q˘¯´
´ 6hµˆ1
´
µˆ3
`
eµˆ1pa1q, eµˆ1pa1q, φ2
`
a1, a1
˘ ˘¯´
´ hµˆ1
´
µˆ4
`
eµˆ1pa1q, eµˆ1pa1q, eµˆ1pa1q, eµˆ1pa1q
˘¯
,
...
(5.47)
Hence, the higher products µˆ1i onH ‚ˆµ1pΩ‚pM, Lqq defined in (2.60) are then given for degree 1
elements by
µˆ11pa1q “ 0 ,
µˆ12pa1, a1q “ pµˆ1
´
µˆ2
`
eµˆ1pa1q, eµˆ1pa1q
˘¯
,
µˆ13pa1, a1, a1q “ 3pµˆ1
´
µˆ2
`
φ2pa1, a1q, eµˆ1pa1q
˘¯` pµˆ1´µˆ3`eµˆ1pa1q, eµˆ1pa1q, eµˆ1pa1q˘¯ ,
µˆ14pa1, a1, a1, a1q “ 3pµˆ1
´
µˆ2
`
φ2pa1, a1q, φ2pa1, a1q
˘¯` 4pµˆ1´µˆ2`eµˆ1pa1q, φ3pa1, a1, a1q˘¯`
` 6pµˆ1
´
µˆ3
`
eµˆ1pa1q, eµˆ1pa1q, φ2
`
a1, a1
˘ ˘¯`
` pµˆ1
´
µˆ4
`
eµˆ1pa1q, eµˆ1pa1q, eµˆ1pa1q, eµˆ1pa1q
˘¯
,
...
(5.48)
We conclude that the resulting classical field theory equivalent to higher Chern–Simons
theory has a much simpler or reduced space of fields, but this is compensated by the
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interactions becoming much more involved. We shall see this phenomenon in more examples
in the following.
Supersymmetric extension: topological setting. Let us briefly consider the super-
symmetric extension of the above classical higher Chern–Simons theory along the lines
discussed in Section 4.2. That is, we introduce the additional fields
φ1 “ Y ` φ P Ω‚1pM, Lq – Ω1pM, L0q ‘ Ω2pM, L´1q ,
φ2 “
“
D ´ 12µ1pφq
‰´ Z P Ω‚2pM, Lq – Ω2pM, L0q ‘ Ω3pM, L´1q ,
ψ1 “ λ1 ` χ2 P ΠΩ‚1pM, Lq – ΠΩ1pM, L0q ‘ΠΩ2pM, L´1q ,
ψ2 “ λ2 ` χ3 P ΠΩ‚2pM, Lq – ΠΩ2pM, L0q ‘ΠΩ3pM, L´1q ,
(5.49)
where, as before, Π is the Graßmann-parity changing functor. The action (5.30) is then
extended to the appropriate specialisation of the action (4.29),
SSTMC :“
ż
M
!
xB,F ´ 12µ1pBqyL ` 14!xµ3pA,A,Aq, AyL`
` xχ2, λ2yL ` xχ3, λ1yL ` xφ,D ´ 12µ1pφqyL ´ xZ, Y yL
)
.
(5.50)
The fermionic transformations (4.29) read as
Qλ1 “ 0 , Qλ2 “ F `D ,
QA “ λ1 , QY “ λ1 ,
QD “ ´∇λ1 ` µ1pχ2q
(5.51a)
and
Qχ2 “ 0 ,
Qχ3 “ H ´∇φ´ 12µ2pY,B ´ φq ` 14µ3pY,A,Aq ´ 13!µ3pY, Y,Aq ` 14!µ3pY, Y, Y q ` Z ,
QB “ χ2 , Qφ “ χ2 ,
QZ “ ´12µ2pλ1, B ´ φq ` 14µ3pλ1, A,Aq ´ 13!µ3pλ1, Y, Aq ` 14!µ3pλ1, Y, Y q .
(5.51b)
where the curvatures F and H were defined in (5.31). As shown in Section 4.2, we have
Q2 “ 0 off-shell.
Supersymmetric extension: physical setting. The above supersymmetric extension
is similar to a topological twist of supersymmetric higher Chern–Simons theory for the
d “ 4, N “ 2 tensor multiplet coupled to the N “ 2 vector multiplet. The Abelian part of
the action was already presented in [84,85] and with our framework, we extend the action
to the non-Abelian case on M “ R4, as we shall now briefly discuss.
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For convenience, we switch to spinor notation and replace the coordinates xµ by the
coordinates xα 9α with α, 9α “ 1, 2. This is possible due to the factorisation of the tangent
bundle TMbC – S`bS´ into the tensor product of the chiral and anti-chiral spin bundles
S` and S´. We also use R-symmetry indices i, j “ 1, 2. The N “ 2 vector multiplet then
consists of a one-form gauge potential, two pairs of Weyl spinors and 5 real auxiliary fields,
tAα 9α, λiα, λˆi 9α, Dij “ Dji, Y, Yˆ u , (5.52)
which all take values in L0. The N “ 2 tensor multiplet consists of a two-form gauge
potential, two pairs of Weyl spinors and 5 real auxiliary fields,
tBαβ “ Bβα, B 9α 9β “ B 9β 9α, χiα, χˆi9α, φij “ φji, Z, Zˆu , (5.53)
which all take values in L´1. Here, Bαβ and B 9α 9β encode the self-dual and antiself-dual
parts of the two-form B. The curvatures (5.31) become
Fαβ “ Fαβ ´ µ1pBαβq , F 9α 9β “ F 9α 9β ´ µ1pB 9α 9βq ,
Hα 9β “ ε 9γ
9δ∇α 9γB 9β 9δ ´ εγδ∇γ 9βBαδ ´ 13! rµ3pA,A,Aqsα 9β .
(5.54)
The action functional
SSPMC :“
ż
d4x
!
i
”
xBαβ, Fαβ ´ 12µ1pBαβqyL ´ xB 9α
9β, F 9α 9β ´ 12µ1pB 9α 9βqyL`
` 12¨4!xrµ3pA,A,Aqsα
9β, Aα 9βyL
ı
` xχiα, λiαyL ` xχˆi 9α, λˆi 9αyL´
´ xZ, Y yL ´ xZˆ, Yˆ yL ´ xφij , Dij ´ 12µ1pφijqyL
) (5.55)
is then invariant under the supersymmetry transformations
δSUSYAα 9β :“ iαλˆi 9β ´ ˆi 9βλiα ,
δSUSYλ
i
α :“ iiβFαβ ´ 12jαrDij ´ µ1pφijqs ` ˆi
9β∇α 9βY ` iαµ2pY, Yˆ q ,
δSUSYλˆi 9α :“ iˆ 9βi F 9α 9β ´ 12 ˆj9αrDij ´ µ1pφijqs ´ βi ∇β 9αYˆ ` ˆi 9αµ2pY, Yˆ q ,
δSUSYD
ij :“ piα∇α 9βλˆjq
9β ` ˆpi 9α∇β 9αλjqβ ` piαµ2pY, λjqα q ` ˆpi 9αµ2pYˆ , λˆjq9α q ,
δSUSYY :“ iαλiα , δSUSYYˆ :“ ˆi 9αλˆi 9α ,
(5.56a)
and
δSUSYBαβ :“ ´ipαχiβq , δSUSYB 9α 9β :“ ´ˆip 9αχˆi9βq ,
δSUSYχiα :“ riHα 9βεij ´∇α 9βφijsˆj
9β ` iαZ ` jαµ2pY, φijq ,
δSUSYχˆ
i
9α :“ riHβ 9αεij `∇β 9αφijsβj ` ˆi9αZˆ ´ ˆj 9αµ2pYˆ , φijq ,
δSUSYφ
ij :“ piαχjqα ´ ˆpi 9αχˆjq9α ,
δSUSYZ :“ ´ˆi 9β∇α 9βχαi ` ˆ 9αi µ2pYˆ , χˆi9αq , δSUSYZˆ :“ ´βi ∇β 9αχˆi 9α ` iαµ2pY, χiαq .
(5.56b)
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As in ordinary Chern–Simons theory, all fields except for the gauge potentials appear
merely algebraically and are therefore auxiliary and can be integrated out.
Remark on fake curvatures. We already commented on the general role of fake
curvatures in Section 4.1. Let us briefly consider fake curvatures in the case of higher
Chern–Simons theories.
For general d ě 3, the MC potential a P Ω‚1pM, Lq decomposes as a “ A1`A2`¨ ¨ ¨`Ad´2
with Ak P ΩkpM, L´k`1q while the curvature f has the decomposition f “ F2 ` F3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
Fd´1 with Fk P ΩkpM, L´k`2q. The curvatures Fk for k “ 2, . . . , d ´ 2 are known as the
k-form fake curvatures.
The gauge parameters of level k gauge transformations, c´k, also decompose into forms
of varying degrees and c´k P Ω0pM, L´kq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Ωd´k´3pM, L´d`2q. We see that the
formula (4.11) for the gauge transformation of the curvature form Fd´1 contains a covariant
term of the form µ2pFd´1, αq, where α P Ω0pM, L0q is a component of c0 and all other terms
are proportional to lower curvatures, Fj with j ă d´ 1.
We also note that the successive action of two gauge transformations (4.16) does not
contain the highest form component of the curvature, Fd´1: we have k ď ´1, and matching
the L8-degrees makes an appearance of Fd´1 impossible.
Altogether, requiring F2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Fd´2 “ 0 renders the gauge transformations of the
highest curvature Fd´1 covariant and allows to close general gauge transformations. The
first point is particularly important for writing down interesting equations of motions,
coupling the higher gauge potentials to matter fields.
Comments on (higher) holomorphic Chern–Simons theories. Finally, let us
briefly comment on higher holomorphic Chern–Simons theory on a complex manifold
M . Here, we consider a gauge L8-algebra L and tensor it with the Dolbeault complex
pΩ0,‚pMq, B¯q, resulting in homotopy Maurer–Cartan theory for the L8-algebra Ω0,‚pM, Lq.
Via an extension of the Cˇech–Dolbeault correspondence [86] which is discussed for the
Abelian case in [87], classical solutions to the higher holomorphic Chern–Simons equa-
tions of motion correspond to topologically trivial higher holomorphic principal bundles.
Over twistor spaces, the latter can be mapped to solutions of various field equations via a
Penrose–Ward transform.
Particularly interesting in this context is the complex six-dimensional twistor space
considered in [87–89], as well as the complex three-dimensional twistor space introduced
in [87]. Higher holomorphic bundles over these spaces yield solutions to the self-duality
equation H “ ‹H for a three-form curvature H “ dB in six dimensions as well as the self-
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dual string equation in four dimensions. The former is part of the Abelian (2,0)-theory,
a six-dimensional superconformal field theory whose non-Abelian extension is currently
the subject of extensive study. The latter describes Abelian BPS configurations in the
(2,0)-theory.
The advantage of the twistor description is now that both supersymmetric and non-
Abelian extension of these equations are found by switching to supertwistor spaces and
non-Abelian higher principal bundles, see the discussion in the papers [90,91,45,47].
Even in the case of ordinary field theories, higher holomorphic Chern–Simons theories
can be of use. The twistor space of N “ 3 supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory is a five-
dimensional complex manifold and therefore the relevant holomorphic bundles cannot be
described in terms of an ordinary holomorphic Chern–Simons action functional. Various
auxiliary constructions were tried to remedy the situation (see e.g. [92]), but there is a more
natural way out. Consider higher holomorphic Chern–Simons theory for L :“ L´2‘L´1‘L0
a Lie 3-algebra as done in [93]. The higher extension of gauge potentials in this theory
is merely auxiliary, and the L8-algebra of the higher holomorphic Chern–Simons theory
reduces to that of ordinary holomorphic Chern–Simons theory. The extension, however,
gave us a natural action functional.
5.3. Yang–Mills theory: second order formulation
After having discussed Chern–Simons theories and their higher generalisations, let us now
turn to the other prominent gauge theory: Yang–Mills theory. In the following, let M
be a smooth compact Riemannian manifold without boundary and real dimension d. In
addition, let G be a Lie group with metric Lie algebra pg, r´,´s, x´,´ygq. We define L
to be Ω‚pM, gq :“ Ω‚pMq b g, the differential graded Lie algebra of g-valued differential
forms on M . Furthermore, let d be the exterior derivative and d: its adjoint with respect
to the standard inner product xα1, α2y “
ş
M α1 ^ ‹α2 for α1,2 P ΩkpMq with ‹ the Hodge
operator for the given metric.
Batalin–Vilkovisky complex. The field content of plain Yang–Mills theory in second
order formulation consists of a gauge potential A P Ω1pM, gqr0s with curvature F “ dA`
1
2 rA,As. We add a ghost c P Ω0pM, gqr1s and complete thus the BRST complex, the
differential graded algebra description of the gauge algebroid, as explained in Section 3.
Recall that rks for k P Z indicates the ghost degree of the object. To complete the BV
complex, we also add the antifield A` P Ω3pM, gqr´1s as well as the antifield of the ghost
field, c` P Ω4pM, gqr´2s. On this space of fields FYM2BV, we have the canonical symplectic
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form
ωYM2BV :“
ż
M
 xδA, δA`yg ´ xδc, δc`yg( , (5.57)
as introduced in (3.22).
The BV action for Yang–Mills theory is derived to be
SYM2BV :“
ż
M
!
1
2xF, ‹F yg ´ xA`,∇cyg ` 12xc`, rc, csyg
)
, (5.58)
cf. e.g. [5], and it is a straightforward exercise to show that SYM2BV satisfies the classical
master equation tSYM2BV, SYM2BVuYM2BV “ 0, where t´,´uYM2BV is the Poisson bracket
induced by (5.57). Hence, we may define the homological vector field
QYM2BV :“ tSYM2BV,´uYM2BV with Q2YM2BV “ 0 (5.59)
whose action on a functional F P C8pFYM2BVq reads as
QYM2BVF “
ż ˚
M
#
´
B
δSBV
δA` ,
δF
δA
F
g˚
´
B
δSBV
δA
,
δF
δA`
F
g˚
´
´
B
δSBV
δc` ,
δF
δc
F
g˚
´
B
δSBV
δc
,
δF
δc`
F
g˚
+
.
(5.60)
On the contracted coordinate functions on FYM2BV, we have
QYM2BVc “ ´12 rc, cs ,
QYM2BVA “ ∇c “ dc` rA, cs ,
QYM2BVA
` “ ´∇‹F ´ rc, A`s
“ ´d‹dA` 12d‹rA,As ` rA, ‹dAs ` 12 rA, ‹rA,Ass ´ rc, A`s ,
QYM2BVc
` “ ∇A` ´ rc, c`s
“ dA` ` rA,A`s ´ rc, c`s .
(5.61)
L8-algebra structure. The differential graded algebra pC8pFYM2BVq, QYM2BVq is dual
to an L8-algebra structure on the graded vector space32
Ω0pM, gqloooomoooon
“: L0
µ1 :“ dÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ω1pM, gqloooomoooon
“: L1
µ1 :“d‹dÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ωd´1pM, gqlooooomooooon
“: L2
µ1 :“dÝÝÝÝÝÑ ΩdpM, gqloooomoooon
“: L3
. (5.62a)
32In principle, one may apply the natural isomorphisms Ωd´ipM, gq – ΩipM, gq to be able to identify the
second µ1 with the Hodge Laplacian. This, however, is somewhat unnatural from the BV perspective, as
it will modify the canonical symplectic structure (5.57) on FYM2BV. It would also make our computations
below less straightforward.
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We call this complex the second order Yang–Mills complex. Note that the higher products
µi are read off the action (5.61) of the homological vector field on the fields using for-
mula (2.49): µ1 is given by the linear part of the right-hand side of (5.61), µ2 by the
quadratic part, etc. The coordinate functions on L0, L1, L2, and L3 are, respectively, c, A,
A`, and c`.
In particular, we have the higher products
µ1pc1q :“ dc1 , µ1pA1q :“ d‹dA1 , µ1pA`1 q :“ dA`1 ,
µ2pc1, c2q :“ rc1, c2s , µ2pc1, A1q :“ rc1, A1s ,
µ2pc1, A`2 q :“ rc1, A`2 s , µ2pc1, c`2 q :“ rc1, c`2 s ,
µ2pA1, A`2 q :“ rA1, A`2 s ,
µ2pA1, A2q :“ d‹rA1, A2s ` rA1, ‹dA2s ` rA2, ‹dA1s ,
µ3pA1, A2, A3q :“ rA1, ‹rA2, A3ss ` rA2, ‹rA3, A1ss ` rA3, ‹rA1, A2ss
(5.62b)
for elements ci P L0, Ai P L1, A`i P L2, and c`i P L3. We shall denote this L8-algebra
by LYM2 . Note that as expected from the formalism, LYM2 is cyclic with cyclic structure
induced by the components of the symplectic form (5.57).
We stress again that the L8-algebra LYM2 encodes all classical information about Yang–
Mills theory: it contains the field content, the gauge symmetries, the equations of motions
as well as the Noether identities.
We note that in the case of classical gauge theories with Abelian gauge group, for which
L is concentrated in degrees 0, . . . , 3, the underlying complex has been studied under the
name of detour complex [94,95]. The non-abelian detour complex differs from the complex
underlying L by terms covariantising the µ1. This relation was explained in [17], where
also the homotopy algebra structures underlying the complex (5.62a) were studied.
The L8-algebra LYM2 was first given in [11, 12] in its dual formulation as a differen-
tial graded algebra. The same L8-algebra was then rederived from string field theory
considerations and further discussed in [13,15].
Homotopy Maurer–Cartan action. Let us now plug LYM2 into the homotopy MC
action (4.25). From our discussion in Section 4, we expect that we recover the Yang–Mills
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action. We have with a “ A
1
2xa, µ1paqyLYM2 “ 12
ż
M
xdA, ‹dAyg ,
1
3!xA,µ2pa, aqyLYM2 “ 12
ż
M
xdA, ‹rA,Asyg
“ 14
ż
M
 xrA,As, ‹dAyg ` xdA, ‹rA,Asyg( ,
1
4!xa, µ3pa, a, aqyLYM2 “ 18
ż
M
xrA,As, ‹rA,Asyg
(5.63)
so that indeed
SMC “
3ÿ
i“1
1
pi` 1q!xa, µipa, . . . , aqyLYM2 “
1
2
ż
M
xF, ‹F yg . (5.64)
In addition, the Yang–Mills equation translates into the flatness condition
d‹F ` rA, ‹F s “ 0 Ñ
3ÿ
i“1
1
i!
µipa, . . . , aq “ 0 . (5.65)
We can also reproduce the BV action (5.58) from the BV action (4.45), see also (4.50a),
using a “ c0 ` a` a` ` c`0 “ c`A`A` ` c`. Indeed, we find
SBV “
3ÿ
i“1
1
pi` 1q!xa, µipa, . . . , aqyLYM2 ´ xc0, µ1pa
`qyLYM2 ` xa, µ2pa`, c0qyLYM2
“ SYM2BV .
(5.66)
In summary, we have obtained a reformulation of Yang–Mills theory as a homotopy
MC theory, which is closely related to Chern–Simons theory.
Minimal model. Above we observed that the structures of classical Yang–Mills theory
are fully captured by the L8-algebra LYM2 . As explained earlier, the appropriate isomorph-
isms, namely the quasi-isomorphisms, are supposed to lead to theories which are physically
equivalent at the classical level. A particularly interesting quasi-isomorphic L8-algebra is
certainly a minimal model of LYM2 in which all possible equivalences have been divided
out.
To construct this model explicitly, we shall make use of the Hodge decomposition
ΩkpM, gq – ΩkhpM, gq ‘ dΩk´1pM, gq ‘ d:Ωk`1pM, gq , (5.67a)
together with the projectors
Ph : Ω
kpM, gq Ñ ΩkhpM, gq , Pe : ΩkpM, gq Ñ dΩk´1pM, gq ,
Pc : Ω
kpM, gq Ñ d:Ωk`1pM, gq ,
(5.67b)
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which extract the harmonic, exact, and coexact parts, respectively. The cohomology com-
plex
L1YM2 :“ H‚µ1pLYM2q (5.68)
of the second order Yang–Mills complex (5.62a) is then given by
Ω0hpM, gqloooomoooon
“: L10
µ11 :“ 0ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ω1hpM, gqloooomoooon
“: L11
µ11 :“ 0ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ωd´1h pM, gqlooooomooooon
“: L12
µ11 :“ 0ÝÝÝÝÝÑ ΩdhpM, gqloooomoooon
“: L13
, (5.69)
as we shall now argue. First, L10 and L13 are obvious; note also that Ω0hpM, gq – g. On
ΩdpM, gq, we have ker `d‹d˘ – kerpd:dq – PcΩdpM, gq and so, H1µ1pLYM2q – H1dRpM, gq –
Ω1hpM, gq using the Hodge theorem. Moreover,
kerpdq – Ωd´1h pM, gq ‘ dΩd´2pM, gq
– Ωd´1h pM, gq ‘ dd:Ωd´1pM, gq
– Ω1hpM, gq ‘ imp´d‹dq
(5.70)
using the Hodge decomposition and Hodge duality, and therefore H2µ1pLYM2q – Ω1hpM, gq.
As discussed in Section 2.4, the complex L1YM2 admits an L8-structure. To construct
the higher products µ1i for i ą 1 on L1YM2 , we first note that the second order Yang–Mills
complex (5.62a) is split in the sense of (2.56). To see this, set
d0 :“ d , d1 :“ d‹d , and d2 :“ d . (5.71)
Next, we need to find a contracting homotopy hk : Lk Ñ Lk´1, that is, dk “ dk ˝ hk`1 ˝ dk
for k “ 0, 1, 2. Using the Green operator G defined in (5.41), we can put
h1 :“ d:G , h2 :“ p´1qd`1G‹ , and h3 :“ d:G . (5.72)
This is seen using the identities (5.43). Furthermore, setting pd´1, h0q :“ p0, 0q and
pd3, h4q :“ p0, 0q, we have the projectors Pk defined by
1 “ Pk ` hk`1 ˝ dk ` dk´1 ˝ hk , (5.73)
which are the compositions of the projections pk : Lk  Hkµ1pLYM2q and the injections
ek : H
k
µ1pLYM2q ãÑ Lk. That is, the Pk form a projector Ph : Ω‚pM, gq Ñ Ω‚hpM, gq onto the
harmonic forms using the Hodge decomposition. Using the contracting homotopy (5.72)
it is now easy to adapt the formulas (2.59) for the quasi-isomorphism between LYM2 and
L1YM2 “ H‚µ1pLYM2q. For the sake of clarity, we shall again only display the formulas in
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homogeneous degree 1. We obtain
φ1pa1q “ epa1q ,
φ2pa1, a1q “ ´Gd:repa1q, epa1qs ,
...
(5.74)
Hence, the higher products on L1YM2 “ H‚µ1pLYM2q defined in (2.60) are then given for
degree 1 elements by
µ11pa1q “ 0 ,
µ12pa1, a1q “ 0 ,
µ13pa1, a1, a1q “ 3p
´“
epa1q, ‹Phrepa1q, epa1qs
‰¯
,
...
(5.75)
where we have used the projectors (5.67b).
Altogether, we note that the simplification of the configuration space in the quasi-
isomorphism induced a much more complicated structure in the interaction terms. We
plan to study this structure in more detail in future work.
Supersymmetric extension. Let us briefly comment on the supersymmetric extension.
We consider the example of N “ 1 supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory on a ten-dimensional
compact Riemannian spin manifold M . The lower-dimensional cases simply follow by
dimensional reduction, see e.g. [96]. The spin bundle decomposes into the bundles of chiral
and anti-chiral spinors S˘ and we have S˘ – S˚¯ . Let σ˘ : TM bCÑ d2S˘ and consider
the complex
Ω0pM, gqloooomoooon
“: L0
µ1:“dÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ω1pM, gq ‘ ΓpM,ΠS` b gqlooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon
“: L1
µ1:“d‹d` {DÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ωd´1pM, gq ‘ ΓpM,ΠS´ b gqloooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon
“: L2
µ1:“dÝÝÝÝÝÑ ΩdpM, gqloooomoooon
“: L3
,
(5.76)
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where {D is the Dirac operator on M and for any one-form ω P Ω1pMq we set {ω :“ σ´  ω
with the non-vanishing higher products
µ1pc1q :“ dc1 , µ1pA1 ` ψ1q :“ d‹dA1 ` {Dψ1 , µ1pA`1 q :“ dA`1 ,
µ2pc1, c2q :“ rc1, c2s , µ2pc1, A1 ` ψ1q :“ rc1, A1 ` ψ1s ,
µ2pc1, A`1 ` ψ`1 q :“ rc1, A`1 ` ψ`1 s , µ2pc1, c`2 q :“ rc1, c`2 s ,
µ2pA1 ` ψ1, A`2 ` ψ`2 q :“ rA1, A`2 s ` rψ1, ψ`2 s ,
µ2pA1 ` ψ1, A2 ` ψ2q :“ d‹rA1, A2s ` rA1, ‹dA2s ` rA2, ‹dA1s`
`ψ1pσ´  p‹1qqψ2 ` r {A1, ψ2s ´ r {A2, ψ1s ,
µ3pA1, A2, A3q :“ rA1, ‹rA2, A3ss ` rA2, ‹rA3, A1ss ` rA3, ‹rA1, A2ss .
(5.77)
Here, ci P L0, tAi ` ψiu P L1, tA`i ` ψ`i u P L2, and c`i P L3 for i “ 1, 2, 3. Following the
same discussion as in the previous sections, one can check that the MC action (4.25) with
a “ A` ψ becomes
SMC “ 12
ż
M
 xF, ‹F yg ` xψ, ‹ {∇ψyg( , (5.78)
where {∇ is the covariant Dirac operator, involving the gauge connection one-form A. We
note that extensions of the Yang–Mills L8-algebra LYM2 by scalars and Dirac spinor fields
coupling to the gauge field were already given in [16].
5.4. Yang–Mills theory: first order formulation
It is known [97] that Yang–Mills theory in four dimensions admits an alternative formula-
tion which only makes use of first order rather than second order differential operators and
has only cubic interactions. Let M now be a smooth compact four-dimensional Rieman-
nian manifold without boundary and let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g with metric
x´,´yg. The metric on M induces the decomposition of differential 2-forms
Ω2pM, gq – Ω2`pM, gq ‘ Ω2´pM, gq (5.79)
into self-dual and anti-self-dual parts. Letting P˘ :“ 12p1 ˘ ‹q be the corresponding pro-
jectors where ‹ is, as before, the Hodge operator associated with the given metric, we may
write Ω2˘pM, gq “ P˘Ω2pM, gq.
Batalin–Vilkovisky complex. The field content of Yang–Mills theory in first order
formulation consists of a gauge potential A P Ω1pM, gqr0s with usual curvature F “ dA`
1
2 rA,As and a Lie-algebra valued, self-dual two-form B` P Ω2`pM, gqr0s, subject to the
gauge transformations
δcA :“ ∇c , δcB` :“ ´rc,B`s , and δcF “ ´rc, F s (5.80)
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for c P Ω0pM, gq. The action reads as
SYM1 :“
ż
M
!
xF,B`yg ` ε2xB`, B`yg
)
, (5.81)
where the parameter ε is a positive real number. Note that the Yang–Mills equation
∇‹F “ 0 is equivalent to ∇F˘ “ 0 due to the Bianchi identity ∇F “ 0. Hence, the
equation of motions following from (5.81), B` “ ´1εF` and ∇B` “ 0, imply the Yang–
Mills equations so that (5.81) is classically equivalent to Yang–Mills theory.
The action (5.81) is extended to a BV action by adding ghosts c P Ω0pM, gqr1s as well
as the antifields A` P Ω3pM, gqr´1s, B`` P Ω2`pM, gqr´1s, and c` P Ω4pM, gqr´2s. The
canonical symplectic form on the space of BV fields FBV is
ωYM1BV :“
ż
M
 xδA, δA`yg ` xδB`, δB``yg ´ xδc, δc`yg( (5.82)
and the BV action reads as
SYM1BV :“
ż
M
!
xF,B`yg ` ε2xB`, B`yg´
´ xA`,∇cyg ´ xB``, rB`, csyg ` 12xc`, rc, csyg
)
.
(5.83)
Hence, we may define
QYM1BV :“ tSYM1BV,´uYM1BV with Q2YM1BV “ 0 , (5.84)
where t´,´uYM1BV is the Poisson bracket induced by (5.82). We then obtain
QYM1BVc “ ´12 rc, cs ,
QYM1BVpB` `Aq “ ´rc,B`s `∇c “ dc` rB` `A, cs ,
QYM1BVpB`` `A`q “ ´pF` ` εB` ` rc,B``sq ´ p∇B` ` rc, A`sq ,
“ ´εB` ´ P`dA´ dB`´
´ 12P`rA,As ´ rA,B`s ´ rc,B`` `A`s ,
QYM1BVc
` “ ∇A` ` rB`, B``s ´ rc, c`s
“ dA` ` rA,A`s ` rB`, B``s ´ rc, c`s .
(5.85)
L8-algebra structure. The L8-algebra LYM1 has now the underlying graded vector
space
Ω0pM, gqloooomoooon
“: L0
µ1 :“dÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ω2`pM, gq ‘ Ω1pM, gqloooooooooooomoooooooooooon
“: L1
µ1 :“pε`dq`P`dÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
Ω2`pM, gq ‘ Ω3pM, gqloooooooooooomoooooooooooon
“: L2
µ1 :“ 0`dÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ω4pM, gqloooomoooon
“: L3
,
(5.86a)
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and which we call the first order Yang–Mills complex. The non-vanishing higher products
are read off the action of the homological vector field QYM1BV on FBV “ LYM1r1s as given
in (5.85)
µ1pc1q :“ dc1 , µ1pB`1 `A1q :“ pεB`1 ` P`dA1q ` dB`1 , µ1pA`1 q :“ dA`1 ,
µ2pc1, c2q :“ rc1, c2s , µ2pc1, B`1 `A1q :“ rc1, B`1s ` rc, A1s ,
µ2pc1, B``1 `A`1 q :“ rc1, B``1s ` rc, A`1 s , µ2pc1, c`2 q :“ rc1, c`2 s ,
µ2pB`1 `A1, B`2 `A2q :“ P`rA1, A2s ` rA1, B`2s ` rA2, B`1s ,
µ2pB`1 `A1, B``2 `A`2 q :“ rA1, A`2 s ` rB1, B``2s .
(5.86b)
Here, ci P L0, pB`i`Aiq P L1, pB``i`A`i q P L2, and c`i P L3 for i “ 1, 2. An inner product
on LYM1 is induced by the symplectic form (5.82) and reads as
xα1 b t1, α2 b t2yLYM1 :“
ż
M
α1 ^ α2 xt1, t2yg . (5.87)
We note that the complex underlying this L8-algebra was already discussed in [27].
Homotopy Maurer–Cartan action. Again, let us briefly check that the homotopy
MC action (4.25) for the L8-algebra LYM1 reproduces the classical action (5.81) and, after
extension to shifted copies, the BV action (5.83). For degree 1 elements a P L1 we have
a “ B` `A P Ω2`pM, gqr0s ‘ Ω1pM, gqr0s and so
1
2xa, µ1paqyLYM1 “
ż
M
!
xdA,B`yg ` ε2xB`, B`yg
)
,
1
3!xa, µ2pa, aqyLYM1 “ 12
ż
M
xrA,As, B`yg .
(5.88)
Consequently, the homotopy MC action (4.25) becomes (5.81).
Furthermore, the BV action (5.83) inducing the transformations (5.85) is obtained from
the BV action (4.45), see also (4.50a), using a “ c0`a`a``c`0 “ c`B``A`B```A``c`.
Minimal model. As in the second order formalism, it is a rather straightforward exercise
to compute a minimal model of the L8-algebra LYM1 . We start from the cohomology
complex
L1YM1 :“ H‚µ1pLYM1q (5.89)
of the first order Yang–Mills complex (5.86a) using the Hodge decomposition and the Hodge
theorem. We obtain the complex
Ω0hpM, gqloooomoooon
“: L10
µ11 :“ 0ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ω1hpM, gqloooomoooon
“: L11
µ11 :“ 0ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ω3hpM, gqloooomoooon
“: L12
µ11 :“ 0ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ω4hpM, gqloooomoooon
“: L13
, (5.90)
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which is the same as the complex (5.69). Indeed,
H0µ1pLYM1q – Ω0hpM, gq and H3µ1pLYM1q – Ω4hpM, gq (5.91)
follow trivially. Furthermore,
kerpP`d` pε` dqq – kerpd:d|Ω1pM,gqq (5.92a)
so that
H1µ1pLYM1q – kerpd:d|Ω1pM,gqq{impdq – Ω1hpM, gq (5.92b)
as was already shown in the previous section. Since
1|Ω2˘pM,gq “ pPh ` 2P˘ ˝ Peq|Ω2˘pM,gq “ pPh ` 2P˘ ˝ Pcq|Ω2˘pM,gq , (5.93)
where Ph, Pe, and Pc were introduced in (5.67b), we obtain
kerpdq – Ω3hpM, gq ‘ dΩ2pM, gq ‘ Ω2`pM, gq ,
impP`d` pε` dqq – Ω2`pM, gq ‘ dΩ2pM, gq .
(5.94a)
Hence,
H2µ1pLYM1q – Ω3hpM, gq . (5.94b)
To complete the quasi-isomorphism, let us again construct a contracting homotopy
hk : Lk Ñ Lk´1. We set
d0 :“
˜
0
d
¸
, d1 :“
˜
ε P`d
d 0
¸
, and d2 :“
`
0, d
˘
. (5.95)
Then, we wish to find hk such that dk “ dk ˝ hk`1 ˝ dk for k “ 0, 1, 2. Using the Green
operator (5.41) and (5.93), we obtain
h1 “
`
0, d:G
˘
, h2 “
˜
1
εPh 2P`d
:G
2d:G 2εd:GdG‹
¸
, and h3 “
˜
0
d:G
¸
. (5.96)
Furthermore, setting pd´1, h0q :“ p0, 0q and pd3, h4q :“ p0, 0q, we have the projectors Pk
defined by
1 “ Pk ` hk`1 ˝ dk ` dk´1 ˝ hk (5.97)
projecting Lk onto H
k
µ1pLYM1q. That is, the Pk yield the projector Ph : Ω‚pM, gq Ñ
Ω‚hpM, gq. Using the contracting homotopy (5.96), we now adapt the formulas (2.59) for
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the quasi-isomorphism between LYM1 and L
1
YM1
“ H‚µ1pLYM1q. As before, for the sake of
clarity, we shall only display the formulas in homogeneous degree 1. We obtain
φ1pa1q “ epa1q ,
φ2pa1, a1q “ ´
`
1
εPh ` 2d:G
˘
P`repa1q, epa1qs ,
...
(5.98)
Hence, the higher products on L1YM1 “ H‚µ1pLYM1q defined in (2.60) are then given for
degree 1 elements by
µ11pa1q “ 0 ,
µ12pa1, a1q “ 0 ,
µ13pa1, a1, a1q “ ´3εp
´“repa1q, PhP`repa1q, epa1qs‰¯ ,
...
(5.99)
Integrating out fields. Before showing that both formulations of Yang–Mills theory are
L8-quasi-isomorphic, we demonstrate, as a warm up, that both formulations are equivalent
by ‘integrating out fields’. We note that a similar computation is found in [98]. Recall the
action
SYM1 “
ż
M
!
xF,B`yg ` ε2xB`, B`yg
)
(5.100)
of Yang–Mills theory in the first order formulation. It is a straightforward exercise to
integrate out B` as it only appears algebraically. We obtain
SYM1, eff “ ´ 12ε
ż
M
xF`, F`yg “ ´ 14ε
ż
M
xF, ‹F yg ´ 14ε
ż
M
xF, F yg , (5.101)
that is, we find the Yang–Mills action in the second order formulation plus a topological
term. Hence, the two formulations of Yang–Mills theory are equivalent at the level of their
equations of motion.
Next, let us recall the BV action (5.83)
SYM1BV “
ż
M
!
xF,B`yg ` ε2xB`, B`yg´
´ xA`,∇cyg ´ xB``, rB`, csyg ` 12xc`, rc, csyg
)
,
(5.102)
of Yang–Mills theory in the first order formulation. Since the ghosts and all the anti-fields
are present, integrating out B` and B`` is not as straightforward as above even though
they appear only algebraically. To show that the two formulations of Yang–Mills theory
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are also equivalent in the BV formalism, we first consider the symplectomorphism given
by the Hamiltonian33
H :“ 12ε
ż
M
xc, rB``, B``syg (5.103)
for the symplectic form (5.82). Concretely,
A ÞÑ A` tH,AuYM1BV “ A ,
B` ÞÑ B` ` tH,B`uYM1BV “ B` ´ 1ε rc,B``s ,
c ÞÑ c` tH, cuYM1BV “ c ,
A` ÞÑ A` ` tH,A`uYM1BV “ A` ,
B`` ÞÑ B`` ` tH,B``uYM1BV “ B`` ,
c` ÞÑ c` ` tH, c`uYM1BV “ c` ` 12ε rB``, B``s ,
(5.104)
where t´,´uYM1BV is the Poisson structure induced by (5.82). Furthermore, it is easy
to see that this symplectomorphism preserves the Darboux path integral measure. Upon
performing the transformation (5.104), the BV action (5.102) becomes
S˜YM1BV :“ SYM1BV `QYM1BVH
“
ż
M
!
´ 12εxF`, B`yg ` ε2xB`, B`yg´
´ 1εxF`, rc,B``syg ´ xA`,∇cyg ` 12xc`, rc, csyg
)
.
(5.105)
Now we can straightforwardly integrate out B` and B``. Indeed, we obtain
S˜YM1BV, eff “
ż
M
!
´ 14εxF, ‹F yg ´ xA`,∇cyg ` 12xc`, rc, csyg
)
´ 14ε
ż
M
xF, F yg , (5.106)
that is, we find (5.58) in the second order formulation plus a topological term.
L8-quasi-isomorphism between the formulations of Yang–Mills theory. Since
the L8-algebras LYM1 and LYM2 describe equivalent classical field theories, they should
be quasi-isomorphic according to our general discussion in Section 5.1. Let us now show
that verifying classical equivalence by giving a quasi-isomorphism is very concise. A first
derivation of the quasi-isomorphism was also given in [18].
Clearly, we expect a quasi-isomorphism that is based on an L8-morphism which is an
injective L8-morphism LYM2 ãÑLYM1 . In the dga-picture, this corresponds to a surjection
Φ : C8pFYM1BVq Ñ C8pFYM2BVq. For this surjection to be a quasi-isomorphism, we have
to verify that
QYM2BV ˝ Φ “ Φ ˝QYM1BV . (5.107)
33Costello [98] uses H :“ 1
ε
ş
M
xF,B``yg instead.
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Trying to construct such a Φ, one is lead to the surjection defined on the coordinate
functions as
Φpcq :“ c , ΦpB`q :“ ´1εF` , ΦpAq :“ A ,
ΦpB``q :“ 0 , ΦpA`q “ A` , Φpc`q :“ c` .
(5.108)
The left-hand side of (5.107) reads as
QYM2BVΦpc`B` `A`B`` `A` ` c`q “
“ QYM2BVpc`A´ 1εF` `A` ` c`q
“ ´12 rc, cs `∇c´ 1ε rF`, cs `∇‹F ` rc, A`s ´∇A` ´ rc, c`s ,
(5.109)
while the right-hand side of (5.107) evaluates to
ΦpQYM1BVpc`B` `A`B`` `A` ` c`qq “
“ Φ`´ 12 rc, cs ´ rc,B`s `∇c´ pF` ` εB` ` rc,B``sq´
´∇B` ´ rc, A`s `∇A` ` rB`, B``s ´ rc, c`s
˘
“ ´12 rc, cs `∇c´ 1ε rF`, cs `∇p1` ‹qF ´ rc, A`s `∇A` ´ rc, c`s
“ ´12 rc, cs `∇c´ 1ε rF`, cs `∇‹F ´ rc, A`s `∇A` ´ rc, c`s .
(5.110)
Since both results agree, Φ defines indeed a morphism of L8-algebras. Moreover, this
isomorphism is surjective, and because we know that the cohomologies of LYM1 and LYM2
agree, the L8-morphism induces an isomorphism on cohomology. One trivially notes that
the symplectic from on LYM2 is the pullback of that on LYM1 along Φ. Altogether, Φ defines
a cyclic quasi-isomorphism, as expected.
This short computation shows the power of going back and forth between the bracket
formulation of L8-algebras and the dga-picture. The direct construction of a quasi-
isomorphism in the bracket formulation would have been somewhat lengthier, as was show-
ing the equivalence of the BV actions by integrating out fields in the previous paragraph.
Finally, we note that this quasi-isomorphism also extends to N “ 4 supersymmetric
Yang–Mills theory using the results about the N “ 1 supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory
in ten dimensions presented at the end of the previous section.
5.5. Bagger–Lambert–Gustavsson model
Due to its relevance to the description of M-theory, which is ultimately the source of much
motivation of higher structures, let us also quickly review the Bagger–Lambert–Gustavsson
(BLG) model; other Chern–Simons matter theories lead to analogous results. A sub-L8-
algebra of the L8-algebra structure of this model was identified previously in [99].
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Review of the Bagger–Lambert–Gustavsson model. Let M “ R1,2. It is conveni-
ent to describe the gauge structure of the BLG model using the metric 3-Lie algebra A4.
This 3-Lie algebra is a vector space A4 – R4 with basis σa and 3-algebra relation and
metric structure
rσa, σb, σcs “ εabcdσd and xσa, σbyA4 “ δab . (5.111)
This 3-Lie algebra comes with an associated Lie algebra gA4 – sup2q ‘ sup2q of inner
derivations acting on A4 and the metric x´,´yA4 on A4 induces a metric x´,´ygA4 of split
signature on gA4 .
The matter fields of the BLG model consist of eight scalars XI P Ω0pM,A4qbR8 on M
with I, J, . . . “ 1, . . . , 8 and a Graßmann-odd Majorana spinor Ψ P ΓpM,ΠS b A4q on M
in R1,10, reduced to 3 dimensions, both taking values in A4. In addition, we have a gauge
potential A P Ω1pM, gA4q taking values in the Lie algebra gA4 associated with A4. Let us
decompose the gamma matrices ΓM for SOp1, 10q as ΓM Ñ pΓµ,ΓIq with µ, ν, . . . “ 0, 1, 2
and we shall write ΓIJK¨¨¨ for the corresponding normalised totally antisymmetric products.
The action of the BLG model reads as [100,101]
SBLG :“
ż
M
!
1
2xA, dAygA4 ` 13!xA, rA,AsygA4 ` 12xXI ,∇‹∇XIyA4 ` i2xΨ¯, ‹ {∇ΨyA4 `
` i4xΨ¯, ‹ΓIJ rXI , XJ ,ΨsyA4 ´ 12¨3!xrXI , XJ , XKs, ‹rXI , XJ , XKsyA4
)
(5.112)
with equations of motion
∇‹∇XI ` ‹12 rXJ , XK , rXI , XJ , XKss “ 0 ,
{∇AΨ` 12ΓIJ rXI , XJ ,Ψs “ 0 ,
dA` 12 rA,Aslooooooomooooooon
“:F
`‹pXI ^∇XI ` i2Ψ¯^ ΓΨq “ 0 ,
(5.113)
where, in local coordinates xµ, we define Γ :“ dxµΓµ.
Batalin–Vilkovisky action. The action (5.112) is extended to the corresponding BV
action
SBLGBV :“ SBLG ` Sgh , (5.114)
containing the same ghosts and antifields as Chern–Simons theory, c P Ω0pM, gqr1s, A` P
Ω2pM, gqr´1s and c` P Ω3pM, gqr´2s, as well as the additional two antifields
XI` P Ω3pM,A4q bR8r´1s and Ψ` P ΓpM,ΠS bA4qr´1s. Explicitly,
Sgh :“
ż
M
!
´ xc,dA`yg ´ xc, rA,A`syg ` 12xc`, rc, csyg`
` xXI`, c Ź XIyA4 ` ‹xΨ`, c Ź ΨyA4
)
.
(5.115)
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As always, the BV action SBLGBV is the Hamiltonian function for the homological vector
field with respect to the canonical symplectic form. The latter encodes the L8-algebra
structure of the BLG model, and we directly jump to its description.
L8-structure. The action (5.112) and the equations (5.113) can be re-written in L8-
language. In particular, we consider the complex
Ω0pM, gA4qlooooomooooon
“: L0
µ1:“dÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ω1pM, gA4q ‘ Ω0pM,A4q bR8 ‘ ΓpM,ΠS bA4qloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
“: L1
µ1:“d`d‹d` {DÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ω2pM, gA4q ‘ Ω3pM,A4q bR8 ‘ ΓpM,ΠS bA4qloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
“: L2
µ1:“dÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ω3pM, gA4qlooooomooooon
“: L3
,
(5.116a)
which we call the Bagger–Lambert–Gustavsson complex, together with the non-vanishing
higher products
µ1pc1q “ dc1 , µ1pA1 `X1 `Ψ1q “ dA1 ` ‹d‹dX1 ` {DΨ1 ,
µ1pA`1 `X`1 `Ψ`1 q “ dA`1
µ2pc1, c2q “ rc1, c2s , µ2pc1, c`2 q “ rc1, c`2 s ,
µ2pc1, A1 `X1 `Ψ1q “ rc1, A1s ` c1 Ź pX1 `Ψ1q ,
µ2pc1, A`1 `X`1 `Ψ`1 q “ rc1, A`1 s ` c1 Ź pX`1 `Ψ`1 q ,
µ2pA1 `X1 `Ψ1, A2 `X2 `Ψ2q “
“ rA1, A2s `
 {A1 Ź Ψ2 ` ‹d‹pA1 Ź XI2 q`
`‹pA1 Ź ‹dXI2 q ` ‹pXI1 ^ dXI2 ` i2Ψ¯I1 ^ ΓΨI2q ` p1 Ø 2q
(
,
µ2pA1 `X1 `Ψ1, A`2 `X`2 `Ψ`2 q “ rA1, A`2 s ` dpXI1 , X`I2 q ` dpΨ1,Ψ`2 q ,
(5.116b)
µ3pA1 `X1 `Ψ1, . . . , A3 `X3 `Ψ3q “
“ ‹A1 Ź p‹A2 Ź X3q ` 12ΓIJ rXI1 , XJ2 ,Ψ3s ` ‹XI1 ^A2 Ź XI3 ` cyclic ,
µ5pA1 `X1 `Ψ1, . . . , A5 `X5 `Ψ5q “ 12 rXJ1 , XK2 , rX3, XJ4 , XK5 ss ` cyclic ,
(5.116c)
where ci P L0, Ai ` Xi ` Ψi P L1, A`i ` X`i ` Ψ`i P L2, and c`i P L3 for i “ 1, . . . , 5.
In addition, the flavour indices on the Xi and X
`
i are contracted with some basis λI ,
e.g. Xi “ XIi λI and d : A4 ˆ A4 Ñ g maps two elements in A4 to the corresponding inner
derivation dpτa, τbq :“ rτa, τb,´s.
It is rather easy to see that the MC equation (4.2) translates into (5.113). We can
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endow the above L8-algebra with the cyclic inner product
x`1, `2yL :“
ż
M
!
´ xc1, c`2 yg ´ xc`1 , c2yg ` xA1, A`2 yg ` xA`1 , A2yg`
` xX1, X`2 yA4 ` xX`1 , X2yA4 ` ‹xΨ1,Ψ`2 yA4 ` ‹xΨ`1 ,Ψ2yA4
)
,
(5.117)
where `i “ ci ` Ai ` Xi ` Ψi ` A`i ` X`i ` Ψ`i ` c`i in the notation used above and
spinor indices are contracted with the Spinp1, 2q-invariant metric on ΠS. With this inner
product, the MC action (4.25) for the L8-algebra (5.116) becomes the BLG action (5.112),
as expected.
5.6. Alexandrov–Kontsevich–Schwarz–Zaboronsky construction
In the cases above, we started from a classical field theory and constructed a corresponding
BV action. There are, however, more modern approaches that construct classical field the-
ories directly in their BV form. The most important of these is the Alexandrov–Kontsevich–
Schwarz–Zaboronsky (AKSZ) formalism [29]. We briefly summarise this construction in
the following and derive Chern–Simons theory as an example. For more details and ex-
amples, see also [102–105] and in particular [106] for a modern perspective.34 Examples of
AKSZ descriptions of non-topological gauge field theories are found, e.g., in [109,110].
Alexandrov–Kontsevich–Schwarz–Zaboronsky data. We start from an NQ-
manifold pΣ, QΣq, which is endowed with a non-degenerate measure µ of degree ´n ´ 1,
n P N˚ which is QΣ-invariant. The canonical example here is Σ “ T r1sΣ0 for a compact
oriented pn ` 1q-dimensional manifold Σ0 without boundary and with QΣ the de Rham
differential. The manifold Σ is called the source and Σ0 often corresponds to the world
volume of the described objects (point particles, strings, etc.)
We also define a target (though of as an extended form of the target space), which
is a symplectic NQ-manifold pM,QM , ωM q of degree n. As explained in Section 2.3, QM
is Hamiltonian with Hamiltonian function Θ satisfying tΘ,Θu “ 0, where t´,´u is the
Poisson bracket induced by ωM .
The space of fields FBV is now the space of maps from Σ to M . This is, in fact, a very
general construction. For example, the mechanics of point particles can be described by
maps from their worldline R into spacetime. It also leads to vast generalisations of gauge
theories after appropriate refinement, see [30]. In particular, in the case Σ “ T r1sΣ0 and
M “ gr1s with QM the Chevalley–Eilenberg differential of the Lie algebra g, we obtain the
34At the time of the submission of this paper the article [107] was posted on the arXiv which deals with
the AKSZ construction of higher Chern–Simons theories. See also [108] for an earlier account.
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kinematical data of Chern–Simons theory as morphisms of degree 0. Let ξα be again the
coordinate functions on gr1s and let dxµ be the generators of Ω‚pΣ0q over C8pΣ0q. Then,
a dga-morphism a : C8pgr1sq Ñ Ω‚pΣ0q maps
a : ξα ÞÑ dxµAαµpxq “: Aα (5.118)
such that a ˝QM “ QΣ ˝ a or, equivalently,
pa ˝QM qξα “ ap´12fβγαξβξγq “ ´12fβγαAβ ^Aγ “ dAα “ pQΣ ˝ aqξα . (5.119)
We thus obtain a gauge potential A P Ω1pΣ0, gq whose curvature F :“ dA ` 12 rA,As
vanishes.
Batalin–Vilkovisky structure. Note that FBV is naturally graded, and the degree will
be the ghost number of the fields. In addition, the structures on Σ and M endow FBV with
a homological vector field and a symplectic form. To obtain the symplectic form, note that
there is the evaluation map ev : FBV ˆ Σ ÑM , acting as evpφ, xq :“ φpxq.
We can pull back any differential form α P Ω‚pMq along ev to FBVˆΣ and subsequently
integrate over Σ, leading to the map
ppαq :“
ż
Σ
µ ev˚α . (5.120)
We can use this map to define the symplectic form
ωBV “ ppωM q (5.121)
inducing the BV bracket. From the degrees of ωM and µ it is clear that ωBV is of degree ´1.
Also, ωBV is non-degenerate if µ is non-degenerate.
To construct the homological vector field QBV, note that diffeomorphisms on both Σ
and M induce an action on FBV, by pre-composition or post-composition, respectively.
Therefore, the two homological vector fields QΣ and QM induce vector fields QˆΣ and QˆM
on FBV and we can choose any linear combination of these to form QBV. The compatibility
between QBV and ωBV is readily checked, cf. [102, 103]. In particular, one can show that
the map p defined in (5.120) is a symplectomorphism. Thus,
tΘ,Θu “ 0 ðñ tppΘq, ppΘquBV “ 0 , (5.122)
and therefore ppΘq is the Hamiltonian of a homological vector field QˆM . The contribution
of QˆM to the Hamiltonian of QBV is thus a multiple of ppΘq.
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On the other hand, µ is invariant under QΣ and so is ev under the simultaneous action
on FBV and Σ, which leads to
LQˆΣp “ QˆΣ  dp` dpQˆΣ  pq “ 0 . (5.123)
If the symplectic form ωM is exact, ωM “ dϑ, then the Hamiltonian of QˆΣ is therefore
QˆΣ
 ppϑq. Moreover, if ϑ “ ϑαpξqdξα in some coordinates ξα on M , then
QˆΣ
 ppϑq “
ż
Σ
ϑαpφqδφα , (5.124)
where φα is the coordinate corresponding to ξα on FBV under the map φ : Σ ÑM .
Altogether, the Hamiltonian of QBV, which is a linear combination of QˆΣ
 ppϑq and
ppΘq, is the classical BV action. For a more precise argument regarding to which linear
combinations are preferable, see [104,106].
Example: Chern–Simons theory. As a simple example, consider the case Σ “ T r1sΣ0
with QΣ “ d for a compact oriented three-dimensional manifold Σ0. As target, choose
M “ gr1s where g is a metric Lie algebra with coordinates ξα and metric xτα, τβyg “ ωαβ
inducing a symplectic form ωg “ 12ωαβdξα ^ dξβ of degree 2. The Hamiltonian Θ of Qgr1s
is Θ “ 13!fαβγξαξβξγ with fαβγ :“ fαβδωδγ and corresponds to the 3-cocycle x´, r´,´syg.
The maps from Σ to gr1s form the space of g-valued forms on Σ0 and we have FBV “
Ω‚pΣ0, gq. The symplectic form reads as
ωBV :“
ż
Σ0
1
2ωαβδφ
α ^ δφβ “
ż
Σ0
xδφ, δφyg (5.125)
for φ P Ω‚pΣ0, gq. Note that ωg is exact (see Section 2.2) with symplectic potential ϑ “
1
2ξ
αωαβdξ
β, and the two contributions to SBV from degree 0 maps are
QˆΣ
 ppϑq “ 12
ż
Σ0
xφ, dφyg and ppΘq “ 13!
ż
Σ0
xφ, rφ, φsyg , (5.126)
where φ P Ω‚pΣ0, gq. To see this, note that the pullback along the evaluation map yields
ev˚ξα “ px, φαpxqq (5.127)
and
QˆΣ
 ppϑq “ QˆΣ  
ż
Σ0
1
2ωαβφ
αDφβ “ 12
ż
Σ0
φαωαβdφ
β , (5.128)
where D is the de Rham differential on FBV ˆ Σ.
If we decompose φ into forms of homogeneous degree, φ “ c ` A ` A` ` c`, and
linearly combine both of the above contributions, we obtain the classical BV action of
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Chern–Simons theory,
SBV “
ż
Σ0
!
1
2xA, dAyg ` 13!xA, rA,Asyg´
´ xc,dA`yg ` xA, rA`, csyg ` 12xc`, rc, csyg
)
.
(5.129)
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Appendices
A. L8-algebras and their morphisms from coalgebras
Below we explain in detail the connection between L8-algebra and codifferential coalgebras.
We also derive the structure equation for morphisms of L8-algebras from morphisms of
codifferential coalgebras. The relevant original reference for this material is [51], helpful
may also be the detailed discussions in [111–113].
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Preliminaries. Given a real graded vector space V , we define the following associative
algebras:
tensor algebra :
Â‚V :“ R‘ V ‘ pV b Vq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ à
kě0
ÂkV ,
symmetric tensor algebra :
Ä‚V :“ R‘ V ‘ pV d Vq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ à
kě0
ÄkV ,
antisymmetric tensor algebra :
Ź‚V :“ R‘ V ‘ pV ^ Vq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ à
kě0
ŹkV ,
reduced tensor algebra :
Â‚
0V :“ V ‘ pV b Vq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ “
à
kě1
ÂkV ,
reduced symmetric tensor algebra :
Ä‚
0V :“ V ‘ pV d Vq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ “
à
kě1
ÄkV ,
reduced antisymmetric tensor algebra :
Ź‚
0V :“ V ‘ pV ^ Vq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ “
à
kě1
ŹkV ,
(A.1)
cf. Section 2.1. Here, d and ^ denote the graded symmetric and antisymmetric tensor
products, with weight one, e.g.
v1 d v2 :“ v1 b v2 ` p´1q|v1| |v2|v2 b v1 . (A.2)
These tensor products yield embeddings of
Ä‚ V and Ź‚ V into Â‚ V as well as Ä‚0 V andŹ‚
0 V into
Â‚
0 V. We also have projectors from the reduced tensor algebra
Â‚
0 V to both
reduced symmetric and antisymmetric algebras:
prdpv1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b viq :“
ÿ
σPSi
εpσ; v1, . . . , viqvσp1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ d vσpiq ,
pr^pv1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b viq :“
ÿ
σPSi
χpσ; v1, . . . , viqvσp1q ^ . . .^ vσpiq ,
(A.3)
where εpσ; v1, . . . , viq and χpσ; v1, . . . , viq are the symmetric and antisymmetric Koszul signs
of a permutation σ. Explicitly, we have
v1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d vi “ εpσ; v1, . . . , viqvσp1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ d vσpiq (A.4)
and
`1 ^ . . .^ `i “ χpσ; `1, . . . , `iq`σp1q ^ . . .^ `σpiq (A.5)
for `1, . . . , `i P V. Using the shift isomorphism s‚ defined in (2.10), we obtain the identity
χpσ; `1, . . . , `iq “ p´1q
ři´1
j“1pi´jqp|`j |`|`σpjq|qεpσ; s`1, . . . , s`iq , (A.6)
which we shall use later.
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Reduced symmetric coalgebra. Consider now the reduced algebras
Ź‚
0 V and
Ä‚
0 V
as introduced in (2.9c). Together with the reduced comultiplication,
∆0 :
Ä‚
0V Ñ
Ä‚
0V b
Ä‚
0V ,
v1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d vi ÞÑ
ÿ
j`k“i
ÿ
σPShpj;kq
εpσ; v1, . . . , viqpvσp1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ d vσpjqq b pvσpj`1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ d vσpiqq ,
(A.7)Ä‚
0 V becomes a cocommutative coalgebra.
Given functions f1, f2 :
Ä‚
0 V Ñ
Ä‚
0 V , we define the symmetrised tensor product
f1 d f2 :“ md ˝ pf1 b f2q ˝∆0 , (A.8)
where mdpv1 b v2q :“ v1 d v2 for v1,2 P V . Explicitly,
pf1 d f2qpv1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d viq “
“
ÿ
j`k“i
ÿ
σPShpj;kq
εpσ; v1, . . . , viqf1pvσp1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ d vσpjqq d f2pvσpj`1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ d vσpiqq . (A.9)
Formula (A.8) generalises to expressions f1d ¨ ¨ ¨ d fi using shuffles with i ordered subsets.
Codifferentials. A codifferential on a coalgebra pÄ‚0 V,∆0q is a linear map D : Ä‚0 VÑÄ‚
0 V of degree 1, which is a nilquadratic coderivation,
∆0D “ pD b 1q∆0 ` p1bDq∆0 and D2 “ 0 . (A.10)
The first equation is the coalgebra analogue of the Leibniz rule. The second equation is
equivalent to
8ÿ
i“1
ÿ
j`k“i
Dk`1pDj d iddkq “ 0 (A.11)
for all i ě 1, where Dk : Äk0 VÑ V is the restriction of the codifferential,
Dk :“ prV ˝D ˝ prdk0V . (A.12)
Note that we can pull back Dk along the projection prd defined in (A.3) to a map Dk :Âk
0 VÑ V. The condition D2 “ 0 then simply translates toÿ
j`k“i
Dk`1pDj b idbkq ˝
ÿ
σPShpj;iq
εpσ,´qσp´q “ 0 (A.13)
for every i ą 0, where the sum is taken over all pj; iq-shuffles, εpσ,´q is the Koszul sign of
the shuffle and σp´q is the application of the shuffle to elements of Âi0 V.
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L8-algebras from codifferentials. The restricted codifferentials on the coalgebra
pÄ‚0 V,∆0q now induce a set of totally antisymmetric, multilinear products µi on Ź‚0 L
with V “ Lr1s. We define
µi :“ p´1q 12 ipi´1q`1s´1 ˝Di ˝ sbi (A.14)
with sbi as in (2.10). We can now insert
idbi “ p´1q 12 ipi´1qsbi ˝ ps´1qbi (A.15)
into the conditions (A.11) equivalent to D2 “ 0 and concatenate with s´1 and sbi to obtain
0 “
ÿ
j`k“i
s´1 ˝Dk`1 ˝ pDj b idbkq ˝
ÿ
σPShpj;iq
εpσ,´qσp´q ˝ sbi
“
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1q 12kpk`1q` 12 ipi´1qs´1 ˝Dk`1 ˝ sbk`1
˝ ps´1qbpk`1q ˝ pDj b idbkq ˝ sbi ˝ ps´1qbi ˝
ÿ
σPShpj;iq
εpσ,´qσp´q ˝ sbi
“
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1q 12kpk`1q`kpj`1q` 12 ipi´1qs´1 ˝Dk`1 ˝ sbk`1
˝ `ps´1 ˝Dj ˝ sbjq b ps´1qbk˘ ˝ pidbj b sbkq ˝ ps´1qbi ˝ ÿ
σPShpj;iq
εpσ,´qσp´q ˝ sbi
“
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1q 12 ipi´1q` 12 jpj´1q`kpj`1q` 12kpk´1qµk`1˝
pµj b idbkq ˝ ps´1qbi ˝
ÿ
σPShpj;iq
εpσ,´qσp´q ˝ sbi
“
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1q 12 ipi´1q`kµk`1 ˝ pµj b idbkq ˝
ÿ
σPShpj;iq
χpσ,´qσp´q ,
(A.16)
where we used the identity
ps´1qbi ˝
ÿ
σPShpj;iq
εpσ,´qσp´q ˝ sbi “ p´1q 12 ipi´1q
ÿ
σPShpj;iq
χpσ,´qσp´q . (A.17)
Evaluating the above result on `1b¨ ¨ ¨b `n PÂn L, we obtain the higher homotopy Jacobi
identity,ÿ
j`k“i
ÿ
σPShpj;iq
p´1qkχpσ; `1, . . . , `iqµk`1pµjp`σp1q, . . . , vσpjqq, `σpj`1q, . . . , `σpiqq “ 0 . (A.18)
Higher products and the differential graded algebra picture. Let us briefly link
the higher products µi and the differential graded algebra picture of an L8-algebra. We
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start with a graded vector space L with basis τα and corresponding coordinate functions
ξα on Lr1s with respect to sτα. The choice of basis defines structure constants mαβ1¨¨¨βk via
the equation
Qξα “
ÿ
kě1
p´1q|α|
k!
mαβ1¨¨¨βkξ
β1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ξβk , (A.19)
where for each k, |β1| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |βk| “ |α| ` 1. The coordinate functions ξα are now maps
Lr1s Ñ R, satisfying ξαpXq “ ξαpXβsτβq “ Xα, where Xα P R are the coordinates of the
vector X P Lr1s with respect to the basis sτα. Correspondingly, ξβ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ξβk is a functionÄk
0 Lr1s Ñ R, with
pξβ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ξβkqpsτγ1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d sτγkq “ p´1q
řk
i“2
ři´1
j“1 |βi||βj |δβ1pγ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ δ
βk
γkq , (A.20)
where the symmetrisation of the indices γ1, . . . , γk is evidently graded. Note that by pre-
composition with the projection prÄk
0 Lr1s, ξ
β1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ξβk becomes a map Ä‚0 Lr1s Ñ R.
We now contract both sides of (A.19) by τα from the left and apply the result to
psτγ1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d sτγkq to obtain
ταpQξαqpsτγ1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d sτγkq “
ÿ
kě1
p´1q|α|
k!
ταm
α
β1¨¨¨βkpξβ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ξβkqpsτγ1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d sτγkq
ταξ
αDpsτγ1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d sτγkq “ p´1q
řk
i“2
ři´1
j“1 |γi||γj |ταmαγ1¨¨¨γk
s´1pDpsτγ1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d sτγkqq “ p´1q
řk
i“2
ři´1
j“1 |γi||γj |ταmαγ1¨¨¨γk .
(A.21)
Using (A.14), we now compute
µipτα1 , . . . , ταiq “ pp´1q
1
2
ipi´1qs´1 ˝Di ˝ sdiqpτα1 , . . . , ταkq
“ pp´1q 12 ipi´1q`
ři
j“1pi´jq|ταj |qps´1pDipsτα1 , . . . , sταiqq
“ p´1q 12 ipi´1q`
ři
j“2
řj´1
k“1p|ταj |`1qp|ταk |`1q`
ři
j“1pi´jq|ταj | τβmβα1¨¨¨αi
“ p´1q
ři
j“2
řj´1
k“1 |ταj ||ταk |`
ři
j“1pj`1q|ταj | τβmβα1¨¨¨αi .
(A.22)
Similarly, we have
ταpQξαq “
ÿ
iě1
p´1q|α|
i!
ταm
α
β1¨¨¨βipξβ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ξβiq ,
pQξq “ ´
ÿ
iě1
p´1q
ři
j“2
řj´1
k“1 |τβj ||τβk |`
ři
j“1pj`1q|τβj |
i!
µipτβ1 , . . . , τβiqpξβ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ξβiq
“ ´
ÿ
iě1
p´1q
ři
j“2
řj´1
k“1 |τβj |p2|τβk |`1q`
ři
j“1pj`1q|τβj |
i!
µˆipξ, . . . , ξq
“ ´
ÿ
iě1
1
i!
µˆipξ, . . . , ξq ,
(A.23)
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where we used the higher products µˆi on LC as defined in (2.48b).
L8-morphisms from coalgebra morphisms. Recall that a morphism of coalgebras
from pÄ‚0 V,∆0q to pÄ‚0 V1,∆10q is a map Φ : Ä‚0 VÑÄ‚0 V1 of degree 0 which satisfies
∆10 ˝ Φ “ pΦb Φq ˝∆0 . (A.24)
If
Ä‚
0 V and
Ä‚
0 V
1 are both endowed with a codifferential D and D1, respectively, we also
demand that
Φ ˝D “ D1 ˝ Φ . (A.25)
Consider now two codifferential coalgebras pÄ‚0 V,∆0, Dq and pÄ‚0 V1,∆10, D1q corres-
ponding to two L8-algebras. We can restrict a morphism
Φ : pÄ‚0V,∆0, Dq Ñ pÄ‚0V1,∆10, D1q (A.26)
to the maps
Φj :“ prÄj V1 ˝ Φ . (A.27)
Note that Φ is uniquely reconstructed from Φ1 since Φ is a morphism of coalgebras,
cf. e.g. [111, Prop. 1.2]. In particular, using the further decomposition
Φji :“ prÄj V1 ˝ Φ|Äi V , (A.28)
we have explicitly
Φji “
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kj“i
1
k1! ¨ ¨ ¨ kj !
1
j!
pΦ1k1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d Φ1kj q . (A.29)
Note that the maps Φ1k1d¨ ¨ ¨dΦ1kj act on the totally graded symmetrised elements of
Äi V
and the result is then projected onto
Äj
0 V
1. The degrees of all the maps Φ, Φi, Φji and
Φ|diV are zero, since Φ is of degree zero, and all other maps originate from restriction and
concatenation with projectors.
Condition (A.25) decomposed into the maps Φ1i and Di reads as
ÿ
j`k“i
Φ1k`1
´
Dj b idbk
¯
“
iÿ
j“1
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kj“i
D1j ˝ 1k1! ¨ ¨ ¨ kj !
1
j!
pΦ1k1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d Φ1kj q .
(A.30)
We multiply this equation by factors of s and s´1, restrict it and rewrite both sides, using
the shifted morphisms35
φi :“ p´1q 12 ipi´1qs´1 ˝ Φ1i ˝ sbi with |φi| “ i´ 1 , (A.31)
35The degree of the map φi follows from its definition together |Φ1i | “ 0 and |s| “ 1.
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and the postcomposition with shuffles, cf. (A.13), as
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1q 12kpk`1q` 12 ipi´1qs´1 ˝ Φ1k`1 ˝ sbpk`1q ˝ ps´1qbpk`1q ˝
´
Dj b idbk
¯
˝ sbi ˝
˝ ps´1qbi ˝
ÿ
σPShpj;iq
εpσ,´qσp´q ˝ sbi
“
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1q 12kpk´1q`kpj`1q` 12 jpj´1qφk`1 ˝
´
µj b idbk
¯
˝
ÿ
σPShpj;iq
χpσ,´qσp´q
(A.32)
and
iÿ
j“1
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kj“i
p´1q 12 ipi´1q` 12 jpj´1q
j!
s´1 ˝D1j ˝ sbj ˝ ps´1qbj ˝ pΦ1k1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Φ1kj q ˝ sbi ˝
˝ ps´1qbi ˝
ÿ
σPShpj;iq
εpσ,´qσp´q ˝ sbi
“
iÿ
j“1
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kj“i
1
j!
µ1j ˝ ps´1qbj ˝ pΦ1k1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Φ1kj q ˝ sbi ˝
˝
ÿ
σPShpj;iq
χpσ,´qσp´q
“
iÿ
j“1
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kj“i
p´1qřj´1m“1 kmpj´mq
j!
µ1j ˝ ps´1 ˝ Φk1 ˝ sk1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b s´1 ˝ Φ1kj ˝ skj q ˝
˝
ÿ
σPShpj;iq
χpσ,´qσp´q
“
iÿ
j“1
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kj“i
p´1q 12 pk1`1qk1`¨¨¨` 12 pkj`1qkj`
řj´1
m“1 kmpj´mq
j!
µ1j ˝ pφk1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b φkj q ˝
˝
ÿ
σPShpk1,...,kj´1;iq
χpσ,´qσp´q .
(A.33)
We obtain
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1q 12 ipi´1q`kφk`1 ˝
´
µj b idbk
¯
˝
ÿ
σPShpj;iq
χpσ,´qσp´q
“
iÿ
j“1
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kj“i
p´1q 12 pk1`1qk1`¨¨¨` 12 pkj`1qkj`
řj´1
m“1 kmpj´mq
j!
µ1j ˝
˝ pφk1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b φkj q ˝
ÿ
σPShpk1,...,kj´1;iq
χpσ,´qσp´q .
(A.34)
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Applied to `1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b `i P Lbi, we findÿ
j`k“i
ÿ
σPShpj;iq
p´1qkχpσ,´qφk`1pµjp`σp1q, . . . , `σpkqq, `σpkq`1, . . . , `σiq
“
iÿ
j“1
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kj“i
p´1q
ř
1ďmănďj kmkn`
řj´1
m“1 kmpj´mq`
řj
m“2p1´kmq
řk1`¨¨¨`km´1
k“1 |`σpkq|L
j!
ˆ
ˆ
ÿ
σPShpk1,...,kj´1;iq
χpσ,´qµ1jpφk1p`σp1q, . . . , `σpk1qq, . . . , φkj p`σpi´kj`1q, . . . , `σpiqqq ,
(A.35)
where Koszul signs are inserted to account for the permutation of the `σpmq past the φkn .
We also used
p´1q 12 ipi´1q “ p´1q
řj
m“1
1
2
kmpkm´1q`ř1ďmănďj kmkn (A.36)
for k1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kj “ i.
B. Cochain complexes and Hodge–Kodaira decomposition
An L8-algebra L has an underlying cochain complex pL, µ1q. Morphisms and quasi-isomor-
phisms of L8-algebras are specialisations of cochain maps and quasi-isomorphisms between
the underlying cochain complexes. In the following, we briefly review a few relevant notions;
a good reference here is [83].
A comment on our nomenclature: usually, one would work with the homology of chain
complexes with a differential of degree ´1. To avoid as much confusion as possible, and
due to the prominence of the de Rham complex as key example of cochain complexes, we
will use the terms cochains and cohomology with differentials of degree 1.
Cochain complexes. A cochain complex pC,dq over an associative ring R is a family of
R-modules Ck for k P Z and morphisms dk : Ck Ñ Ck`1 of degree 1 satisfying dk`1˝dk “ 0.
The k-cocycles of the cochain complex are defined as Zk :“ kerpdkq Ď Ck while the k-
coboundaries of the cochain complex are defined as Bk :“ impdk´1q Ď Ck. The cohomology
of the cochain complex is then Hkd pCq :“ Zk{Bk.
A morphism of cochain complexes φ : pC,dq Ñ pC 1, d1q is a family of maps φk : Ck Ñ
C 1k of degree 0 such that φk`1 ˝ dk “ d1k ˝ φk. A quasi-isomorphism of cochain complexes
is a morphism of cochain complexes which induces an isomorphism on the cohomologies.
A cochain homotopy between two morphisms of cochain complexes φ : pC,dq Ñ pC 1,d1q
and ψ : pC,dq Ñ pC 1, d1q of cochain complexes is a family of morphisms hk : Ck`1 Ñ C 1k of
degree ´1 such that φk´ψk “ hk ˝dk`d1k´1˝hk. If such a cochain homotopy exists, we say
that φ and ψ are homotopic. A cochain homotopy is the correct notion of a 2-morphism of
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cochain complexes. A homotopy equivalence between two cochain complexes C and C 1 is
a pair of morphisms φ : C Ñ C 1 and ψ : C 1 Ñ C such that ψ ˝ φ and φ ˝ ψ are homotopic
to the respective identity maps. In the special case when ψ ˝ φ “ 1 and φ ˝ψ is homotopic
to the identity, we call this a contracting homotopy of φ ˝ ψ.36
Split cochain complexes and Hodge–Kodaira decomposition. Suppose pC,dq is
a cochain complex of vector spaces. Then, we can always choose decompositions
Ck{ kerpdkq – impdkq ùñ Ck{Zk – Bk`1 ùñ Ck – Zk ‘ Zkc ,
Hkd pCq “ Zk{Bk ùñ Zk – Bk ‘Bkc ,
Zkc – Bk`1 and Bkc – Hkd pCq
(B.1a)
since short exact vector space sequences always split37. We thus have
Ck – Hkd pCq ‘Bk ‘Bk`1 . (B.1b)
Consequently, we can define maps hk : C
k Ñ Ck´1 of degree ´1 by the compositions
hk : C
k  Zk  Bk – Zk´1c ãÑ Ck´1 (B.2)
of the projections Ck  Zk and Zk  Bk, the isomorphism Bk – Zk´1c , and the inclusion
Zk´1c ãÑ Ck´1. Since hk`1pBk`1q – Zkc , these maps satisfy dk “ dk ˝ hk`1 ˝ dk.
This motivates the following definition. A general cochain complex pC,dq is called split
whenever there is a family of morphisms hk : C
k Ñ Ck´1 of degree ´1, called the splitting
maps, such that dk “ dk ˝ hk`1 ˝ dk.
In this case, we then automatically have38
phk`1 ˝ dkq2 “ hk`1 ˝ dk , pdk´1 ˝ hkq2 “ dk´1 ˝ hk ,
phk`1 ˝ dkq ˝ pdk´1 ˝ hkq “ pdk´1 ˝ hkq ˝ phk`1 ˝ dkq “ 0 ,
(B.3)
which, in turn, yield the decomposition
1 “ Pk ` hk`1 ˝ dk ` dk´1 ˝ hk (B.4a)
36This is a particular case of a strong deformation retract.
37Note that the same holds evidently true for tensor products of split cochain complexes.
38Whilst phk`1 ˝ dkq ˝ pdk´1 ˝ hkq “ 0 follows trivially since dk ˝ dk´1 “ 0, if pdk´1 ˝ hkq ˝ phk`1 ˝ dkq ‰ 0
one may always re-define hk and set h˜k :“ hk ´ hk ˝ hk`1 ˝ dk. Then, dk “ dk ˝ h˜k`1 ˝ dk as well, and it
is easy to check that pdk´1 ˝ h˜kq ˝ ph˜k`1 ˝ dkq “ 0 and also all other identities hold with h˜k instead of hk.
Note that we then have the more strict relation h˜k ˝ h˜k`1 ˝ dk “ 0.
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with
P 2k “ Pk , Pk ˝ dk´1 “ dk ˝ Pk “ 0 ,
Pk ˝ pdk´1 ˝ hkq “ pdk´1 ˝ hkq ˝ Pk “ Pk ˝ phk`1 ˝ dkq “ phk`1 ˝ dkq ˝ Pk “ 0 .
(B.4b)
Consequently,
Ck – impPkqloomoon
–Hkd pCq
‘ impdk´1 ˝ hkqlooooooomooooooon
–Bk
‘ imphk`1 ˝ dkqlooooooomooooooon
“:Zkc
– Hkd pCq ‘Bk ‘ Zkc . (B.5)
This decomposition is known as the abstract Hodge–Kodaira decomposition. Furthermore,
the projector Pk induces a surjection pk : C
k  Hkd pCq and an injection ek : Hkd pCq ãÑ Ck
with pk ˝ ek “ 1 by means of Pk “ ek ˝ pk. Thus, we obtain the diagram
Ch
)) p
// // H‚dpCq_?eoo . (B.6)
Put differently, a splitting of a cochain complex pC,dq is equivalent to having morphisms
of cochain complexes pk : C
k  Hkd pCq and ek : Hkd pCq ãÑ Ck such that pk ˝ ek “ 1 and
1 ´ ek ˝ pk “ hk`1 ˝ dk ` dk´1 ˝ hk. In other words, such a splitting is equivalent to
a contracting homotopy hk : C
k Ñ Ck´1 of Pk “ ek ˝ pk. Note that pk is a quasi-
isomorphisms of cochain complexes between C and H‚dpCq and so is ek between H‚dpCq
and C.
Extension to L8-algebras. Consider the cochain complex pL, µ1q underlying an L8-
algebra pL, µiq with a choice of decomposition (B.1)
L – B ‘Bc ‘ Zc with Bc – H‚µ1pLq . (B.7)
We can use the inverse of the isomorphism between Bc and H
‚
µ1pLq to define a strict L8-
morphism to Bc. Composition with an L8-quasi-isomorphism between L and H‚µ1pLq then
yields an L8-quasi-isomorphism between L to Bc. Thus, any projection L  Bc can be
extended to an L8-quasi-isomorphism L Ñ Bc. Consequently, we can use the abstract
Hodge–Kodaira decomposition to find a minimal model. See Section 2.4 for explicit for-
mulas.
Example. Let L be an L8-algebra together with decompositions L “ kerpµ1q ‘ V “
impµ1q ‘W . We have
µ1 : kerpµ1q ‘ V Ñ impµ1q ‘W (B.8)
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and µ1 is invertible as a map from V Ñ impµ1q with inverse µ´11 |impµ1q. Define h : L Ñ L
as the map of degree ´1
h :“ µ´11 |impµ1q ˝ primpµ1q , (B.9)
where primpµ1q : L Ñ impµ1q is the orthogonal projection. Note that the map h satisfies
µ1 ˝ h ˝ µ1 “ µ1, and we can use it as a starting point for the abstract Hodge–Kodaira
decomposition.
C. Lemmata
In this appendix, we shall prove various formulas used throughout the main text, sometimes
in more than one of the three possible descriptions of L8-algebras: higher brackets, dif-
ferential coalgebra, differential graded algebra. While some of the calculations are slightly
involved, they are illuminating in one sense or another.
Throughout this appendix, let L be an L8-algebra with higher products µi. We shall
occasionally assume that L is cyclic with an inner product x´,´yL.
Preliminaries. Recall that the Cauchy product of two (absolutely convergent) seriesř
iě0 ai and
ř
iě0 bi is
ÿ
iě0
ai
ÿ
jě0
bj “
ÿ
i,jě0
aibj “
ÿ
iě0
iÿ
j“0
ajbi´j “
ÿ
iě0
ÿ
j`k“i
ajbk . (C.1)
Hence, ÿ
i,jě0
1
i!j!
aibj “
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
ÿ
j`k“i
ˆ
i
j
˙
ajbk . (C.2)
Furthermore, note that (C.1) generalises toÿ
k1ě0
a
p1q
k1
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
kjě0
a
pjq
kj
“
ÿ
iě0
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kj“i
a
p1q
k1
¨ ¨ ¨ apjqkj (C.3)
for the product of j (absolutely convergent) series and so,ÿ
k1ě0
1
k1!
a
p1q
k1
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
kjě0
1
kj !
a
pjq
kj
“
“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kj“i
ˆ
i´ k1
k2
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
i´ k1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ kj´2
kj´1
˙
a
p1q
k1
¨ ¨ ¨ apjqkj .
(C.4)
Tensor product L8-algebras Let A be a dg-algebra. We wish to verify the higher
homotopy Jacobi identities (2.38b) of the higher products µ1i defined in (2.45) as well as
the cyclicity (2.45b) of the tensor product L8-algebra LA. To this end, let us use the
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abbreviation li :“ ai b `i for homogeneous ai P A and `i P L together with |li|A :“ |ai|A
and |li|L :“ |`i|L. It is sufficient to consider only those elements since the result for general
elements follows from linearity.
The higher homotopy identities (2.38b) of the higher products (2.45) areÿ
j`k“i
ÿ
σ
χpσ; l1, . . . , lj`kqp´1qkµ1k`1pµ1jplσp1q, . . . , lσpjqq, lσpj`1q, . . . , lσpj`kqq “ 0 . (C.5)
We have
µip`σp1q, . . . , `σpiq “ χpσ; `1, . . . , `iqµip`1, . . . , `iq (C.6a)
and
χpσ; l1, . . . , liq “ χpσ; a1, . . . , aiqχpσ; `1, . . . , `nqˆ
ˆ p´1q
ři
j“2 |aσpjq|A
řj´1
k“1 |`σpkq|L`
ři
j“2 |aj |A
řj´1
k“1 |`k|L .
(C.6b)
To prove (C.5), we first focus on the terms containing the differential d. For i “ 1, we
have
µ11pµ11pl1qq “ µ11pda1 b `1 ` p´1q|a1|Aa1 b µ1p`1qq
“ p´1q|a1|A`1da1 b µ1p`1q ` p´1q|a1|Ada1 b µ1p`1q
“ 0 .
(C.7)
For i ą 1, the relevant terms are
dpµ1ipl1, . . . , liqq `
ÿ
σ
χpσ; l1, . . . , liqp´1qi´1µ1ipdplσp1qq, lσp2q, . . . , lσpiqq “
“ s1 dpa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aiq b µip`1, . . . , `iq`
`
ÿ
σ
χpσ; l1, . . . , liq s2pσq
“pdaσp1qqaσp2q ¨ ¨ ¨ aσpiq‰b µip`σp1q, . . . , `σpiqq
“ s1
ÿ
σ
χpσ; a1, . . . , aiqχpσ; `1, . . . , `iq
“pdaσp1qqaσp2q ¨ ¨ ¨ aσpiq‰b µip`σp1q, . . . , `σpiqq`
`
ÿ
σ
χpσ; l1, . . . , liq s2pσ; l1, . . . , liq
“pdaσp1qqaσp2q ¨ ¨ ¨ aσpiq‰b µip`σp1q, . . . , `σpiqq
(C.8a)
with signs
s1 :“ p´1qi
ři
j“1 |aj |A`
ři
j“2 |aj |A
řj´1
k“1 |`k|L ,
s2pσ; l1, . . . , liq :“ p´1qi´1p´1qip|aσp1q|A`1`
ři
j“2 |aσpjq|Aq`
ři
j“2 |aσpjq|A
řj´1
k“1 |`σpkq|L
“ ´p´1qi
ři
j“1 |aσpjq|A`
ři
j“2 |aσpjq|A
řj´1
k“1 |`σpkq|L .
(C.8b)
The expression (C.8a) clearly vanishes since
χpσ; l1, . . . , liq s2pσ; l1, . . . , liq “ ´s1 χpσ; a1, . . . , aiqχpσ; `1, . . . , `iq (C.9)
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due to (C.6b).
The remaining terms in (C.5) combine to
ÿ
j`k“i
ÿ
σ
s3pσ; l1, . . . , liqˆ
ˆ pa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aj`kq b µk`1pµjp`σp1q, . . . , `σpjqq, `σpj`1q, . . . , `σpj`kqq “ 0
(C.10)
with the sign s3pσ; l1, . . . , liq given by
s3pσ;l1, . . . , liq :“
:“ χpσ; l1, . . . , lj`kqp´1qkχpσ; a1, . . . aj`kqˆ
ˆ p´1qj
řj
m“1 |aσpmq|A`
řj
m“2 |aσpmq|A
řm´1
n“1 |`σpnq|L ˆ
ˆ p´1qpk`1q
řj`k
m“1 |am|A`
řk
m“1 |aσpj`mq|A pj`
řj`m´1
n“1 |`σpnq|Lq
“ p´1qkχpσ; `1, . . . , `j`kqp´1q
řj`k
m“2 |aσpmq|A
řm´1
n“1 |`σpnq|L`
řj`k
m“2 |am|A
řm´1
n“1 |`n|L ˆ
ˆ p´1qj
řj
m“1 |aσpmq|A`
řj
m“2 |aσpmq|A
řm´1
n“1 |`σpnq|L ˆ
ˆ p´1qpk`1q
řj`k
m“1 |am|A`
řk
m“1 |aσpj`mq|A pj`
řj`m´1
n“1 |`σpnq|Lq
“ p´1qkχpσ; `1, . . . , `j`kq p´1q
řj`k
m“2 |am|A
řm´1
n“1 |`n|L`pj`k`1q
řj`k
m“1 |am|Alooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
“: s4
,
(C.11)
where we used again (C.6b). Note that s4 contributes an overall sign so that (C.5) reduces
to the homotopy Jacobi identity (2.38b) on L.
Next suppose that L and A are equipped with inner products x´,´yL and x´,´yA.
Let us verify the cyclicity of the inner product x´,´yLA defined in (2.45b). Using the
definitions of the higher products µ1i given (2.45) we obtain for i “ 1
xl1, µ11pl2qyLA “
“ xa1 b `1,da2 b `2 ` p´1q|l2|Aa2 b µ1p`2qyLA
“ p´1q|l1|Lp|l2|A`1qxa1, da2yA x`1, `2yL ` p´1qp|l1|L`1q|l2|Axa1, a2yA x`1, µ1p`2qyL
“ ´p´1q|l1|Lp|l2|A`1q`|l2|Ap|l1|A`1q`|l1|A`|l1|L|l2|Lxa2,da1yA x`2, `1yL´
´ p´1qp|l1|L`1q|l2|A`|l1|A|l2|A`|l1|L`|l2|L`|l1|L|l2|Lxa2, a1yA x`2, µ1p`1qyL
“ ´p´1q|l1|Lp|l2|A`1q`|l2|Ap|l1|A`1q`|l1|A`|l1|L|l2|L`|l2|Lp|l1|A`1qxa2 b `2,da1 b `1yLA ´
´ p´1qp|l1|L`1q|l2|A`|l1|A|l2|A`|l1|L`|l2|L`|l1|L|l2|L`|l2|L|l1|Axa2 b `2, a1 b µ1p`1qyLA
“ p´1q1`|l1|LA |l2|LA`|l1|LA |l2|LA xl2, µ11pl1qyLA ,
(C.12)
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while for i ě 2 we find
xl1, µ1ipl2, . . . , li`1qyLA “
“ p´1qi
ři`1
j“2 |lj |A`|l1|L
ři`1
j“2 |lj |A`
ři`1
j“3 |lj |A
řj´1
k“2 |lk|L ˆ
ˆ xa1, a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ai`1yA x`1, µip`2, . . . , `i`1qyL
“ p´1qi
ři`1
j“2 |lj |A`|l1|L
ři`1
j“2 |lj |A`
ři`1
j“3 |lj |A
řj´1
k“2 |lk|L ˆ
ˆ p´1qi`ip|l1|L`|li`1|Lq`|li`1|L
ři
j“1 |lj |L`|li`1|A
ři
j“1 |lj |A ˆ
ˆ xai`1, a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aiyA x`i`1, µip`1, . . . , `iqyL
“ p´1qi
ři`1
j“2 |lj |A`|l1|L
ři`1
j“2 |lj |A`
ři`1
j“3 |lj |A
řj´1
k“2 |lk|L ˆ
ˆ p´1qi`ip|l1|L`|li`1|Lq`|li`1|L
ři
j“1 |lj |L`|li`1|A
ři
j“1 |lj |A ˆ
ˆ p´1qi
ři
j“1 |lj |A`|li`1|L
ři
j“1 |lj |A`
ři
j“2 |lj |A
řj´1
k“1 |lk|L ˆ
ˆ xli`1, µ1ipl1, . . . , liqyLA ,
(C.13)
and therefore
p´1qi
ři`1
j“2 |lj |A`|l1|L
ři`1
j“2 |lj |A`
ři`1
j“3 |lj |A
řj´1
k“2 |lk|Lˆ
ˆ p´1qi`ip|l1|L`|li`1|Lq`|li`1|L
ři
j“1 |lj |L`|li`1|A
ři
j“1 |lj |Aˆ
ˆ p´1qi
ři
j“1 |lj |A`|li`1|L
ři
j“1 |lj |A`
ři
j“2 |lj |A
řj´1
k“1 |lk|L “
“ p´1qi`ip|l1|LA`|li`1|LA q`|li`1|L
ři
j“1 |lj |LA`|li`1|A
ři
j“1 |lj |A ˆ
ˆ p´1q|l1|L
ři`1
j“2 |lj |A`
ři
j“2 |lj |A
řj´1
k“1 |lk|L`
ři`1
j“3 |lj |A
řj´1
k“2 |lk|L
“ p´1qi`ip|l1|LA`|li`1|LA q`|li`1|L
ři
j“1 |lj |LA`|li`1|A
ři
j“1 |lj |A ˆ
ˆ p´1q|l1|Lp|l2|A`¨¨¨`|li|A`|li`1|Aqˆ
ˆ p´1q|l1|L|l2|A`p|l1|L`|l2|Lq|l3|A`¨¨¨`p|l1|L`¨¨¨`|li´1|Lq|li|A ˆ
ˆ p´1q|l2|L|l3|A`p|l2|L`|l3|Lq|l4|A`¨¨¨`p|l2|L`¨¨¨`|li´1|Lq|li|A`p|l2|L`¨¨¨`|li|Lq|li`1|A
“ p´1qi`ip|l1|LA`|li`1|LA q`|li`1|L
ři
j“1 |lj |LA`|li`1|A
ři
j“1 |lj |A ˆ
ˆ p´1q|li`1|A
ři
j“1 |lj |L`2
ři´1
j“1 |lj |L
ři
k“j`1 |lk|A
“ p´1qi`ip|l1|LA`|li`1|LA q`|li`1|LA
ři
j“1 |lj |LA .
(C.14)
Altogether, we obtain the cyclicity
xl1, µ1ipl2, . . . , li`1qyLA “
“ p´1qi`ip|l1|LA`|li`1|LA q`|li`1|LA
ři
j“1 |lj |LA xli`1, µ1ipl1, . . . , liqyLA
(C.15)
for i P N, as claimed.
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Bianchi identity. Let us verify the Bianchi identity (4.3) for the curvature f defined
in (4.1). To this end, recall the homotopy Jacobi identity (2.38b) for a gauge potential
a P L1, ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
ˆ
i
j
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , aq “ 0 . (C.16)
Making use of (C.2), we rewriteÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
µi`1pf, a, . . . , aq “
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!j!
µi`1pµjpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , aq
“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
ˆ
i
j
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , aq “ 0 .
(C.17)
Let us prove the same statement using the Q-manifold morphism language, and in
particular formula (2.49),
Qξ “ ´
ÿ
iě1
1
i!
µipξ, . . . , ξq (C.18)
for ξ “ ξα b τα P pLr1sq˚ b L. We can evaluate this function on
esa :“ 1` esa0
“ 1` sa` sab sa` sab sab sa` ¨ ¨ ¨
“ 1` sa` 12sad sa` 13!sad sad sa` ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
(C.19)
for a P L1. Since sa is even, no Koszul signs appear and we obtain
pQξqpesa0 q “ ´
ÿ
iě1
1
i!
µipa, . . . , aq “ ´f . (C.20)
This equation will prove very helpful. It also shows why the definition of f is so natural.
A first advantage of this alternative perspective is a trivial derivation of the Bianchi
identity. We compute
0 “ p´Q2ξqpesa0 q
“ pQfpξqpesa0 q
“
˜
Q
ÿ
iě1
1
i!
µipξ, . . . , ξq
¸
pesa0 q
“
˜ÿ
iě0
p´1q2´pi`1q
i!
µi`1pQξ, ξ, . . . , ξq
¸
pesa0 q
“
˜ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
µi`1pfpξq, ξ, . . . , ξq
¸
pesa0 q,
“
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
µi`1pf, a, . . . , aq .
(C.21)
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Let us also give the coalgebra picture description, which shall be useful later on. Here,
we have
Dpesa0 q “
ÿ
iě1
1
i!Dipsa, . . . , saq d esa “ sf d esa , (C.22)
because
sf “ s
ÿ
iě1
1
i!µipa, . . . , aq
“ s
ÿ
iě1
p´1q 12 ipi´1q
i! s
´1 ˝Di ˝ sbipa, . . . , aq
“
ÿ
iě1
1
i!Dipsa, . . . , saq .
(C.23)
The Bianchi identity follows here from D2 as follows:
0 “ ps´1 ˝ prÄ1 Lr1s ˝D ˝Dqpesa0 q
“ ps´1 ˝ prd1Lr1s ˝Dqpsf d esaq
“
ÿ
iě1
p´1qi
i!
µi`1pf, a, . . . , aq .
(C.24)
Commutator of gauge transformations. We wish to prove (4.10). Using (C.2), we
obtain
δc0δc10a “
ÿ
i,jě0
1
i!j!
µi`2pµj`1pa, . . . , a, c10q, a, . . . , a, c0q
“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
ÿ
j`k“i
ˆ
i
j
˙
µj`2pµk`1pa, . . . , a, c10q, a, . . . , a, c0q
“
ÿ
iě2
1
pi´ 2q!
ÿ
j`k“i
ˆ
i´ 2
j ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c10q, a, . . . , a, c0q
“
ÿ
iě2
1
pi´ 2q!
ÿ
j`k“i
ˆ
i´ 2
k ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c10q, a, . . . , a, c0q
“ δc10δc0a`
`
ÿ
iě2
1
pi´ 2q!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
ˆ
i´ 2
j ´ 2
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c0, c10q`
`
ÿ
iě2
1
pi´ 2q!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
ˆ
i´ 2
k ´ 2
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c0, c10q, a, . . . , aq
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“ δc10δc0a`
`
ÿ
i,jě0
1
i!j!
p´1qiµi`3pµjpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c0, c10q`
`
ÿ
i,jě0
1
i!j!
µi`1pa, . . . , a, µj`2pa, . . . , a, c0, c10qq ,
(C.25)
where in the fifth step we have used the homotopy Jacobi identity (2.38b) for the elements
pa, . . . , a, c0, c10q,ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
ˆ
i´ 2
j ´ 2
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c0, c10q`
´
ÿ
j`k“i
ˆ
i´ 2
k ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c0q, a, . . . , a, c10q`
`
ÿ
j`k“i
ˆ
i´ 2
k ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c10q, a, . . . , a, c0q`
`
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
ˆ
i´ 2
k ´ 2
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c0, c10q, a, . . . , aq “ 0 .
(C.26)
Hence, using the expression (4.1) of the curvature, we find (4.10):
rδc0 , δc10sa “ δc20a`
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
p´1qiµi`3pf, a, . . . , a, c0, c10q (C.27a)
with
c20 :“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µi`2pa, . . . , a, c0, c10q . (C.27b)
A proof via the Q-manifold evaluation map ξ is possible, but rather technical and not
very enlightening.
Gauge transformation of the curvature. The gauge transformation of the curvature
is derived using the Bianchi identity (4.3) on Ω‚pI, Lq,
0 “
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
µˆi`1pfptq, aptq, . . . , aptqq
“
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
µi`1pfptq, aptq, . . . , aptqq`
` dtb
#
B
Btfptq ´
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
µi`2pfptq, aptq, . . . , aptq, cptqq
+
“ dtb
#
B
Btfptq ´
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
µi`2pfptq, aptq, . . . , aptq, cptqq
+
,
(C.28)
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from which we read off the gauge transformation of the curvature,
δc0f :“ BBt
ˇˇˇˇ
t“0
fptq “
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
µi`2pf, a, . . . , a, c0q . (C.29)
Alternatively, we can perform the direct computation using brackets. Upon making use
of (C.2), we find
δc0f “
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µi`1pδc0a, a, . . . , aq
“
ÿ
i,jě0
1
i!j!
µi`1pµj`1pa, . . . , a, c0q, a, . . . , aq
“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
ÿ
j`k“i
ˆ
i
j
˙
µj`1pµk`1pa, . . . , a, c0q, a, . . . , aq
“
ÿ
iě1
1
pi´ 1q!
ÿ
j`k“i
ˆ
i´ 1
j
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c0q, a, . . . , aq
“
ÿ
iě1
1
pi´ 1q!
ÿ
j`k“i
ˆ
i´ 1
k ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c0q, a, . . . , aq
“
ÿ
iě1
1
pi´ 1q!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj´1
ˆ
i´ 1
j ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c0q
“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
iÿ
j“0
p´1qi´j
ˆ
i
i´ j
˙
µi´j`2pµjpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c0q
“
ÿ
i,jě0
p´1qi
i!j!
µi`2pµjpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c0q
“
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
µi`2pf, a, . . . , a, c0q ,
(C.30)
where in the sixth step have used the homotopy Jacobi identity (2.38b) for pa, . . . , a, c0q,
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
ˆ
i´ 1
j ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c0q`
`
ÿ
j`k“i
ˆ
i´ 1
k ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c0q, a, . . . , aq “ 0 .
(C.31)
Altogether we recover (4.11).
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(Higher) gauge-of-gauge transformations Let us verify (4.16). Firstly, using (C.2),
we find
δc´1pδc0aq “
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µi`1pa, . . . , a, δc´1c0q
“
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
µi`1pδc´1c0, a, . . . , aq
“
ÿ
i,jě0
p´1qi
i!j!
µi`1pµj`1pa, . . . , a, c´1q, a, . . . , aq
“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
iÿ
j“0
p´1qj
ˆ
i
j
˙
µj`1pµi´j`1pa, . . . , a, c´1q, a, . . . , aq
“
ÿ
iě1
1
pi´ 1q!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
ˆ
i´ 1
k ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c´1q, a, . . . , aq
“
ÿ
iě1
1
pi´ 1q!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj´1
ˆ
i´ 1
j ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c´1q
“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
iÿ
j“0
p´1qi´j
ˆ
i
i´ j
˙
µi´j`2pµjpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c´1q
“
ÿ
i,jě0
p´1qi
i!j!
µi`2pµjpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c´1q
“
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
µi`2pf, a, . . . , a, c´1q ,
(C.32)
where we have used the homotopy Jacobi identity (2.38b) for pa, . . . , a, c´1q in the sixth
step,
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
ˆ
i´ 1
j ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c´1q`
`
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
ˆ
i´ 1
k ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c´1q, a, . . . , aq “ 0 .
(C.33)
This establishes the first part of (4.16).
As for the second part, the gauge transformation (4.9) of a (odd degree) and the gauge-
of-gauge transformation of c0 (even degree) make it clear how to extend this to c´k for all
k P N. Indeed, a straightforward calculation shows that
δc´k´2pδc´k´1c´kq “
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
µi`2pf, a, . . . , a, c´k´2q . (C.34)
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Covariant derivative. Next, we verify (4.19) and (4.20). For (4.19), we make use of
the definitions (4.9), (4.17), and (4.18) together with (C.2) to obtain
δc0p∇φq “
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
”
µi`2pδc0a, a, . . . , a, φq ` p´1qip|φ|L`1qµi`1pδc0φ, a, . . . , aq
ı
“
ÿ
i,jě0
1
i!j!
”
µi`2pµj`1pa, . . . , a, c0q, a, . . . , a, φq´
´ p´1qip|φ|L`1qµi`1pµj`2pa, . . . , a, c0, φq, a, . . . , aq
ı
“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
ÿ
j`k“i
ˆ
i
j
˙”
µj`2pµk`1pa, . . . , a, c0q, a, . . . , a, φq´
´ p´1qjp|φ|L`1qµj`1pµk`2pa, . . . , a, c0, φq, a, . . . , aq
ı
“
ÿ
iě2
1
pi´ 2q!
ÿ
j`k“i
ˆ
i´ 2
j ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c0q, a, . . . , a, φq´
´
ÿ
iě2
1
pi´ 2q!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qjp|φ|L`1q
ˆ
i´ 2
j
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c0, φq, a, . . . , aq
“
ÿ
iě2
1
pi´ 2q!
ÿ
j`k“i
ˆ
i´ 2
k ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c0q, a, . . . , a, φq´
´
ÿ
iě2
1
pi´ 2q!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qjp|φ|L`1q
ˆ
i´ 2
k ´ 2
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c0, φq, a, . . . , aq
“
ÿ
iě2
1
pi´ 2q!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
ˆ
i´ 2
j ´ 2
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c0, φq`
`
ÿ
iě2
1
pi´ 2q!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qpj`1q|φ|L
ˆ
i´ 2
k ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, φq, a, . . . , a, c0q
“
ÿ
iě2
1
pi´ 2q!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
ˆ
i´ 2
j ´ 2
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c0, φq`
`
ÿ
iě2
1
pi´ 2q!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qpj`1q|φ|L
ˆ
i´ 2
j ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, φq, a, . . . , a, c0q
“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
iÿ
j“0
p´1qj
ˆ
i
j
˙”
µj`3pµi´jpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c0, φq`
` p´1qpj`1q|φ|Lµj`2pµi´j`1pa, . . . , a, φq, a, . . . , a, c0q
ı
“
ÿ
i,jě0
1
i!j!
”
p´1qiµi`3pµjpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c0, φq`
` p´1qi|φ|Lµi`2pµj`1pa, . . . , a, φq, a, . . . , a, c0q
ı
,
“
ÿ
i,jě0
1
i!j!
”
p´1qiµi`3pµjpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c0, φq´
´ µi`2pa, . . . , a, c0, µj`1pa, . . . , a, φqq
ı
,
(C.35)
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where in the sixth step we have used the homotopy Jacobi identity (2.38b) for the elements
pa, . . . , a, c0, φq,
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
ˆ
i´ 2
j ´ 2
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c0, φq´
´
ÿ
j`k“i
ˆ
i´ 2
k ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c0q, a, . . . , a, φq`
`
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qpj`1q|φ|L
ˆ
i´ 2
k ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, φq, a, . . . , a, c0q`
`
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qjp|φ|L`1q
ˆ
i´ 2
k ´ 2
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c0, φq, a, . . . , aq “ 0 .
(C.36)
Hence, using (4.1) and (4.18), we obtain
δc0p∇φq “ ´
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µi`2pa, . . . , a, c0,∇φq `
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
µi`3pf, a, . . . , a, c0, φq , (C.37)
as required.
To verify (4.20), consider
∇2φ “
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µi`1pa, . . . , a,∇φq
“
ÿ
i,jě0
p´1qi|φ|L
i!j!
µi`1pµj`1pa, . . . , a, φq, a, . . . , aq
“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj|φ|L
ˆ
i
j
˙
µj`1pµk`1pa, . . . , a, φq, a, . . . , aq
“
ÿ
iě1
1
pi´ 1q!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj|φ|L
ˆ
i´ 1
j
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, φq, a, . . . , aq
“
ÿ
iě1
1
pi´ 1q!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj|φ|L
ˆ
i´ 1
k ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, φq, a, . . . , aq
“
ÿ
iě1
1
pi´ 1q!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj´1
ˆ
i´ 1
j ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, φq
“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
iÿ
j“0
p´1qi´j
ˆ
i
i´ j
˙
µi´j`2pµjpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, φq
“
ÿ
i,jě0
p´1qi
i!j!
µi`2pµjpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, φq
“
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
µi`2pf, a, . . . , a, φq ,
(C.38)
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where we have used (C.2) in the third step and the homotopy Jacobi identity (2.38b) for
pa, . . . , a, φq,ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
ˆ
i´ 1
j ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, φq`
`
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj|φ|L
ˆ
i´ 1
k ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, φq, a, . . . , aq “ 0 ,
(C.39)
in the sixth step. Altogether, we arrive at (4.20),
∇2φ “
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
µi`2pf, a, . . . , a, φq . (C.40)
L8-morphisms and Maurer–Cartan elements in the coalgebra picture. In the
following, we explain formulas (4.22a), (4.22b), and (4.23) in detail. Recall that a morphism
φ : L Ñ L1 corresponds to a morphism of coalgebras Φ : Ä‚0 Lr1s ÑÄ‚0 L1r1s and satisfies
D ˝Φ “ Φ ˝D. In the dual, dga-picture, we have a morphism Φ˚ : C8pL1r1sq Ñ C8pLr1sq
satisfying Φ˚ ˝Q “ Q1 ˝ Φ˚.
From equation (A.29), it follows that
Φpesa0 q “ Φpsa` 12sad sa` 13!sad sad sa` ¨ ¨ ¨ q
“ Φ11psaq ` 12Φ12psad saq ` 12Φ11psaq d Φ11psaq ` 13!Φ13psad sad saq`
` 12Φ12psad saq d Φ11psaq ` 13!Φ11psaq d Φ11psaq d Φ11psaq ` ¨ ¨ ¨
“ esa10 ,
(C.41a)
where
a1 :“
ÿ
iě1
1
i!
φipa, . . . , aq . (C.41b)
We can then use equation (C.22) to compute the curvature of a1 as
f 1 “ ps´1 ˝ prÄ1 Lr1s ˝D1qpesa10 q
“ ps´1 ˝ prÄ1 Lr1s ˝D1 ˝ Φqpesa0 q
“ ps´1 ˝ prÄ1 Lr1s ˝ Φ ˝Dqpesa0 q
“ ps´1 ˝ prÄ1 Lr1s ˝ Φqpsf d esaq
“ s´1pΦ11psfq ` 12Φ12psf d saq ` . . . q
“
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
φi`1pf, a, . . . , aq .
(C.42)
Furthermore, using equation (C.22), we can write gauge transformations as follows in
the coalgebra picture,
δc0a “ ps´1 ˝ prÄ1 Lr1s ˝Dqpsc0 d desaq . (C.43)
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This allows us to compare different gauge orbits,
δc10a
1 “ s´1 ˝ prÄ1 Lr1sD1psc10 d esa1q
“ s´1 ˝ prÄ1 Lr1s ˝D1 ˝ Φpsc0 d esaq
“ s´1 ˝ prÄ1 Lr1s ˝ Φ ˝Dpsc0 d esaq
“ s´1 ˝ prÄ1 Lr1s ˝ Φpsδc0ad esa ` sc0 d sf d esaq ,
(C.44)
and we conclude that
c10 “
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
φi`1pa, . . . , a, c0q . (C.45)
L8-morphisms and Maurer–Cartan elements using brackets. Consider the defini-
tion (2.52) of a general L8-morphism pL, µiq Ñ pL1, µ1iq evaluated at p`1, . . . , `iq “ pa, . . . , aq
for a P L1. Then, the left-hand-side of (2.52) becomesÿ
j`k“i
p´1qk
ˆ
i
k
˙
φk`1pµjpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , aq “
“ i!
ÿ
k1`k2“i
p´1qk1
k1!
φk1`1
ˆ
1
k2!
µk2pa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a
˙
,
(C.46a)
while the right-hand-side reads as
iÿ
j“1
1
j!
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kj“i
ˆ
i
k1
˙ˆ
i´ k1
k2
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
i´ k1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ kj´2
kj´1
˙
ˆ
ˆ µ1jpφk1pa, . . . , aq, . . . , φkj pa, . . . , aqq
“ i!
iÿ
j“1
1
j!
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kj“i
µ1j
ˆ
1
k1!
φk1pa, . . . , aq, . . . , 1kj !φkj pa, . . . , aq
˙
.
(C.46b)
Hence, upon equating (C.46a) and (C.46b), we obtainÿ
k1`k2“i
p´1qk1
k1!
φk1`1
ˆ
1
k2!
µk2pa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a
˙
“
“
iÿ
j“1
1
j!
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kj“i
µ1j
ˆ
1
k1!
φk1pa, . . . , aq, . . . , 1kj !φkj pa, . . . , aq
˙
.
(C.47)
Thus, setting
a1 :“
ÿ
iě1
1
i!
φipa, . . . , aq (C.48)
and using the Cauchy product formula (C.3), we obtain from (C.47) the relationÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
φi`1pf, a, . . . , aq “ f 1 , (C.49a)
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where
f :“
ÿ
iě1
1
i!
µipa, . . . , aq and f 1 :“
ÿ
iě1
1
i!
µ1ipa1, . . . , a1q . (C.49b)
are the corresponding curvatures. Thus, we conclude that under L8-morphisms, MC
elements are mapped to MC elements.
Recall the formula (4.9) for gauge transformations,
a ÞÑ a` δc0a with δc0a “
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µi`1pa, . . . , a, c0q for c0 P L0 . (C.50)
We wish to study (C.48) under such transformations.
Generally, we haveÿ
iě1
1
i!
φipa` δc0a, . . . , a` δc0aq “
ÿ
iě1
1
i!
φipa, . . . , aqlooooooooomooooooooon
“ a1
`
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
φi`1pδc0a, a, . . . , aqloooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
“: ∆a1
“ a1 `∆a1 .
(C.51)
To compute ∆a1, we again consider equation (2.52) for a general L8-morphism, and this
time we evaluate it at p`1, . . . , `iq “ pa, . . . , a, c0q for c0 P L0 and a P L1. The left-hand-side
of that equation becomesÿ
j`k“i
„
p´1qk
ˆ
i´ 1
k ´ 1
˙
φk`1pµjpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c0q`
`
ˆ
i´ 1
j ´ 1
˙
φk`1pµjpa, . . . , a, c0q, a, . . . , aq

“
“ pi´ 1q!
ÿ
k1`k2“i
„ p´1qk1
pk1 ´ 1q!φk1`1
ˆ
1
k2!
µk2pa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c0
˙
`
` 1
k1!
φk1`1
ˆ
1
pk2 ´ 1q!µk2pa, . . . , a, c0q, a, . . . , a
˙
,
(C.52a)
while the right-hand-side reads as
iÿ
j“1
1
pj ´ 1q!
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kj“i
ˆ
i´ 1
k1
˙ˆ
i´ 1´ k1
k2
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
i´ 1´ k1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ kj´2
kj´1
˙
ˆ
ˆ µ1jpφk1pa, . . . , aq, . . . , φkj pa, . . . , a, c0qq “
“ pi´ 1q!
iÿ
j“1
1
pj ´ 1q!
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kj“i
ˆ
ˆ µ1j
ˆ
1
k1!
φk1pa, . . . , aq, . . . , 1kj´1!φkj´1pa, . . . , aq,
1
pkj ´ 1q!φkj pa, . . . , a, c0q
˙
.
(C.52b)
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Hence, upon equating (C.52a) and (C.52b), we obtainÿ
k1`k2“i
„ p´1qk1
pk1 ´ 1q!φk1`1
ˆ
1
k2!
µk2pa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c0
˙
`
` 1
k1!
φk1`1
ˆ
1
pk2 ´ 1q!µk2pa, . . . , a, c0q, a, . . . , a
˙
“
“
iÿ
j“1
1
pj ´ 1q!
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kj“i
ˆ
ˆ µ1j
ˆ
1
k1!
φk1pa, . . . , aq, . . . , 1kj´1!φkj´1pa, . . . , aq,
1
pkj ´ 1q!φkj pa, . . . , a, c0q
˙
.
(C.53)
Next, we set
c10 :“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
φi`1pa, . . . , a, c0q (C.54)
and use (C.48) and (C.50), the definition
δc10a
1 :“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µ1i`1pa1, . . . , a1, c10q , (C.55)
and the Cauchy product formula (C.3) to obtain
´
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
φi`2pf, a, . . . , a, c0q `
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
φi`1pδc0a, a, . . . , aq “ δc10a1 (C.56)
from (C.53). Upon comparing this with (C.51), we find
∆a1 “ δc10a1 `
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
φi`2pf, a, . . . , a, c0q . (C.57)
Consequently, for MC elements this reduces to
∆a1 “ δc10a1 ùñ
ÿ
iě1
1
i!
φipa` δc0a, . . . , a` δc0aq “ a1 ` δc10a1 , (C.58)
and, combining this with (C.49a), we realise that gauge equivalent MC configurations are
mapped to gauge equivalent MC configurations under L8-morphisms.
A curvature identity. Let L be equipped with an inner product x´,´yL and let f be
the curvature as defined in (4.1). We wish to prove that
xf, fyL “ 0 . (C.59)
Firstly,
xf, fyL “
ÿ
i,jě0
1
i!j!
xµipa, . . . , aq, µjpa, . . . , aqyL
“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
ÿ
j`k“i
ˆ
i
j
˙
xµjpa, . . . , aq, µkpa, . . . , aqyLloooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooon
“:Fi
,
(C.60)
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and therefore
Fi “
iÿ
j“0
ˆ
i
j
˙
xµjpa, . . . , aq, µi´jpa, . . . , aqyL
“ ´
iÿ
j“0
p´1qj
ˆ
i
j
˙
xa, µjpµi´jpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , aqyL
“ ´
i´1ÿ
j“1
p´1qj
ˆ
i
j
˙
xa, µjpµi´jpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , aqyL
“
i´2ÿ
j“0
p´1qj
ˆ
i
j ` 1
˙
xa, µj`1pµi´j´1pa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , aqyL .
(C.61)
Hence,
Fi`1 “
i´1ÿ
j“0
p´1qj
ˆ
i` 1
j ` 1
˙
xa, µj`1pµi´jpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , aqyL
“
iÿ
j“0
p´1qj
ˆ
i` 1
j ` 1
˙
xa, µj`1pµi´jpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , aqyL
“
iÿ
j“0
p´1qj
„ˆ
i
j
˙
`
ˆ
i
j ` 1
˙
xa, µj`1pµi´jpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , aqyL
“
iÿ
j“0
p´1qj
ˆ
i
j ` 1
˙
xa, µj`1pµi´jpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , aqyL ,
(C.62)
where in the last step we have use the Bianchi identity (4.3). Therefore,
Fi`1 “
i´1ÿ
j“0
ˆ
i
j ` 1
˙
xµj`1pa, . . . , aq, µi´jpa, . . . , aqyL
“
iÿ
j“1
ˆ
i
j
˙
xµjpa, . . . , aq, µi`1´jpa, . . . , aqyL .
(C.63a)
However, from the first line of (C.61), we also have
Fi`1 “
iÿ
j“1
ˆ
i` 1
j
˙
xµjpa, . . . , aq, µi`1´jpa, . . . , aqyL . (C.63b)
Furthermore, for any Aij “ Aji we have the identityˆ
i` 1
1
˙
A1i `
ˆ
i` 1
2
˙
A2i´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
ˆ
i` 1
i´ 1
˙
Ai´12 `
ˆ
i` 1
i
˙
Ai1 “
“ 2
„ˆ
i
1
˙
A1i `
ˆ
i
2
˙
A2i´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
ˆ
i
i´ 1
˙
Ai´12 `
ˆ
i
i
˙
Ai1

.
(C.64)
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Hence, using the symmetry of the inner product we take Aij :“ xµipa, . . . , aq, µjpa, . . . , aqyL,
which implies that the sum in (C.63b) is twice the sum in (C.63a), that is,
iÿ
j“1
ˆ
i` 1
j
˙
xµjpa, . . . , aq, µi`1´jpa, . . . , aqyL “
“ 2
iÿ
j“1
ˆ
i
j
˙
xµjpa, . . . , aq, µi`1´jpa, . . . , aqyL .
(C.65)
Consequently, we must have Fi`1 “ 0 and so xf, fyL “ 0, as claimed.
Becchi–Rouet–Stora–Tyutin transformations. Let us verify (4.38). Firstly, we have
QBRSTa “
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
µi`1pa, . . . , a, c0q ,
QBRSTc0 “ ´
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
”
µi`1pa, . . . , a, c´1q ` 1
2!
µi`2pa, . . . , a, c0, c0q
ı (C.66)
and so
Q2BRSTa “
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
“
µi`2pQBRSTa, a . . . , a, c0q ` p´1qiµi`1pQBRSTc0, a, . . . , aq
‰
“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!j!
”
µi`2pµj`1pa, . . . , a, c0q, a . . . , a, c0q`
´ p´1qiµi`1pµj`1pa, . . . , a, c´1q, a, . . . , aq´
´ p´1q
i
2!
µi`1pµj`2pa, . . . , a, c0, c0q, a, . . . , aq
ı
“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
ÿ
j`k“i
ˆ
i
j
˙”
µj`2pµk`1pa, . . . , a, c0q, a, . . . , a, c0q`
´ p´1qjµj`1pµk`1pa, . . . , a, c´1q, a, . . . , aq´
´ p´1q
j
2!
µj`1pµk`2pa, . . . , a, c0, c0q, a, . . . , aq
ı
“
ÿ
iě2
1
pi´ 2q!
ÿ
j`k“i
ˆ
i´ 2
j ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c0q, a, . . . , a, c0q`
´
ÿ
iě1
1
pi´ 1q!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
ˆ
i´ 1
j
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c´1q, a, . . . , aq´
´
ÿ
iě2
1
pi´ 2q!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
2!
ˆ
i´ 2
j
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c0, c0q, a, . . . , aq
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“
ÿ
iě2
1
pi´ 2q!
ÿ
j`k“i
ˆ
i´ 2
k ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c0q, a, . . . , a, c0q`
´
ÿ
iě1
1
pi´ 1q!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
ˆ
i´ 1
k ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c´1q, a, . . . , aq´
´
ÿ
iě2
1
pi´ 2q!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
2!
ˆ
i´ 2
k ´ 2
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c0, c0q, a, . . . , aq
“ ´
ÿ
iě1
1
pi´ 1q!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj´1
ˆ
i´ 1
j ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c´1q`
`
ÿ
iě2
1
pi´ 2q!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
2!
ˆ
i´ 2
j ´ 2
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c0, c0q
“
ÿ
iě0
1
i!
iÿ
j“0
p´1qj
ˆ
i
j
˙”
´ µj`2pµi´jpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c´1q`
` 1
2!
µj`3pµi´jpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c0, c0q
ı
“
ÿ
i,jě0
p´1qi
i!j!
”
´ µi`2pµjpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c´1q`
` 1
2!
µi`3pµjpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c0, c0q
ı
,
(C.67)
where we used the homotopy Jacobi identity (2.38b) for pa, . . . , a, c0, c0q in the sixth step,
1
2!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
ˆ
i´ 2
j ´ 2
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c0, c0q´
´
ÿ
j`k“i
ˆ
i´ 2
k ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c0q, a, . . . , a, c0q`
` 1
2!
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
ˆ
i´ 2
k ´ 2
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c0, c0q, a, . . . , aq “ 0 ,
(C.68)
and for pa, . . . , a, c´1q,
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
ˆ
i´ 1
j ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , aq, a, . . . , a, c´1q`
`
ÿ
j`k“i
p´1qj
ˆ
i´ 1
k ´ 1
˙
µj`1pµkpa, . . . , a, c´1q, a, . . . , aq “ 0 ,
(C.69)
respectively. Altogether, using the curvature f defined in (4.2), we arrive at
Q2BRSTa “
ÿ
iě0
p´1qi
i!
”
´ µi`2pf, a, . . . , a, c´1q ` 1
2!
µi`3pf, a, . . . , a, c0, c0q
ı
. (C.70)
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